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10 87 Grand roy viendra prendre port pres de Niffe 

 (defected) Grander green Y-Fronted pedantry gardener E'Ya driven independent

 

 
 

 

  Helen C. Mead-Parks
  the collator 

© & ® 
 

£   691 
8 49 1 Satufr, au beuf joue en l'eau, Mars en fleche , J562 ed     ('U' = 'V')

Mars in Sagittarius, Jupiter in Aquarius Saturn in Taurus. 
AISE AUTARCHIES BUREAU CHEATS LICELeech JOUE/contract UUAR BREUU/date May 13 –June 10/  pun 
EUCHARIST ANU REINFLAMES ARETHUSA (nymph of Hesperides/western) HELICE  the sun 
ALLAN SURNAME UUEBBER NUMERAL ALUMNAE: CHASTE LIFE AS UUEB/NETTER. 
 AISE = AYSE, the Ayse of Alex Collier.  EUCHARIST ANU – those entities hidden in the Last Supper 
 AUTARCHIES BUREAU = the Elohim Alliances.  Elohim has 35 mentions, Eloim has 27 mentions in Allan's Template.  
 CHEATS UUAR by arranging agreements that nuclear never be used again. Nuclear holograms is another story 
 NUMERAL ALUMNAE   quite so, he is a retired professor of mathematics at Adelaide University 

BEFORE SUBHUMAN FLU ABUSER 
EUNUCH MANURE FORCES HARMFUL;  UNABLE TO USE FULL BEER date MENU.  MANUFACTURES CEASE NUCLEAR FUELS, 
CUES REMOTE JESUS  MANUAL EARTH RETURN. OCEAN LANE NEBULA FUSE EUENT CLUE.  FEEL  MABUS FOUR  CONJURE 

 
BLUE JEUUELS UUHEEL HUB FUTURE . SATANS  AUUEFUL HATEFUL JUMBO HUM.  
UUE  FORM OUR MAJOR CHEERFUL HUMORFUL ONES UUELCOME ARMS  FORCE: EJECT  BANEFUL  FAUNAE FLEAS JUNTA 
 FAUNAE animal FLEAS:- in Da Vinci's Fleas Tale, it speaks of those wanting the 'greener grass' on the other 'dog' – taking a thing they 

do not need  ALE-BEER date MENU : was to be Yellowstone, May 13 – June 10, but a supervolcano also has Halloween as another date 
 REMOTE JESUS :– the off world one from Carpenter now known as The Set Square and Compass, of the FreeMasons. 
 SUBHUMAN FLU – the vaccines that will change your DNA into a synthetic robotoid A.I.                 BEFORE = in front of 
 MAJOR CHEERFUL ONES, the Procyon Nordics known as "the happy ones" do hands-on work for the Elohim Alliances 
 ARMS FORCE:- is a pun,  the Arm is the black knight/s, and their "force" are the warrior Seraphim, sent by King of kings. 
 MANURE FORCES: the "fallen ones" from Alcyone, Atlas & Maia which reside under Antarctica. Pleiades being  a "heap"under Taurus 
 JESUS MANUAL: the bible/s or "Savior menu".  
  may well be "the Androgyne" we have all been living with  in UNDER OCTOBRE,NOVEMBRE. You saw the thermal heat FEMALE EUNUCH

camera shot of Hillary Clinton, the head witch, in the previous article -  no biological elements from the chest down. That would make her 
a "eunuch". For one thing she did die "under October" – in Sept. 11 2016. There is another  we currently face. Nov 3.  OCTOBRE, NOVEMBRE

2. La grande Capon tout s'accommoder.  All living with the great Capon (eunuch/Androgyne) Q J562 [plus Jain's 458 = 2020] & Presage 76 

1. Parle Legat du terreftre & marin = Speaking of/from terrestrial and marine Laws (the Living Library) of which the Clintons initiated destruction 

being theinvolved with the  owners of chemical companies that produce the likes of Corexit,  still rolling around the ocean floors and killing food chains... 
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THE  CHAPTERS 
 

In Order of the Event named, in the Quatrains & Quatreins 
Reference numbers with a £ sign are from Allan Webber's Template which took him 9 years 

Upper case  refers to an anagrammed quatrain/Quatrein, Lower case means from a Quatrain or Sixaine 
 

C+F+  
9 91 2 Le Cherfonnez tiendra & Marceloyne, 

                          RELY  A  LONELY  LATE COMER  
HELEN MEAD  CHOSEN ONE:   

MET, TRAINED,  REANIMATED  text  LINES-   
ORACLE  CHEERS  KORË… DETRIMENT  NONE 

£  1776 9 91 2 
£  3013 2 84 4 

£  3220 4 91 4 

2 7 2,  3 42 1 

 5 62 4 

PREAMBLE ~ Hubris, thankyou Clare Templeton. Appeared in Part One 

PRENATAL  SAVANT  £  3599
 
C+F+  9 28 4

2 7 1  Colonies Parks see 3 42,  4 26 4, 5 36, 5 62 4 

Born with two teeth in her palate 
E'YA FOND OF INTER-DENTAL  PRINTS...  etc 

 

 MI ALLEGORI   SOUL COLLEAGUE,  NO ACCIDENT

PREORDINATION   pairs           £    73  
 1 73  1   PRENATAL

4 9  1 1

5 36 1
 

£    73 1 73  1  PARQS APPEARS , ARCANE LIFESTYLE 

Sister to the brother in search of the fantastic 
 

INSPIRED ORACLE LASS, CLEAR BARCAROLE               

SHE NEEDS DEMONSTRANCE   C+F+ 4 39 1 

£  3393
 6 64 4 

4 45 4 

two have seen the docteur 'arrive'  - but only one saw him die 

ONE TO WITNESS
  written up and C+F+ 6 1 2*

 

 

One assigned to study Egyptian history 
Kariong  already written up. Nostradamus also went to Egypt to study 

1 40 3 

4 9  1

DucGauloisMellele : codes within codes 

  COLLEAGUE :  CUES  IDEAL  DIALOGUES
 

LAY NELL LET NO ONE TYRANISE – NOT  ONCE  
written up  

£ 75  1 75 1 
£  182010 35 2    

because re Ventura: more than once shaking my head 

MEAD: REMAIN YOUR GENIUS COUSIN'S CODE:  
 

Eagle chased off the camp by other birds –  

with photos                                                     5 14 1 NOSE PEEL    

C+F+2 44 1 

2 44 4 

 

Lady renders sense from the senseless 
 

Numbers speak to the lady   
J555 10 Aug  PDF Forum Feb 1 2014          Presage 

Centuries, Quatrains etc. Not numerology                

 

J555 10 Aug 
7 23 3 

 

£   601 7 1 1 ACHILLES fail £  2417 6 31 3, £  24526 66 3 £  370710 36 4 

Because they do not know about the ring   

 

/allowsARGENTAL ALBI LETS AGENT  TRIPLE  CODES  

Silver Albi (Graal) appeared in Acknowledgements 

MEAD DANGER with warning helicopter 

£  11222 79 2 

10 94 2 
£  23485 62 3 

 

'Parcs, who has the eyes to see ... the mandate'i n  L e t t e r  3 2 ;
 

 

SHEEP MUTILATION  appears in endnotes to  Allan Webber's Template 

10 94 2 continues 
E.U. CNIM REVENGE PIERCES SHEEP

 July 16 2016 

 

The lonely lady continues prevailing  

Via the extinguished over the 
honorable bed/Earth 6 63 

MURDER RUMORED   

6 63 
 

1 41 3 

~ 9 58 3 ~ 

also refers to One Sent  of All Deaths – 
which appears on the docteur's  headstone!  

Almost fainted at the return of her sons   
 

YOU ARE NOT IN ERROR ASSUMING YOUR SONS  

 

Seven years doing  sorrowful investigation  
 see  Janines's Tarot  link pg 22  ABBA ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. 

6 63 then via great fortune long life to the realm.  C+F+DOVE 
via the Quirite refers to St. Germain. 10 77 pg 5 No Accident Part One 

 

Sad nightingale shortening her days 

Tired old woman gave away the farm 

11 18 

5 36 3 

£  3599 9 28 4 CLIO SAVANT PRODUCES  CALISTO/font   
          ASCENDS EARLY CUPREOUS/copper/Libra: 

 

Lady wearing breeches disappears from sight 

 hear what Janine said in her Tarot video 

5 65 3  5 36 3 
5 36 4 

On the agricultural plot  the tired old woman gave away 
Dies relishing the task 

 

Her death from the Flower[Therses] issued -
caused sent, 

8 18 

4 99 4 

IN SPRING  southern  hemisphere 
NELL PERISHES IN SHED BY LADDER-RING-DOOR 

 

SHE DISAPPEARS FROM CAVE, [man-like-pad]  

PIPED VERNAL DATE, NOT APRIL  

 7 24 4 

Da Vinci 

RAPTURED PORTAL RING DOOR UP ON  MAN-LIKE PAD 
EARS/Virgo-SPRING DIURNAL LEAP ANNUAL 2020 

 

ASCENDS EARLY CUPREOUS:Copper-Libra 2 62 1,    4 67 10 49 2  STAIRUUAY TO  AIRUUAY = brain surgery March 20 2017  

  pairs  2 18 4, which pairs 2 72 3 

FREE YEAR ARRANGED Angel in S.S. £  1365 5 22 2 

 
£  2269 4 83 3 

£  1990 2 4 3 

INNOVATION – MUSE USES DEVIATION IN EDITIONS  

because one of the directives had been : 

FARAUUAY COCEBURN BOX YA’S LINES – LINEALLY 

 

LUX UUEAPON 70 minutes  EVENT  May 29 2017

Day of death put for birthday: quatrain  2 13 
see image cronus visor leaving July 2nd 2017 

£  3448 7 19 4   

4 31 

2 72   

 

Looking south,  
You Saw me die, hands on bosom, 
 eyes to the sky, bodies in the fire.Sept. 19 2011 

 

they AIM BLAST MI MATURED REPORTER  MID 
TERM SORREL TREE  May 13 – June 9

2 18 4 

 

IS  
 

 

*6 1 2 OUR STRANGE COURIER SENT AGAIN ENCOURAGES YOU. SEES YOU NUDE (chuckles)  January 2009 then Easter 2010 
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ABBÁ ~ father 
Mer, Ka, Ab, & Ba, we have  a cube made up of the principle parts of the etheric self 1   

OUR GIFT, IN HEAVEN 
 

 

t was not his intent to be full of explanations, this day in January of  J333/ 2009. 
Enough to demonstrate one, or maybe two things, had she been quick enough of wit.  
 

Shock is shock no matter the circumstance. Being the docteur that he had been, he fully 
realized a first time for anything so queer as his sudden appearance in such a manner,   
would not be easy on a mind without some fore-thought, or that of some previous  alert.  

  i.2009  in  FIX THE 

CALENDARS  C+F+ 

endnotes 
Ɨn which case, this first visit carried with it the intention to become  that warning.   appears in  C+F+4 39 1 
 

Knowing she had been attuned to his works for several decades, it was his hope that she was already 
aware... 
 

After all, it was she who had performed a heart-felt sincere prayer one April 10th in her  decade year of  
Ɨ980 – and the docteur was here to answer that prayer...   
almost a full Saturn-cycle later; (29½ years) for the cognisant gnowing ones.  
That this in itself was the first hurdle, the first demonstration. The action  speaking for itself. 
Would she have reached a personal age yet, where facta non verba was a working principle? 
The deeds speaking, not the words?     

Judge them by what 

they are doing, by their 

actions  – in many 

forums, the word used 

by the docteur.  

C+F+6 89 3  

The high school motto 

of the collator was  

facta non verba 

Would she recognise the first of the 7 conduits in activity?                                

Laid out almost unclothed as she was, on a self-reclining armchair. That which might be called 
a  fauteuil  in the times whence the docteur ever used one. 

 

IS, CAN BE, SEVEN 

CONDUITS, SOME USED. 

& THE RING LORD 

 

Smiling to himself on seeing her half naked, sprawled under a small buzzing machine suspended 
on the wall above her, producing a tiny stream of cold air into a stinking hot summer’s day flowing 
onto her wettened towel, draped somewhat over her nudeness. 

I SAW YOU NUDE, 

ALMOST NAKED, 

C+F+7 5 3 

(CHUCKLE) 

He did not expect her to understand on this occasion what she was looking at, when his shimering 
transluscence safely emerged between one moment and the next only a few feet from her dangling 
right foot.  As she would say later :– 
 

 "He just appeared at the one o’ clock position".   
Yes her expression, her strangled scream caught up short, her heart rate, did match each other. 
This conduit today (of  January, in the year of  J333 / 2009 by the Common Era computerized 
language) is of the ethereal description.  The first of seven instant styles of  sudden appearance,   
most of which are not likely to occur without the Ring. 

 capitò nella stanza d'un pittore         

Da Vinci :  

he / Nostradamus  appeared  

in the studio of one painter 

All dissolved, 

[Nostradamus] 

IS-CANBE SEVEN CONDUITS  

(7 36) ~ SOME USED 

(4 45 4) 

 

Nor without the two-brained che-rod attendant, (of whom the docteur “was quite fond”);  he who 
does have a gender – one of three - who divines the co-ordinates of height above ground, left right 
or front,  thirty four-point-something degrees south and like-wise east or west of  the year he 
came from.  A case of  “there but not quite there”.    

THEY DO NOT KNOW 

ABOUT THE RING  7 23,  

7 73 1  [THE RING] 

CONVERTS VECTOR 

C+F+ 9 58 
                                                                
For her view, she could not quite see through the docteur,  yet he was not in the solid state.  
Silvery of colour, feet on the floor,  all five foot five of him without his chapeau.  
Arrived  in shades of  grays, rippling shadows lining his long robes but nothing in a colour.  
Cognisant thought however needs no colour. IS, CAN BE, SEVEN CONDUITS, SOME USED 

UUILLIEM52 –died trying 

to save the docteur in a 

time trip gone wrong  

1 2 1, 6 87 2, 4 32 3   

9 15 2 etc. in endnotes 

Exchange of wide smiles, reassuring her he would be back – her wits were with her, she more 
surprised than he on that matter.    She doubts,  yet she does not. 
Most people would and do jump to the exclamation of “why me”? 

Where is the answer to that query? 

     
COGENCY  ALL THE WHILE  

during a ‘trip’ 3 2 3 

It sits in all of us, within our very DNA. To be expressed when the timing is ripe. 
As always there is a small devil in the detail which relates to physical health, the chemicals   in the 
environment, and mostly in personal Attitude.  Diet. Such as the consequence of eating halal.  Or 
not eating anything genetically manipulated – avoiding any negative  consequence of our actions, 
something some of us never learn. 
The first of nine visits to come between  2009 and  2017,  and not all of them from  Our Gift, 
the docteur.              SHE NEEDS DEMONSTRANCE   4 39 1 and this was the reason for all the visits 

9 41 1     IF YOU ARE 

VOID OF DNA 

FRAGRANCY =  

IS ANGRY  
Presage 102, 4 74 2 

  1
 from The Casseopea Files                    

 
each of the topnotes 

has a hiddentexts line in 
Allan Webber’s Template 

compiled 1999 to  2008 
 these ones refer to an event 

which is related here 
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See photo herein of one visit as it was  “aggregating apart”  July 2nd 2017  
Each visit having absolutely nothing in common with another.   
Harking back to facta non verba – the deed not the word – was then and still is, the 
Principal law, so let us ask:   
“why would each uninvited appearance be so unlike the previous?” 
As one very well known person once said “by their actions you will know them”. 

C+F+2 13 

C+F+AGGREGATE 

AGGREGATING APART 1 29 

ARRIVES THROUGH INDISTINCT WAVES – 

MATERIALISING IN ALIENATING DOCKING 

BELL 

(day put for death day 2 13) 

That each time-gate visit was an individual deniably plausible demonstration in physical form;  

of one of the “seven” differing types of conduit.   

As They stated “she needs demonstrance” . 
There are illustrations all throughout history which display the various use of time to travel, 
some of which are here.       See Voltair’s depiction of looking glass   
Lone Pine being the name of the farm/property where the “Aesop” (story-teller) was living at 
the time of the “nose-peel”.  Just for curiosity sake,                  

 

C+F+7 36  

C+F+4 39 1 

5 14 1 ENTERS LONE PINE, AESOP NOSE 

PEEL, MEANT RELEASE FIT NUMERATION –   

PAGES STREAM    
C+F+5 14 1 NOSE-PEEL 

C+F+VOLTAIRE      
7 36  Dieu, le ciel,  tout le divin verbe à l'onde,  
 God, the heavens,  the divine word in  all  the waves (quantum frequencies) the QUOD or from QUODS' 3 37 3 

GOD, VOICE ACTIVATION, LAUNCH CHANGES,  PULSES   pairs two others which describe  “chilled horror" 
TRANSPORTED BY REDNESS. IS-CAN-BE SEVEN CONDUITS.  

 See illustrations that follow which represent one of the different methods of using time as gates.

 

   J562 ed. 

numerical reference in Allan Webber’s 

Template   

£   636 
7 36  1

  

1 8 2 Allan Webber’s Template reference £   951 
   Seras, (will be) chãgeãt les loys barbares 

ARCHER
/Nostradamus 

SEER SEES SHE BERATES HER VERTEBRAE EASTER  
 sees, literally, while actually visiting 

4 45 4 SOME  USED,  GO TO 1 8 2  

CHANTRESS  EASTER  

1 8 2  Seras, (will be) chãgeãt les loys barbares  J557 ed.                                                                                                        
  (bankster laws) & veines: Will be changing the manner of bankster laws 
ARCHER SEES [her] SEARCH (this cuts both ways)  
Archer = Sagittarian, which both of them happen to have been. 
SEES;  BERATES VERTEBRAES EASTER              

see 4 45 4 Easter  2010 J333  she had half rolled her tractor & hurt her back. 
Interesting the the quatrain line speaks of “beam me up, or down” with one to witness it – the collator, 
the the texts hidden in the French quatrain line, taken from Allan Webber’s Template (Allan being in the 
“duet” with Helen) goes on to reiterate details such as “atomiser mist” and seven conduits and “some 
used”,  not forgetting that it was in Easter! 
The “one witness” detail does have a Caveat or 2.  Did they not expect her to find Da Vinci’s statement? 

                                   the English:  capitò nella stanza d'un pittore 

He happened/appeared in the room of a painter (artist’s studio) 

. e trassele  nel volto al mettitore  (the emitter)  delle calze

 the  mentor in hosiery and (so) drew his  face within  (the Last Supper)

 

J555 publication 

Maws/microphone forming [voice activation shape] will reshape smaller, into a micro-phone 
All dissolved, [beamed up]  one made witness here.   (she was made witness to his real death) 

4 45  4 Tous deftranchés, vn en (Lat. behold) fera tefmoing.   
All dissolved,  [Nostradamus] one will be witness here. (Nell) 

RENNES  STEERSMAN  USED  ATOMISER  MIST [beam me up]  …   SEVEN TRANCHES OUT   
SOME [conduits]  USED,  GO TO CHANTRESS  EASTER  see 1 8 2  ERGO [therefore]… DUET SONG 

£  3174 
4
0
45 4

 numerical reference in Allan Webber’s Template   

“DUET SONG” refers to two people singing the same song. Allan Webber and Helen Mead Parks 
The meaning of the names Allan and Helen is the same: Bright light 

 

2 72  

ONE SENT TO DIE UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS 

1 37 4 

 the bridge (stage gate) and the grave both in 

foreign places. 

4 31 4  

YOU  SAUU ME DIE, ARMS ON BREAST, 

BODIES IN THE FIRE 

numerical reference in Allan Webber’s 

£   951       10 8  2Template      

notes: the Latin words translation which provided the ‘bi thesaural’ result 
PARCA (Latin for Parks)  IN LETTER 32, correspondence of Nostradamus written in the Latin 
“Brototium meum iamdudum Parca rapuit, quae (Fem.) quidquid est apud nos boni quamprimum sibi 
vendicat. P. Brototius filius iuvenis est admodum et [69 vº] ista parum curare videtur. Porro autem tales 
sunt plerumque nostrae literae, quae si vel non perferantur vel negligentius habeantur, non parum ea 
res nos offensura sit.” 

“BI  THESAURAL” 

1 29, 3 54 3,   1 87 4, 

4 51 3,  5 61  2,   

5 62 1   

The original above, taken as masculine by the translator/s but ‘quae’ is  also the female  – 
 albeit the translators  still spelt it PARKS 

“Here already it has been some time that my dear Brotot was delighted by  Parks,   who took hold 

[of our mandate*] those things amongst us which must be done herself/himself [being] as a priority 

the best among us  "Who has the ears to hear whatsoever amongst our mandate.*   
     To undergo delivery  forthwith." 

£   597
 6 97 1 CITED: NELL GREETED AL UUEBBER,

he
 NEGATED SURREAL CQIN

/dragon QUARAN  
I asked Allan what he thought about extra terrestrials and he said he does not believe in them,"other than angels   

In Letters 34 and 49 the words 
QUANTUM appear and QUOD 

many times. In Latin QUOD  
means 

anyone, anything, anytime and   
THAT  WHICH 

William Whitaker Latin Words 
  /book of other worlders URANITE from Urania.     
       "                                                                    C+F+ 10 59 

1 
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The references to Brototium & Rosenberg in  letter #32 seems to mean persons who were in the 

know about stargates (‘the ring’)  … “delighted by  Parks,…  who took hold   [*of our mandate] those 
things amongst us which must be done herself (being) as a priority the best [thing] among us’’. 

 

 

SO WHO IS ‘US’? Who is it behind Simon Parkes (UK), Anton Parcs (Fr) Jim Sparks (USA) & Helen Parks (Aus) 
but also Nostradamus AND Da Vinci trying to warn modern mankind of terminal events? Not forgetting Alex 
Collier,  John Dee etc. The answer, mostly, is Chani and Valgrind. C+F+LATTICE 
Another answer to “Who is Us”?  the Andromeda Casseopea Elohim Alliances – of whom there are twenty. 
 

£   901
 10 59 1 ADELAIDEAN ALLAN DENIAL ALIEN ISON CQIN

/dragon 
DEDANS

/within  
ONLY ʺDEADENS  DEADLINESʺ    

this answers why Allan told me back in 2009  that he did not believe in extra terrestrials (only angels)  He thinking it would prevent people from 

believing in the works of Nostradamus at the outset the words  NOSY LADY were in here too  DEADENS NOSY LAY LADY E'YA DEADLINES
 C+F 6 97 1

 
Pointing out that the "Alien Ison/Nemesis Dragon" would be the MESSSSSIAH from Saran 

 (red flagged) 
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/20th-May-2019-MESSSSSIAH-collection-1-15-pm.pdf 

 

£  2047
2 61 3 Derrier le fleuve au fort mife l'efchele,  j562+458 = 2020 

behind the river the ladder put at the fort, 
FLEUU SUUIFT FOUR TIMES OUT TO  LAME  UURITER  FEMALE’S  MEAD'S  FARM. 

MAESTRO  FEELS  TIMELESS,  FEELS  AUUE,   
FLIES LIFELESS  FLOUUER

/dna  
CELLS AFORE. 

FLESH MELTS, FELT HOT HELL’S UUORST CHILL, IS THE WORST HARM 
UUIT-ALL-THE- UUHILE. *during a time gate trip 

TO TRIM OFF UUOLF UUEASEL MOLESTER: MERITS THESE  FILES SELL 
FREE  M.E. FUEL  OFFSETS FALSE ELITES  D.E.UU. FLAMED TOUUERS  UUAITER 

SAFE UUARMER UUELFARE LIFE LATER   
ICE FRAMES SERF UUAR   
UUASTE  FLOUUS  MORE 

3 2  (bi thesaural  £  2140 3 54 3 £  1404 5 61 2) 
1. ASTONISHING LAUNCH ENCOMPASS  EARTH TO MILKY WAY – MYSTERIOUS SECRET 

2. POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER 
* 3. SPIRIT CONSCIOUS ~ ENTIRE COGENCY 

able to think while using the Star gate being beamed up 
4. UNEQUALLED AEGIS BEYOND ... ORBITING PLANETOID CITY ~ ARK AT THE FOOT 

 

John Dee etc. 

see 

Bibliography 

‘‘Parca… who has the ears to hear whatsoever amongst our *mandate  To undergo delivery forthwith’’   
Letter #32 – the words broken down – were simply ignored by the ‘translators’. 
Paucis abhinc diebus, nobilissime Rosenbergi , redditae sunt nobis à te literae, tua (your) iaspide tenia  obsignatae (sealed)  in 
cera (wax) viridi, (green) (meaning in a "green seal") ... 

ʺdatae (provides)  autem (moreover) illae (cost her/unharmed) ad (by) fonts (pelvis/Sagittarius-Scorpio) febriles (fever) prope (close to) 

tua (ƒ: your) mapalia (bad decision )              this paragraph completely ignored by the Nostradamophile  ‘translators’ 

“ Moreover indication is (in evidence) she is unharmed by infection in the pelvis because of her bad decision "  

(caused by the Dalkon shield) The ‘bad decision’ seems to have been a concern, and the Dalkon Shield did prove the 
cause of a large class action world wide at the time.   However I was “lucky” having just married Mr Mead, and had it 
removed just in time to prevent permanent damage. This then allowed for Eloise to be born at a later age of 42.  
Eloise is named many times in Allan Webber’s Template. 

 

 

“autem (moreover) datae  (evidence provides) illae (cost her/unharmed) ad (by) fonts (pelvis/also means Sagittarius-Scorpio)  

febriles (fever) prope (close to, because of) tua (ƒemale: ‘your’) mapalia (bad decision).” quite so 

Then Nostradamus writes:  

“I do not know whether to be offended or astonished by so long a  delay.” ['in time']  
A mysterious comment to make following directly from the above. 

After working on Fixing The Calendars, it seems this reference is made towards the larger gap in centuries 
between our modern day at I344 AD (in 2020) and his at – say– 555, the year of first publication.  

The difference is now really 789 years, indeed, "so long a delay".  
Whereas 2020 minus 1,555 would have been 465 years. But it is not. 
The difference is 2020 – the extra 676 years resulting from pope Gregory's plus reset and Prince 
Otto's minus reset which equals I344 (C.E.) then minus J ed. = 789 years – a large gap indeed. 

Continues: (noting the placement of the commas, I wonder if these sentences need to be “worked” in the 
same manner that those from Da Vinci needed?  
For anyone wishing to have a go at translating Nostradamus – here is a good start for you!  

 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/20th-May-2019-MESSSSSIAH-collection-1-15-pm.pdf
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These "books" being the only ones that will eventuate will have many duplications of items 
already published in previous  pdf "forums" – a description provided by the texts themselves. 

After all – these booklets are really simply a SUMMARY of the most important topics gained 
over the last seven years – apart from the collection of references that can only prove they refer 
to one so full of  'hubris' as myself.  
 

These were not going to appear on their own - Someone had to do it!  

INTERJECTION from the author 
A more modern commentary: 
Stating events as they simply were, with no intention of gaining sympathy or pity ~ 

 (do not ever think to yourself that I strive to gain anything from telling you all just exactly how things were)  

because each and every “event” in one’s life is for the very reason of  case-hardening  one’s character! 
 

How I long to have a laugh with Diana Gabaldon – the queen of time travel tales – includimg the disclosure 

 to her that I was born the very same day her Brianna was! That in the case of Brianna in the series of books 

 that began with “Crosstitch”; and followed thru with Brianna giving her virginity to the one who deserved it  

and the same night being cruelly attacked by the pirate. All such a parallel to the same events in my own life.  

The only exception that the rape for me happened first; with me giving thanks to the culprit for doing me a favor 

 December Friday 13th  after my sixteenth birthday... in this manner  saving my life from the men who it trans- 

pired had later murdered victims on the same spot – to be followed two weeks later by meeting the love of my life,  

a Frenchman, whose birthday was May 1st.   

He, in appearance, not much different to Diana Gabaldon’s hero who shared that same birthday! 
£   414

 5 14 1  AISE  ENTERS LONE PINE, APOSTLE AESOP MATURE HELEN'S , NUMERATES 
     NATURES MASTER/Nostr.TUNE RELEASEMENT, FITS FOUR METERS/quatrains PAGES STREAM SENT TRUE.   

 

 

  5 14 1 – I did say 'warts and all' !  somewhere 
The marvels of modern surgery for skin cancer 
April 18 2006 aged 57 
the blemishes are burns caused by working with steel - 
without a face guard.  
All doped up (even more than usual) 
This operation was repeated a year later 
when an aggressive cancer was found on  
the other side of the new nose 
resulting in two face-drops 
and someone else’s nose 
Unable to wash hair for many weeks 
The recovery from this was the Beginning of the texts 

image at right to make you feel a bit better  
 

 
£   412

 5 12 1 Aupres du lac Leman fera conduite, J ed.  

: Allan & Helen  
UUIRETAP PETRAEUS, MANACLES ORDNANCES PURSUED  
REPUDIATES UUADIET (WADJET-serpent) / SARACEN [Allah] USURPED AUUAITED CLEMENCIES. 
 USURPED AUUAITED CLEMENCIES    had I not been speaking to a retired Secret Space Program pilot I would 

never have known what this means. Marduk was taken into custody 18th August 2018 and judged guilty of 

Contempt of Council.  So was Nannar, but Nannar being king, was executed on the spot (exploded). Marduk was 

placed into house arrest on Mars – yet he still managed to USURP HIS CLEMENCY – he maintained that he was 

totally repentant and he would prove it given the chance.  

 The entire matter of Contempt related to the Anu via Nannar and Marduk requesting permission to return to 

Earth for plant and equipment they said they needed for repairing their atmosphere containment on Zha.am.i,     

so they were given permission by the Andromeda Council  but renigged on that agreement and dug in at Pine Gap. 

Did they really think they could cheat The Elders? 
 

5 12 1 Aupres du lac Leman fera conduire J562 ed.   It will be conduit near the Lake of Geneva [CERN under] 
READ: CAREFUL, SARAN UUADIET/Wadjet/green serpent ARIAN   the fallen Alcyonese ‘angels’ under Antarctica 

 chemtrails, g,m,o, , ‘smart’ power,  towers  Blue beam etc etc . (Treaties) [you] COMPILES FRAUDULENCE  FOUL CRUDE IMPUDENCE, HAARP G.W.E.N RUDE ENS CLAIM DOCUMENTS TRUE
 

negates the treaties.        PURSUE EDUCATION CALENDARS, REPUDIATES MANACLED ORDNANCES 
 See pdf  forums  FIX THE CALENDARS, EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES, MILLWHEEL OF THE AGES, SHROUD OF TURIN 

                  by killing electricity we lose all computer data POLES DECOUPLE, MENACE DEAFENED CURRICULUM      
UUIRETAP crono visored: PETRAEUS UUAITED (a forum all his own which these texts warned me not to publish yet)  
o ENS those from Erid.anus in the United Nations                                             C+F+4 26 4 
o 

 
o  
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2 67 1 Le blonde au nez forche viendra commettre The fork nosed comet will come to the blond one (our sun) 
TO RENDER NOBLE LEONARDO: ZEE CHIEF LETTER CUE: LETTERB  BEFORE LETTERE: BE NELLA TO COMMA  
in Italian "NELLA" means "within" go to Da Vinci’s ‘Riddles’,  find  NELL  between commas,  for instance: 

 

 ,che nella a sé sottoposta strada collocate erano.  the English  
     "Nell: that her directions/way/manner of  the [Nell's/Cassiopeian] subjects/topics  were collated."  by CUE words* 

 ,così accade a quelli che nella vita soletaria,        the English   
      This is what happens to those who in life are solitary 
 

 J ed.  2 37 1 Of that great number that one/Oannes will send (see lon) 
MY UNARMED COMMAS ARE BEING SAID AS FAULTS – ARE TOLD LIT AS FRAUD          
(lon has no apostrophe and refers to the "On" or Oannes, same with "lan", meaning the An) 
in the quatrains such words as l’on and l’an appear minus the apostrophe for a reason. That lon & lan are Oannes and Anu 

6 38 3 Noire fangoinaire, rouge fera commis            Red (RUSS/Russia) will expose the bloodthirsty black one 
UR-E’A GRACE AGREEING, IS AROUSE ICE ON RARE ORMANCER MAGICIAN SARAN MENACE RACE, IGNOMIOUS 
MARRIAGE/bred via DNA 
ORIGIN: GENUINE UR-E’A GRACE UINCI GENIUS INFORMS IN CONFIGURE COMMA RIGOROUS SCREENING COMMAS 
pairs 10 25 3 &  ALERT LONER MATURE MEAD, ENTREPENEUR  READ LEONARDO TALE:  COMMA  MENU, 10 40 2 
PARAMETER ELOQUENCE (pairs 2 67 1 ) 

6 3 4  LEONARDO’S CLEAREST CODE ONCE RESTORED REPLACES PRESELECTED.    
SELECT PER CONCORD LETTERSPACE.  see how in pdf LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED 
LEONARDO CONCEALED PERFECT FORCE /Elohim [concealed] ROT, COAT hides COLDER PROTOCOL , 
COATS Earth READ LEONARDO ART CONCEALED PROOF, CENSORED LEO’S DNA CLATTERER (shape shifter) 

LEPERS the naïve LEARN        [COLLATOR USE] PRESELECTED LETTER CODES ONCE
 after 

RECEPTACLES
 computers 

ARE RESTORED  
 

BRUCELLOSIS, UNTESTED ~ both 1 97 and 1 100 2 appeared as 1 100 3 published in the second pdf ever published,  
MEDICAL, VACCINES & CHEMTRAILS the first was the TWIN TOWERS. Considering the Triple Method did not arrive for 
another 3 years,  (late 2012) these two articles endured quite well. 
 

1 97  from the true original quatrain J ed.    

That which neither weapon nor flame could accomplish  
[V-ccinations, Big Ph-rma, Nibiru]

 
In council will be achieved by a sweet speaking tongue:   

(U.N. or congress)
 

Via sleeping, in a dream, the president will 'see', 
Not of military blood nor in war this enemy .

   

 [The Other Worlders  the Tall  Grayles etc/ the true Satans]
 

1 97 1 Ce que fer flamme n'a ƒceu paracheuer , That which neither weapon nor flames could accomplish - ... 

 
>Ce que fer flamme n'a ƒceu paracheuer 
SCREEN PARVECHAL CREUU REFERS FEAR FLU SCAM; FEUU FACE HEARSE  do I need to explain this? 
HUMAN MEEK SECURE  EUREKA/free energy   MENU,   FUSE  FURNACE  NUKES  CURSE 

 
LEAP FACE (halloween/pun) MALFEASANCE MENU EPHEMERAL SPREE 
HENCE  PERCHANCE  LEECH CREEPS  HERPES  SHELF-HUMANS  UNSAFE 

 PARVECHAL – another name for EnLil, resides in "lesser moon" 
 H.R.C.= Hillary Rodham Clinton, dead body on ice under Greenland. Find GENE DECODE bitchute videos 
 EPHEMERAL = AIRBORNE – also GENE DECODE bitchute videos 
 SHELF-HUMANS – those who live out of super markets and or trans-humans 
 LEAP =Scorpio, FACE the 1

st
 ten days. A pun Leaps Full Face 

 MA is Libra in October – pairs halloween 
 LEECH /bloodsuckers aka ORION GROUP 

 

1 100 from the true original quatrain  J ed. 
A grey bird will be seen in the sky for a long time 

(chemtrails)
 

Towards Dole  and  from Tuscan  land,                 
  [from under]

 
Holding a living branch (DNA) in it pours,  

 (pours, from ‘bec’= “spouts” in the airplanes) 
            

Death so great and  ending the war. 
1 100 2 Aupres de Dole & de Toƒcane terre:  

 
 If you take up the offer of free vaccinations 
you could be given something a bit more menacing 
This tells of bringing back to life something like strain 19 and scrophula – spliced 
 Living branch = VIRUS KEPT ALIVE in needles 
 Death so great – the deepunderground bases being taken percentage by percentage, leaving behind the strange 

abominations but also the interbred generations of human children who simply were too frail to make it.Said to be 
reaching the millions 
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>1 100 2Aupres de Dole & de Toƒcane terre: 

 

AND with A.C.E. SECURES,  ADORE-REED-ORNATE 
ODOURS DESECRATED = CRUELLER  FATE 
COLLATOR  LECTURER  RECORDS HERSELF DECEASED  
LATE EARS RAT  DATE.   
 A.C.E. Andromeda Council, Casseopeans, Elo'im 
 REPEAT  Gemini LEADER – president DONALD Trump 
 ADORE-ORNATE – Libra in October pairs 1 97 1 REED = Scorpio 
 CRUELLER FATE refers to  ODOUR DESECRATES, pairs AIRBORNE KURU 
 RECORDS HERSELF DECEASED – EARS/Spica/Virgo. LATE yes, Sept 19-20-21 the very last days of Virgo 
 

 

DoleToƒcanes 
COLD FEET OLD DENSE SENATE FELON-FEAST  FOOLS DESCENT; ACTED TOO LATE.  A.C.E. COOLED CAT/2023 
ALSO FELT CLEANEST SAFE FOOD ALSO CONSOLES, TENDS SOFT TONED ADOLESCENT SONS DEFECTS 

 

ILLUSTRATIONS 
VOLTAIR

 
 

£  1879 
10 94 2 (TO) OBEY DIALECT PRETECHNIQUES, YET TO ELUCIDATE~CIPHERS    

before they were handed to me 
SPHERE DITCHES OUT COLATITUDE.  DITHECAL  TOLUATE  QUINCE/helmeted EBONY CINQUE   
CIPRES/Cyprus [CNIM] PIERCES SHEEP CHEST mutilated sheep warning 

£  2351 
 5 65 3 

BE MEAD SEER MANDATE / May 13 –June 10  AVENUE MEDEA
 

,  NAMED SERBIAN BASIN ALIUE BEER DATE
timegate 

MADE INSUPERABLE SENSE.  UNLESS PERSIAS BRAINS-PULSE  DEBARMENT MADE. 

5 65 3 EA PEER OF EFFUSIVE MEAD RE-ENABLES SANE BRIEF/texts 
IS U.N. USE ATEN/asteroid - PILFERER ENABLE FEEBLE UNEVEN ETNA APERTURE 
 &  SUPER VENT U.S.A.  IN  BEEF (Taurus OX = 2021 

AGGREGATE                                 teleportation ~ Lord of the ring  7 23,  7 73 1 

   9 25 2 Tard arrive pluftoft qu'il cuydera,   Quicker than he ringlord thought, arrived later.   
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follows Crossing the ford/portal/arrives from the rose/ stargate,  LATER TIMES   Image in color taken July 2nd 2017. departing RingLord 

  

J555 

2 13  Image in color caught July 2nd 2017. departing  
           The anniversary of the published death of Our Gift. 
The body without soul no longer to be sacrificed: 
Day of death put for birthday:      time travel/reincarnation 
The divine spirit will make the soul happy 
Seeing the word in its eternity.    seeing? voice activation 

5. The Looking Glass. A natural style of portal in which people can accidentally disappear,  such as Da Vinci. 
6. ʺAggregating Apartʺ, ʺChilled Horror”, ʺCogencyʺ.  Jump Room/Aerial Reconaissance Chamber. 

 

C1 1 3  Seated alone at night in secret study,  
C1 1 2 Soul reclining on the brass saddle, (selle d’ærain) 
C1 1 3 A slight flame comes out of the emptiness, 
C1`1 4 Making successful that which should not be believed in vain . 
 

 TRANSFERRING FIRST BY CONVERTing VECTOR 
 9 58  VitryFranceBretons                VERB  CONVERTS  (voice activation) 
TINY OBSERVER CONTRIVE BY TRANSFER CRAFT(ability) FIRST BY: CONVERT  VECTOR  NEARBY 
CONVERT FAINT (hard to see) BERRYS (fruit/DNA) ~ BAN TERRIFY (wipes the mind) TRY BRIEF CONVERSATION  –   
I [Nostr] TRANSFER BY CONVERTION  – By now it seems obvious this is about "beam me up Scotty".  
ISN'T  FAR  BY CONVERTER (portal)  VIBRANCIES  (vibrations/frequencies) ENFORCES TRANSFER ICY VERB – saying it 
feels like chilled [horror]   NOT TRY TRANSFER CITY ON VERB (someone has tried to "transfer" an entire city by voice 
activation – those China events?  
Keep in mind "god" said I AM THE WORD  this is  all saying "voice activation".  
R.O. (Andr. Council) ANT INSECT (Mantids of the Andromeda Council and of the Eloim) FRY [pupae/babies]: TINY CRAFTS 
(orbs) NEVER  ROB abduct  IN N.Y.  
 

1 29 HORRIFYING CREATURE: AGGREGATING APART~ MATERIALISING IN ALIENATING DOCKING BELL ~ EBONICS 
FORCE FIELD ARTICULATED.     Ebonics – "black"or "dark"  sonics, the use of frequencies and pitch.  Used also to create 
crop circles. 
 

2 29 SHOOTING LAUNCHED,  GOING  RIGHT THROUGH CANOPY AND ICE  Physically travelling through solid material and 
the atmosphere  AND ONE TO FORM  BY  SEPARATION  ~ J-ROD APPLICATION  (the assistant in the portal is a He Rod) 
 

4 5 VOICE ACTIVATED ACHIEVEMENT. CASSIOPEIA  ROD HIBERNATING. RODS WILL  BE ASSEMBLED,  UNITED IN DAN 
(Scorpio )   is this the “hordes”  or a description of being re-assembled in “beam me up” Dan/Scorpio in many lines 
5 54 ANNEALING, ROD ABSORBED  re grouping the molecules  AND E.N.E. ARIM (raise up) GOING AROUND RIGHT THROUGH  

E.N.E – Extra-terrestrial Noetic Entity. Noetic means using one's brain, that is: the J-Rod/HeRods. These are divided into 

the negative Zeta J-Rod45 & the  He Rod/J Rod52    Not the same as E.B.E. – Extra-terrestrial Biological Entity reptiloid. 
 

2 23 3 Combien qu'hors fleuue ennemis repoulfe  Although, However,  the river Eridanus enemy  is repelled beyond 
COMBINE RUNE-POEM RULES OPOSCULE POEMS. (to use “small” poems like rune stones) CLOSES LEPEROUS MOBS/ 
USEFUL FLOUUER HOUR FUELS . (quantum orbit) LEPROUS HORUS SOUL .   LEPEROUS MOBS the unawakened    
o USEFUL FLOUUER/Therses HOUR refers to: 
7 73 1 “Maintaining Anubis seat timelines to manipulate profits” 

THE RING 7 73. found behind the fireplace 

Renfort de sieges m’anubis & maniples, 

Changez le ƒacre & paƒƒe ƒur le proƒne, 

Prins & captifs n'arreƒte les prez triples 

Plus parfonds mis eslevé, mis au trosne. 

axletree- obs. the spindle or axle of a wheel 

7 73 manipulating time lines  
Manipulation of  M/Orion Anubis/Sirius seats reinforcing  profits, 
Changes the holy/sacred and passes over the sermon, (to Chrislam) 

[elites] Taken & captive the three fields not stopping 
(negative Tall Whites,  negative Marcabians and those of  Scheat in the Elohim Alliances 
Put in the uttermost axletree  depths,[S4?] put to [that] throne.  

Recall the "spindle at the sun"? This is telling us what the fate of the "elite" is, the very same fate found in the 
Texts hidden – sent to deep outer space and locked in time. Throne here is a chain reference to "seat" which is 
alkhemye for time gates. Recall in 1 1 2 Soul reclining on the brass saddle, (selle d’ærain) 
1 1 4 Making successful that which should not be believed in vain . 

7 23 3 Because they do not know about the ring 
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£  3525
 8 54 4 ACONITES

/Sirius 
SILENCED ONCE SECOND SPINDLE CAME, OANNES ICELAND BAND SECTION FAILS 

IS ALONG TIMELINE GAINS   

Spindle at the sun – page 6; A FILL-IN WHILE WORKING ON Androgyne Dorean Smart SpaceSuit 
The five stars as we all know, mean Casseopea. Thus we were saved Sept 18-19 2018  (the old equinox) by the 

Casseopean Angels (COINCIDES AMAZING PACIFIC ANGELICS IN GAP SIMULATED  LIT UP CANDLE. DO NOT PANIC.) 

As seen by Nostradamus through his window. Even the placement of the bodies involved are in the same 
sequence, with Earth beginning her equator-ial tilt.                   So  ALL ARE INDEBTED ELOIM CUBE/         

C+F+SPINDLE the name of a galaxy AND an object at the sun   
8 54 4  D'Efpaignois fait fecond banc maceliuz.  Second butcher's bench is made by the Spanish.     
              the word maculiz has been altered to read maceliuz,  with the « z » hand drawn in. 
SECOND ACONITES/greys CUTS OFF SATANIZED,  ICES DOOM; SILENCED OANNES BAND

/Milky Way 
 SECTION/Sirius 

after SPINDLE/is also a galaxy CAMEO/ which is silhouetted/cameo in front of the galaxy   
 

Recall Collier “first to arrive are from Sirius, they are full of shit”   ...    
 

The original “seven conduits” known in late Roman era are as follows: 

#1 Chronus Visor or Cronor Visor also known as Aerial Reconaissance Chamber, and “The Ring”. 

#2 The Haoma of the mechanical “tree in stone”,  utilizes electro-magnetic sonic energy.  Sasar. 

#3 Full Body Transport System. See G00gle Patent.        This was the manner of the Second Visit.     

#4 See TINY OBSERVER 

#5 The Looking Glass. A natural style of portal in which people can accidentally disappear,  such as Da Vinci. 
ANNEALING, ROD ABSORBED  re grouping the molecules  AND E.N.E. ARIM (raise up) GOING AROUND RIGHT THROUGH 5 54   

#6  ʺAggregating Apartʺ, ʺChilled Horror”, ʺCogencyʺ.  Jump Room/Aerial Reconaissance Chamber. 
VOICE ACTIVATED ACHIEVEMENT. CASSIOPEIA  ROD HIBERNATING. RODS WILL  BE ASSEMBLED,  UNITED IN DAN  4 5 

(Scorpio 2014 )   is this the “hordes”  or a description of being re-assembled in “beam me up” it was Dan /Scorpio in 2014 

#7 Partial appearance, such as the very first occasion.  There; but not quite There. Controlled by sonic laser. 
Same as the "TEN FOOT YETI" and many other cryptids. Including the grey that stood at the window of my 
friend Judy Clarke.  Refer: Grey in The entire time, over an hour, we were on the phone 
while it was observing her through her elderly mother's window – hence the baby monitor. I said to her to 
catch a photo of it in that monitor. Then she went outside to confront it! We were still on the phone. It just 
dissolved from her view but her little dog ran under it barking in frenzy. Six hours later the little dog began to 
bleed internally and that became a battle to save her. 
I sent the two shots she got to Chris Klitz of Before Its News and he had his department clear up the fuzziness, 
then he published the article. In one shot, when Judy turned on her mothers overhead light, the grey's eyes 
responded red in that photo. 
My own Yeti which I have seen twice, and my relatives living here also had a good lengthy view of it, catching  
it as it too dissolved right in front of us.  A silver-tan colour, its eyes were red at the night time view I had. 

 

 
1 2 
THE DISK IN HAND, ENACTING THROUGH THE SEE~ER CONNECTIONS  (looking glass stage gate) 
THE WAVE-PULSE FORMS A SHAPE ON THE PEDESTAL  (hologram on a platform) 
FEAR AND ONE VOICE ~ SHIMMERING   (fear of doing - voice activation) 
RETURNS BY THE TUNNELS  (what we call “wormholes” or conduits) 
DIVINE SPLENDOUR – THE GOD SITS CLOSE  (in time) 
1 27 
UNDER THE  RANGE BOOM, LAUNCH CHANGES, CHILLED HORROR 
NOT FAR (Giza/Rennes) IS THE DISGUISED TREASURE 
WHICH FOR LONG CENTURIES HAD BEEN HIDDEN AWAY  
FOUND DEAD. (The stargate) LOOKING (glass) COIL DRIVE batteries FLAT 
2 27  
THE  DIVINE  WORD  LAUNCHES  CHANGE  – CHILLED HORROR  
WHO DOUBTS  NOT THE PROCEDURE (to) ADVANCE MORE:  
OF  UNLOCKING THE SECRETS -  INDISTINCT RANGE BOOM 

  WHAT ONE TRAVELS BY;  ACROSS  AND AHEAD OF …  (time)  
3  2 
VOICE ACTIVATION.  CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER 

 is the Andromeda Council, said to be dimensional beings, therefore “conferring material matter” 

The “docking bell”, die Glöcken 
The “flower bell” over the head of Demeter in the Br. 
Museum. The Bell is also seen amongst the Kariong 
Hieroglyphs, and disguised within the artworks of  
Leonardo Da Vinci. It has even been seen in the skies 
in videos near the last months of 2018. 

 9 41 1  Le grand Chyren foy faifir Avignon  
FAIR HOLY HEAVEN FIVE-FINGER'D

 (Elohim) 
VERIFY 

GLORIFY HAIRY  FREE-LIVING
 (Sasquatch) 

OF FRINGE 
(“TEN  FOOT YETI” IN 3 2 4 below) 
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indicates they must “pass on” duties which are of a material format, such as handing to the Procyons the 
job of clearing out the reptilian bases worldwide.   This was done by sonic fields 
ASTONISHING LAUNCH ENCOMPASS  EARTH TO MILKY WAY – MYSTERIOUS SECRET 
POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER   
SPIRIT CONSCIOUS ~ ENTIRE COGENCY                able to think while using the Star gate 
UNEQUALLED  AEGIS  BEYOND  
ORBITING PLANETOID CITY ~ ARK AT THE FOOT 
AEGIS a protective shield or force field 
Is the ARK  the “VITRIM” of Cassiopeia In other lines as the “Lunar nurseries”  

 Astonishing launch = moving Earth out of harm’s way or a personal portal experience 
4 44  
TAURUS  [Aldebaran?] DRONES  HAULED ~ TWO CHUNKY HILUM AMENDED   Two aimed asteroids   
SUCH OANNES/ANNUNAKI. ZETA HERCULIS      In or from  Taurus the greys of treaty 9 and the Anak 
CREATE ORMUS – FEMALE GREYS RECAST:  SET CAMOUFLAGED LOWER SURFACE  Made invisible from below 

 (The) TWO COME OUT AGGREGATED AS ONE,ACCOMPANY FLOWER BELL – AIRLIFT ABOVE TOR  EG: KNOCK RIP
3 37 3 Muraille antique par canons enfoncee,    Ancient wall driven in by cannons, yes, Vatican taken March 2020 
  (or by [Nazi] religious  ‘canons’, those of Demo_rats)  pope executed March 20 2020.  But this ancient wall is more likely 

that of the Vatican which protects the oldest stargate used, on Earth, the “vasacle” BRIDGE & RAMP  of  8 30: 
 
 
 
£  3599

 9 28 4 Vaft a Socille, Ligurs coups de canon.
 Appeared in GIANT SPIDERS

 

CLIO PRENATAL SAVANT PRODUCES CALISTO
 font, ASCENDS EAR-CUPREOUS CUSP. ASSOCIATES DECANS 

LIES. TELLS VAST SPACE SEA OSCILLATES UNDER 
 CLIO = messenger   EAR-CUPREOUS = "ear of corn/Spica" is Virgo  
 CALISTO: from the beginning, the awareness of the fonts being used has surfaced in the Template.First it was 

Garamond, then it was followed by recognition of using  "dark red bold".  How did they know in advance?  Using  a 

form of time gate implant.This little chip in the thigh can run very hot and sometimes reaches painful during their 

uploads. 
 CUPREOUS =copper /Libra, cusp of this date is Sept. 19/20 
 PRENATAL – means mother was picked up and foetus tweaked – this being  February 1948,  7 months after Roswell 

 ASSOCIATES: see EPIPHANY in ArmMargEddan Part 2, then in EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES  and in 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS – when the little star system Corvus The Raven showed up on the wrong side of Leo, a decan 

that should have been before or on the cusp of going into Leo was the opposite  - at the other side, meaning in precession it was 

 late in Leo. This is how it finally dawned on me that ALL the stars were in reverse! This is what DECANS LIES refers to.
£  3220

4 91  4  J ed.      Prevailing his son before sullied  death.     
  
 DECANS LIES: a pun. Yes, joined the dots regarding being told the lies, but also saying the DECANS LIES [DOWN], 

which they would need to if the VAST SPACE SEA (southern astronomies) move from UNDER – pairing  all those 
New Heaven and a New Earth collected warnings (which had included the alert in advance regarding the February 
11th Rat Year arrival of those coming down-minus their craft.) Da Vinci backing that up with DANGLE IN AIR. 

 Managing to get that published February 9th 2020 – 2 days before it happened!
 "Unaccustomed Cetus"

£  3770 
10 99 4 XMAS VIGIL SCOUT CETUS ALIGNMENT   

£   473
 5 73 1  DREAD CERES/

Sirius 
SECURES REDSEA/

Is.ra.el
 GILLES/

hunter-Orion 
GUIDE LEADERS' LIES. 

PERSECUTE EDDUR
/Casseopean 

SEER
/Nostradamus

 EDUCATES RE: CETUS  GULLIES
/orbits

 RECEPTUS
 placement  

    

 CERES  is one of the moons where those Oannes from Sirius are camped in our solar system 
£  2371 

5 85 3 SCOUTING SEA MAP [souther sky] SIGNS: MASSING SUCTION
/from Atlas-Nemesis

 UNCOILS CETUS. 
       Unaccustomed Cetus 5 9 4 

£  3238
 5 9 4  MORT/death STAR PROPELS,  PART~ROTATES POLARSTARS, USURPS, SEPARATES ACCUSTOMED  

CETUS PROTRACTED TRESPASS EASTUUARD  ORATOR MEAD'S UUORDS   
£  2383

 5 97 3 CITED ESCAPED FIRST SPACE FURIES PREDICATES FIRES CETUS SURFEIT too high ASPECT    
DEPRECIATES,   DECREASES ROCKS/Earths IDLE CORE 
A SEPTIC U. uranite E. greys DECREES/edict DECEITS CREEDS USED EUCRITES - meteor.  
£  3031

  3 2 4    Metant le grand ocean en effroy    ‘y’ = ‘i’   ‘c’ = ‘k’  ‘ƒ’ = ‘s’  

NELL MEAD  ATTUNES  MEDICO'S /doctor-Nostr. ANTIQUE  MAIL  QUOTES LATIN  CODES QUITE  UUELL  
3 2 4  MANLY FANCY METAL ANTENNA EFFECT: [five gee]  ACROSS  NATIONAL  TREATIES AREAS   
TENANT DERO OGRE, FELT LATENT MENACE, AFFECT MENTAL, LEFT TENANCY (national parks) 

LEGENDARY  “TEN FOOT YETI, GNARLED FACE, LEND MEAN FRAGRANCE, IS FARMER MENDS GREENERY FACT 
NOT DELAY FRAME ORNAMENT’S ELEMENTARY ATOM GEOMETRY [Pi] MENTALLY (FREELANCE MANNER) 
ENRAGED AT ALCYONE FECAL RENEGADE: IS ANAKIM (FALCON ANATOMY) DREAM COLONISE, FATAL 
ANOMALY TRYING TO END CANOES/Earths GREEN TREES.  NOT A MANLY ACT 

4 91  MI ALLEGORI   SOUL COLLEAGUE,  NO ACCIDENT:   PREORDINATION COLLEAGUE :  CUES  IDEAL  DIALOGUES 

PREORDINATION   pairs    £   73  
 1 73  1   PRENATAL

4 91                  J562 

Au Duc Gaulois contraint battre au duelle, 

La nef Meliele monech n'approchera: 

Tort accuƒe, priƒon perpetuelle, 

Son fils regner avant mort taƒchera./to sully           

J ed. 

For the French duke pressured to battle by duel, 

My guy/son not close to [church] nave Missel : /prayer book 

Wrongly accused, perpetual prison,     Filippo 

Prevailing his son before sullied  death.Burnt at an iron stake      

QUANTUM URANITE OMNIPRESENCE, SALIENT- SENTIENT-SAPIENCE-MANIPULATES PECULIAR  UUISE FERTILE Q ANON 
ORMANCERS,  ALIEN AMATEURS  A.C.E.  (Andromeda, Casseopea, Elohim Alliances)  where Ormancers use time as a tool 
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 J557 

   4 91 DucGauloisMeliele – one of the "l"s is obscured, intentionally, to be taken as both "l" and an "i" 
ILLEGAL DEMISE MELODIC UUISE SAGE UUELL DOMECILED AGES: GEMS EDGES MEAD'S LOCALE LOSE  SOLO 
AGILE  MEDICO  DIIE, / Virgo MICA  CIAO ...  SOUL SAID NEED MILES AGES, LAD-DAHL AEGIS  CUES  CULLS  EULOGIES 
SOCIAL IMAGES EGO:  SOME SMILE, SLOUU  UUELCOME CODES COLLAGE LOGIC, ALLEGE  GLAD, DEEM DISALLOUU  
 CLUES  GUILE  IS  LUCID  LOCUS  ELSE LOUD AUDIO ODIUM MUGS  CLOUDED, LIED, AIM MUDDIES  COAGULUM mix 

SAAMEpun GUIDE MOUSES A.I. CALLOUS MOLECULES AIL MUCILAGE= ALL LAME COLUMELLAE axis of  spiral IS CLUE. 
A.C.E.  OLD MAGES SOLID  ICE COLD MAGIC, SEEM GODS  UUISDOM LAUUS LIE,  UUED COLLIDE  ILLOGICAL IDEAS   
ELOIM LEG, LACED DAHL, LEAGUES  CUE DU,  USE  EUCLID'S  DUAL AGES  AID  LULU CAMELS  EAGLE  CLAUDIUS  
CAUSE LAID ASIDE SALIC silica-alum. ACIDS ACULEUS sarcasm U.S.A. DEAL GULL'D  SAUSAGE  SALE  CLAUSES  DUE 
 LICE = C+F+Leech 2 72 3,  8 49 1 noting how those bloodsuckers from Leech/Hirudo/Orion are consistently blamed 
 GEMS EDGES = above the horizon, MEAD'S LOCALE the farm = dee-ay, obs. for Virgo, which has the equinox DIIE 

monech (not capitalized) if Munich – no seaport.  mon ech = mon mec, my guy/son   la nef = nave/church  

Meselle = Missel/prayer book    n'approchera: not close to [the church] – the reason he was burned at the stake 

MEƑELLE =  SELL/tell SEEM SMELL MEESE/ moose/deer/Orion  MELEE, 

EEL/aka  FE/metal  SEMELE/backstabber  ELF/grey EMF-frequencies E.M.E. el. magnetic energy 

.. M'LLE  FEMME  SEE  'EM  FELLS ME.  FLEE  MILES  ELSE  otherwise  FEE/cost 

 Sept. 10 2011 – the real date of the death of Nostradamus – murdered. It was 'rumor of murder' that had me outside 
 

4 91 DucGauloisMellele  
MI ALLEGED allegory stated SOUL  5 36 1 sister to the brother COLLEAGUE :  IDEAL  DIALOGUE  CUE:  
SMALL MILL COLLEAGUE LEO MULES USE GUIDED ALL MOLECULES: (YINM)  IS GUIDE DULL not acute M.E.    
IDEAL CLUES, GLUM LEO E'S/grey  MUG  COUU CELLULOSE  CELL (cattle mutilations) GLUE MILES chemtrails  
DULL MUCILAGE (biosphere) OLD CLAUSE  false treaty with FDR 

4 91 4 Son fils regner avant mort taƒchera.  ('c' = 'k') 

TELLINGER AFTER ORNAMENT/Oct HAVOC, HAS ARCH-FOE  CLONE TRANSFORMATION. TO 
STARVE THE TRASH FAT, OVERCOMES HIS FLASH TRANSIENCE.  SATAN INSTANCE ENTHRALLS, THE EVIL  
FRIGHTENS  HIM. HE RANTS TRANSLATING FRIAR'S STAR LANTERN (Canopus), ALSO FLAT EARTH FOR FANS.  

 GOVERNMENT AIMS STRONG-ARM MICHAEL TELLINGER .
CONFORMER "THEIR" EARTH  the October havoc was predicted in numerous warning lines to Tellinger not to go to  
amerika, but he did. Texts say he is now a media lust puppet. DEARTH means "absolutely nothing" with  "half-saint" = 
misinformer;  where "saints" are the awakeners –  he is one for those [government]  who call it "THEIR" Earth 
 

2 18 4  REMEMBER PORTRAIT (one of the vignettes) ROME ADULTS  BATTLE…(Prince of dark men) BASTARD PRIMES ABRUPT DART;  
AIM BLAST MI MATURED REPORTER    between SORREL TREE (May 13 – June 9) OTTER (Oak date June 10 – July 7) it was May 29th  MID TERM
FIFTEEN … SEUENTEEN   pairs 2 18  4  La mort de fept terre & marin fubites. 
R.O PATRIOT UR E.T, (e.Yah) LT., (Arcturus) BOLT PERTURBATOR ( locks ) MERITS MEDAL,  AIM TRIP,  PORTS  MELBA {Nell] 

STEMS stops MET AT ABATTOIR  in  STAR BOAT (ship) ITEM (true, my place was once an abattoir and yes that is where 
portal events happened before) … E.M.R. TOAST BAPTISMAL NORMA  PART-TIME  MURDERER – IS   MI  ORAN 
[Orion] PLOTTER  in   2 72  PAST BATTLE (see ONE SENT TO DIE UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS  see  ROME ADULTS  BATTLE 
:    see Roman woodcut in  ALIENS, HUMANS & INTERVENTION forum  This 2 18  4  information continues... 
2 72 1 Armee Celtique en Italie vexe 
EQUIVALENCE LICE Leech E.T. (EQUATE EVIL TEAM)  RELATE ELITE VET A.I. 
EXERT EXILE,  EVER  QUIETEN  ME: (Nostradamus)  
EERIE EXTREME TAXI, LATE EXIT EAR ELEVEN (September 19 2011)  "you saw me die " 4 31 4 
2 72 2 De toutes pars conflit & grande perte: 
LICE Leech PROTAGONISTS DETECTED: UPSETTING LOAD FACTOR (of the space planetoid) 
REPRESENTED PRE FUNERAL (the manner of Nostradamus death) 

4 31 4 Yeux au mydi. En feins mains, corps au feu. [Her] Eyes to the south. Hands on bosoms, bodies in the fire.    
Quite so, September 19 2011 The texts hidden gave the date as well. I saw it with my eyes, not in my mind/brain. 
YOU SAUU ME DIE. FREFIX (lord) SUPERMEN ANU MANIACS , IN FARM SEQUENCE ['c'= 'q'] DAYS UUAX NEUU 
£  3160 4 31 4 Yeux au mydi. En feins mains, corps au feu.J ed..  Yeulx au midy en fens mais, corps au feu. J ed. 

 i.e. 
spring equinox  which is currently in the southern hemisphere. Refers to September 19 2011, when the collator was placed in 

position (because of the "murder rumoured"incident)  to witness the other "murder rumour"  event. 

CANIS MINORS SCIRON /abductor thieves  INSOMNIACS  SIN.   ALSO AIM  MICRONESIANS      

10 24 4 Except (for) the  late (recent)  bees  barrel  blast: this refers to the space “station” implosion seen by me  Sept. equinox  
2011 in which Nostradamus says  “YOU SAUU ME DIE”  4 31  4  ine “CANIS CANARE” pdf 

REBURIAL  (Nostradamus)  literally and  by  time travel 
£  3220 4 91 4 *Alleged *   4 91 DucGauloisMellele  

MI  ALLEGORY stated SOUL  COLLEAGUE  C+F+COUSIN 5 36 1 'sister to the brother':  IDEAL  DIALOGUE  CLUE 
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£  1820 
10 35 2 Pour fe iouyrde coufine germaine,  

MEAD: REMAIN YOUR GENIUS COUSIN'S CODE: YOU OPEN YOUR REGIMEN USING MAJOR CEYUUORDS    
 IS UUARNING 

PRURIENCE ODOUR ONE OF FIERY FOUR ORDERS INFERIOR PROOF 'OUUNS' YOUR ID. NOUU "REPRODUCE" 
CODES ICIER GENUINE UUOOD AGE GENOCIDE. GOOD FAME AMIGO YOUNG GERMAIN MANAGER UUORRYING 
OUR A.C.E. AUDIENCE OF DEMONIC UENUS PONCE  AIMS UNFAIR FIUE GEE SINE ODIUM IMPUDENCE MENACE 

 

PRENATAL 
£  3013  2 84 4 PRENATAL  SAVANT £  3220 4 91 4 

fcere tempora, necmomenta & c. Combien que-   From Prologue to the Centuries 
AESOP NOTE: REMEMBER QUOTE? "ACCEPTANCE OF MNEMONIC" BEFORE ACQUAINT COMMENCEMENT ? 
Yes, I do … it was April 1980… this has left me a little shaky. See "About the Collator" 5 36 "sister to the brother" 

 Alleged  4 91* DucGauloisMellele                                    AESOP = story teller, each story having a moral 
BECAME COMPERE COMMENCEMENT OF QUATREIN QUOTIENT [my portion] ~ QUIET PERFORMANCE | 
COMPETENCE COMES OF from PRE–ACQUAINTED PRENATAL  &  RE~COMMENCEMENT –  
NICE PERFORMANCE.   

 
 
£    73 

1 73 1  PARQS APPEARS ~ ARCANE LIFESTILE             
  see 5 36 4 Meurt, le gouƒtant fera ƒimple & rural. (Dies, relishing it [the task] will be unaffected & rustic.) 
 

 
£    73  

 1 73  1  France a cinq pars par neglect affaillie ,   France accused of neglect by  five partners, 

NELL PARKS FACING QUEEN'S EFFICIENT PRENATAL TRANSFER IS ANGELS GRACE ALLIANCE,  REPLACING  
CELTIC-Q QUATRAINS , CLEANS FALSER, RAN PAIRS PAPERS PRINCIPAL LINES =  CREATES   ANNEALLING  
INTERNAL  TALES  SAFER.    PAPERS = pdfs                                 Annealling = conjoining, one of the directives.  
SEES QUEER PAN-AFRICAN CIGAR CRAFT INFANT PILFERERS LACERANT APALLING SCARE-FACE RIPPER CARNAGE.   
EQUALS FANATICAL ANCIENT SATANIC REPTILE ALIENS,  ENTRANCING  FRANTIC REAPER-QUILL KILLING.  

  FACE RIPPER CARNAGE: if you ever watched CASTAWAY withTom Hanx – Wilson his little coconut buddy was by 
intent an actual Method Revelation/Ritual Mocking spell. The face he painted on Wilson was so realistic once one 
has seen the real thing.  By ripping off the faces of little children, their adrenachrome levels become high enough to 
harvest.  It was Tom Hanx who was the Hollywood dealer for this drug. This was the very reason he was the first 
to be arrested and executed, March 13 2020, in Brisbane Australia. Today, first week September 2020:  the media is 
trying to say he has returned to Australia for whatever his own reason, 

  such as GENE DECODE – after the media having told 
the world in March he was so ill with corona virus he was placed in intensive care. The charade that Tom Hanx is 
alive and well in Greece was just that – a charade.  

   
  REAPER-QUILL KILLERS: as difficult as face ripping might be to believe, the "sweating the quill" from a juvenile 

reptilian in order for that reptilian to enter via a particular part of the brain, as a mini lobotomy – and take over 
the spinal cord fluid to enable it to become a "walk-in", literally.The husk that was human , but all of the 
consciousness is that reptilian, along with the memories of that human.   

  The words BRAIN CHAMBER  in previous pdf forums tell us more.  Always the left eye, bruised, and worn by a 
large number of famous people lost to us forever. 

CHAMBERS in the Hidden Texts...  (Nostradamus had gone to Egypt for 6 years) 
''Dr. James Hurtak was involved in using GROUND PENETRATING RADAR to find a 15,000 year old subterranean complex 
under the pyramid at Giza, a legacy of Atlantis. It's rumored he encountered 'Thoth" down there. There were massive 
chambers the size of our largest cathedrals''. Paul White ... see 8 40 4 
8 40 4Puis marcheront contre les Albanins  
TAN ANU [Apollo 20 Madonna] TEMPLE ACORN (stargate under Giza) CHAMBERS:  
CORNERS HAS INTENTIONAL INTESTINAL POLLUTANTS.  
[SHE RELABELS, NAMES BAAL’S ASTRONOMIC BASAL ALBA  
PETULANT LEONINE CHIMERAS SPUN IN HERON/Crane/Grus,quite so] 
AS (Ayse/Elohim) ANTS (Mantids) IN CHARM IS: LION RELENTS SALE ABLE SEAL 
[RELENTS] ABLE ILLUSION CHORE (the rapture) ergo,  
IOU TO HAUE TOLERANCES POLITICAL MARCHERS RACISM RIOTS because this is exactly what your foe wants, riots. 
ARCHER (Nostradamus): SILENT THORN NATION UP  (Arm/Cepheus/king of kings, Serpens'  Black Knight) 1 10 
IS NOT THRONE (Boötes), IN UUHAT  ANU  TELLS. (in the Book of Enoch) although Serpens is 'next door' 
...which is what a NZ abductee kept saying but we have seen this reiterated in 4 49 2 in the word “Knave”.  
This abductee had been taken to Saturn, where certain Anakim are situated, and so neatly handed him this disinformation! 
Noting that the painting showing the pope hoeing/Boötes with scores of craft soaring overhead was supposed to influence us 
into believing that “aliens are good”, and our current pope stated this! Those were craft from Sirius 
ALLUSION alluded to in the following  PLAIN SATAN SATURN LOUT UP, NIL IN REAL ‘SAINT’ you recall that one dont you! 
( not real angel- IS ILLUSION... they never cease to amaze me/ 

10 35 2  To enjoy his first cousin, 
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REAL MEAN REDNECK KNACKERS killers   

8 61 find the "Cloning Centres" videos by Donald Marshall 
Never via the revelation of daylight/DISCLOSURE 
will he attain the mark of the sceptre bearer. (sweating the quill bruise)body snatching 

7 24 4 Grand de Lorraine par§ le Marquis du Pont bi  thesaural
          this line was found by * ʺ       Godlier E’A-Ra glad:   Allan Webber 

Tender (proffered) uuell-read old uuoman Mead-Parks rides  prenatal  to  paranormal  kur  under moon, indeed our minor planet. 

recall the original name for EnKi was AnKur – pilot of a heavenly vessel (mobile planetoid) 
£  3020 

2 91 4  Allan Webber’s template  Par glaive, feu, faim, mort las attendants 
           By double edged sword, fire, famine, death awaiting them. 

 ALLAHS  
MY MMI

21st century
ATTENDANT NELL LASS FIGURES PAST A.A PLANETS; GRASPS ASTRAL  

MY STEADFAST IMPARTIAL MODERN ANAGRAM-LOVER, PRENATAL FUNDAMENTAL PRAGMATIST SIMPLE MEAD  
ADEPT APTITUDE DESTINIES FEAT, TAMES SPITEFUL, "REPAIRED" SPELLING IMPATIENT PEDANTS MISS SPELT.  
VISOR RING VISITORS AFFIRM, GREAT AGED GAP MASTERS, PROVE STAGE GATES PAST VALUE IN SLOTTED PROMISES  
ORNAMENT POET, FRAGRANT ULTRA DIPLOMAT LEPSARIA, IMPORTANT ALTRUISM MESSENGER AMPUTATES EVILDOERS 
 

£  3393 
6 64 4 Par Barcelone claffe prins d'induftrie. Via Barcelona fleet taken by ingenuity. ('c'= 'q'  'u' is 'v') 

LAST ORACLE NELL  PARKS INSPIRED DISPUTER REPAIRS,  BOLD, CENTURIES

AS INFANT  FIRST SPOKE, ASKS, PROBED FOR , SAID CLEAR TOLD. LASS ONCE BARCAROLE

 IN PREFACE RUIN (STARS REUOLT): RUSSIA CREEPS TO AREAS OLD 
PLANNED CANNIBAL "BLUNDER" IS BORE AIRBORNE PERIL FOUND. 
SAUDI ARABIA UP: IS TOP POLE, RIO DE IANEIRO SUFFERS UNDER DOUUN  
FURNACES ANTI ARCTICA BACK AT EQUATOR FLOUUN, UUAS ONCE RENOUUN. 
ALL PAPERS'(Earth) SPINS OFF CENTRE, POST DILU-VIAN LIFE INBRED, SELF-RUINED.

 

 FORBIDDEN LEPER "refined" by with-holding knowledge and proper education 

 PREFACE RUIN – the first paragraph of the Preface to Cesar. 

 PLANNED CANNIBAL- the real reason for Planned Parenthood – selling baby parts 
 BORE AIRBORNE- brain reaper being kuru kuru, become airborne – true zombies 

 ANTI ARCTICA - pun  Against the arctic and antarctic, in opposition to it 

 BACK AT EQUATOR – see the CIA REPORT – ADAM & EVE. Also evidence for young Gadoury and his discoveries of  

Central and Southern American ancient cities designed on star systems that were sideways to how we see them today. Appeared in A 

FILL-IN WHILE WORKING ON ARMARGEDDAN – see the Vallard Map 

 RUSSIA CREEPS TO AREAS OLD – where it will become the food basket for the planet 
 SPINS OFF CENTRE, not only off centre, but the other direction 

 POST DILU-VIAN – following great flooding 

 PROBED FOR Barcarole – first spoken word,  mentioned  in the Template.  BARCAROLE: 

Explanation: not to keep talking about me, it is not about me, it is about finishing stuff knowing I am running out of time.  

THIS is the reason for the little comment in  the computerized Template of a truth and one which validates all the other truths:  

my first spoken word, at eleven months of age, was "barcarole" when I was jumping up and down trying to convince my  

grandmother to bring out the wireless. Talking with dad on one occasion I said to him:   

"I remember clearly, the act of  being born, and learning to walk on grandma's carpet, and once asking grandma (pointing)  

 to get out the wireless and put on the "music". Dad said "you were not saying "music" you were saying "barcarole" over  

and  over."  So, when I saw 6 64 4 in Allan Webber's Template...it is no wonder They speak of "coronaries". 
£  3393 

6 64 4 Par barcelone claffe prins d'induftrie.  Via Barcelona fleet seized with ingenuity. from IS, CAN BE, SEVEN CONDUITS, SOME USED 
CENTURIES  INTERNAL CODES DISPUTED BY INSPIRED ORACLE LASS , ONCE BAIRN SPOKE CLEAR BARCAROLE 

SHE NEEDS DEMONSTRANCE   4 39 1 Les Rhodiens demanderont fecours, J562 
£   339

 4 39 1. SHE NEEDS OUR DEMONSTRANCE. DIED HEROES DEMEANOR. CLOSURE DIIE-ORNAMENT DATE,   
ENDS NOSTREDAME~ SOURCES DEMANDS, NOT DENIES NAMED HE-RODS,DAMN R RENAMED DEMONISED HORSE DATES 
See the older pdf forum  IS, CAN BE, SEVEN CONDUITS, SOME USED.  In which up to 6 visits had happened. 

That is; demonstrated. That number is now nine and will be ten very soon. Each and every visit different to any other.  
Horse Dates  refers to using 1000 in real time,  J676. (1000 - 676=324/12= 27)  1582 was a year of the horse as was J666. 

6 64 2 Tous recevans irour par tromperie: 
AU-REVOIR! OARS' (Mantids) VERACIOUS ORATOR SENIOR REPORTER'S REVISION REPERTOIRE. these texts 
CORONARIES ERUPT SPICA/Virgo RAT year -  

 
SECURES EVAPORATION ERRONEOUS MORONIC EVISCERATOR,  MAKE INOPERATIVE SINECURE. 
 EVAPORATION is right! All those mini earthquakes world wide, across the planet, a form of neurton bombing 
A.C.E. AVERSION:  SORCEROUS CORPORATE EMPIRE VIPERINE TREASON PERPETRATOR UPROAR ETNA-VESUVIUS 
ERUPTIVE  PROPER TORMENT, PROPER AMERICAN TERROR,  PORTS AIR UTOPIA 
4 4 Libyques Celtiques 

SEEK LIST BECK-CALL QUEST, EUUE you BELL TUUICE:  LIKE          ⍰⍰ TELL SELECT UUISE UUEB SKILL 
EYE, UUE  TICK  IT  UUELL,  LEST  U  UUILT- UUIT  CITE  SEE  SLICKEST  ICE.  UUE  UUILL!   BYE  SUUEETIE. 

slickest ice was a reference to the black ice encountered Sept 2nd 2016.  Broke my back and did other damage – They are 

not laughing at this incident, it was necessary in order to ensure I was elsewhere that September due to pending danger.   

The "elsewhere" was in hospital! 
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  COOLLY ASKS TUUICE PIONEER
1 52 ScorpionL'EuropeRoySeptententrionale  

 - this question and answer method.  INTERPRETER COOLLY PIONEERS SPONTANEOUS RESPONSE
An accident to begin with/or not  

 R.O. TOLERATE NICELY IN OPPORTUNE RESPONSE:– 
3 25 1 Qui au royaume Nauarrois paruiendra  

        IS CONSEQUENT ILL-DEFINED SEPARATIONS RO, A [Cass] (or OAR/Mantids)RESPONDS FINE DETAIL 
3 25 3 Bigorre Landes par Foyx Loron tiendra,  

 ON EXTRA-ORDINARY DRY PROOF READING ONE GIRL = BELLS: EXPLANATION OF BAD  SPELLING  ERRORS 
3 25 4 D'vn qui d'Hefpaigne fera par trop coioint  
APPROVES EQUATION equals QUADRO quatrain  DIFFERENT APPROACH... IT GAIN PHONETIC PROVIDING  

      DIFFERENT RESPONSE AGAIN this refers to 1 52  above 
11 18 6 colonnes ardantes , les pier-  pier columns, fervent/intense [trumpets… 

pier columns, fervent/intense  
SO R.O. REPLIES IN RESPONSE:  IT LONE SENIOR ROLE POINTS SENSE:  

        SPELT RESPONSE, SNOOP STOLEN IN LOST CALENDAR, SEEN SENIOR PILOT'S YHWH PLOTS 
1 82 2 D’Aufter conduicte couuerte de rubriche  'C' = 'K')and  'f' = 's' 

INTRODUCTION EDUCATE TRUE ERUDITE CODE, OBEDIENT DETECTIUE ASK TUUICE AS HIDDEN,  two question marks  

 AND NOTED FACTS BOTHERED THOU UNDER : EDIT,  DOUBT NOT,  AUUAIT THE TRUTH BIDDEN
READ: E.D. CUBE BUREAU UR EA, BRAUU CHERUB CONCORD, CUE FRENCH DOCTOR RECORDER SUCCEEDED:      

Andromeda Cncl, E.Yah, Che-Rub  BUREAU = Andromeda Council  CONCORD = Elohim Alliances 

3 100 3 Force & terroir en moment explore,  
 LONE INTERPRETER EXCEL: OF MORE PILFERERS NEXT LEPER PROLE COMMOTION – EXPERT REFLECTION  

 POLE CORNER FRONTIER, ORME MERIT PIONEER ERROR-FREE TEXT - PERFECT MNEMONIC TOOL : INFORMER OF
COMFIT, CORE TORN EXTREME; FORM MIX OF FIRE, ICE. M.E. OMEN COMET EXTINCTION ROME, FEMININE REFORM 
 

  now you all know how this works – remove the name first, then anagram what remains e rapaci animali del nel paese vostro 
PEEVED ALLAN NETTER/Webber (VANITIES CREEP PANIC – NO MONOPOLIES, ALLAN).  IS TO AVOID SOAP OPERA POLICIES 
IDIOCIES, NAÏVETE CRIPPLES ALLAN, TO MOVE  AIM  TO  VOICE ALL SOCIAL, TELL APPRECIATE  NELL, REVEALS  AT LATER 

INTERVAL (quite so- here it is) NELL PARKS IS PERCEPTIVE TO CIAO: VIA VILE AIMED MELODIES, ANAL  VIP  IMPOSE 
IDEA, CAPITOL DOES EPISODE IN SLEEP, NEL  REACTS; ICON’S ALERT TO ACTIVE TRAP  IN CAVE.  NICEST SAPIENCE APPEAR, 
RESPECTING ALIEN SEAT.  (REVEALS EASTERN PAIN) 

MEDIEVAL  PIE NOSTREDAME  RING LENS MEDIA VENI VIDI VISA  MEAD PARKS LEVADE PEARLESCENT, LEVITATE 
CAPTIVE ALIVE (see"impaled"  COOLED DNA IN RECEPTIVE VERTICES, REPLICATED, LARCENIED [picked up]  

 
 POST SCRIPT: Da Vinci loves to call his work “disguised script”.   
 LEVADE: washed over, covered liquidly. Is also a performance by highly schooled horses where they form a half rear 
 PEARLESCENT a very good description of how Nostradamus looked the very first time he visited in full body 
 NAÏVETE = not having the experience LEPER – not knowing [yet] 
 SAPIENCE those with wisdom RESPECTING in respect to ALIEN SEAT – star gate 

PAINTER ARTISAN LEONARDO DEVISES IDEA APPRENTICE LOSE AIMED MALAISE PAIN, STRIVE 
  INSERT VERITIES the real one  INSIDE,  ASIDE,  PATIENCE  

PREVAILS,  VITAL  REPEL  MENOLEA  EVIL STAR CAPTAINS’ [PRAISES  PLANETS VICE]: ELITE VIP POSER REPTILES 
SELECT SASAR: APPARENT LEPERS NAÏVE TO PAPER’S ICE  

 PAPER is alchemye for Earth, derived from Birch-paper-barque-canoe. It also means on a Sunday. 

 SELECT SASAR - AIMED MELODIES - PUTRID RAPID AMPS: this describes the ‘Medusa weapon’  

 MENOLEA = electron being – recall “One Male” on the page held in a vignette 

 VENI VISA VIDI   I came, to visit/appear,  to be seen, to look at/go see        RING LENS MEDIA  the cronus visor 

 APPRENTICE to Leonardo is spot on – simply because his script has only just been scratched at the surface and will need an entire 
lifetime from someone prepared to offer many hours each day for every day possible to discover what other future information and 
alerts the words of Leonardo  enclose. The word APPRENTICE insinuates that there is much more to be taught, so my first guidance 

to anyone prepared to continue his disguised script is to find the very Originals and not to even look at anyone else’s “interpretations”. 
Luckily for this new ‘heir’ whoever they may be, the Alchemyes list and Celtic Clues have been outlined already.  Even though the 

words from Nostradamus say I have gone from ‘lay’ to ‘alumni’ and ‘professor’ of his work: – if I am a mere ‘apprentice’ to Leonardo 
(and I certainly feel that way) – then just imagine what else he has to offer! 

 

The partial intent for providing Allan's Template is only the basis for topic ideas ~  to go back to all the 
purple highlighted lines in the pdf forums and highlight those lines herein. I say “only a basis” because 
at a period in time some 21 years after Allan Webber began his portion of the task – it turns out that 
the “topic” (called “the issue” in rune casting) is gained by first removing the letters describing that 
genre. This is limited only by the knowledge of the Questioner. If the Query person does not know the 
word QUBITS for instance – then any information about QUBITS  will not be made available by the 
quatrein line because the letters for QUBITS need to be removed  first, before anagramming. 

The purple highlighted lines are the ones which came true. 
The other reason for providing this Template is  because the Collator was  asked  to (in the Template)    
  

 5 71 1 ATTEND  UNIQUE  QUATREIN  LINES  VALUED  AS  FUTURE   
  

HINTS: if you see “OR” it means R.O. the Regency Order of the Andromeda Council.  If you see ED it 
means E.D.  Extra Dimensional  R.O. and this is not the same is INTER.dimensional or 
INTRA.dimensional – which these texts were not coded to find.   
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There are those negative ones which inhabit “between time lines”  or if you like  “interred 
dimensional”.  These are Djinn/Archons and what we call Ghosts.  
‘Extra’ means “outside” and “intra” means “crossing between” such as Che ‘Ila [the male] He Rod (in 
these texts as  J-Rod or HEROD) from 52,000 years  in our  Future 
Where you see UN it means U.N. in which are seated shape shifters from Alcyone who dwell under 
Antarctica. The Fallen Ones of AntÉchrist 
ALWAYS keep in mind that “F” can be “S”.  So that means “FINE” is usually “SINE”.   
Understanding this is all about frequencies.  The M.E. tool 
That “Q” can be “K” or “C”.   You will find the well hidden  word  CENTURIES  this way 
That “I” can be “Y”  and "J" and  vice versa  and usually relates to the changing of “i” , “y”  or "J" prefix in 
our calendars to a number “1”. 
That “V” can be a “U” meaning that two “V”s  or  two “U”s will be a VV or UU  which we have as W.   The 
person runecasting needs to do this. 
That a bunch of letters making no sense , or have been duplicated, can be put back thru the anagram 
program again, this always provides more detail. 
That UX and UXE  are U = uranites X = joint or joined/allied,  and E  means the greys (and only one of 
thirty three types which affect Earth or humanity) 
7 22 4 DOOR PORTAL IN A *PLURAL UNDERTAKING IN SPRING EARS DIURNAL IN LEAP ANNUAL  

from Da Vinci ‘removing’ the words‘vernal date’ to create the ‘issue’ here is the result  e rapaci animali del paese vostro. 
 

The two quatrains 4 99 4 and 7 22 4 along with the Da Vinci disguised script here all gave three topics                                 
which were the same, with identical dates and details: 
1. apparent death [CIAO] and or disappearance of the collator   (which  ALSO appears in quatrain  5 65 >>> 

2. in a ‘man like pad’ = “shed’ (“queer cave” in many other lines)  

3. apparently due to disappearance in a “door portal” which is a “coré/Kore” time gate  

4. during a ufo flap = ‘profusion’ is also “plural undertaking” – the false one of Von Braun  

5. the exact same date – in Spring, not only that, but the exact same day as the night Nostradamus really died –  
September equinox, (2011) DIURNAL/equinox ‘EARS’/Virgo/spring in the southern hemisphere – with three mentions of 
the date (see here “vernal, not in April” which means in September, which means southern hemisphere) 

 

The word "FORUM" came from the template – to describe the collection of items put into one place, a PDF. 

 
{hybrid breeders] Vespa-Musca is where the E.N.E. called J-Rod52 are currently staying having left Zeta 7,000 years ago. Sounds like the male 
gender has been forgone for them – depending on geneticbreeding instead. These do have three genders, the middle one being "admin". The 

J-Rod Dan Burisch helped escape was going home to his "family" unit. 
   GUESS SHE COMPUTES,FITS EACH POEM FOUR ~ SETS FORUM NAMES, TOUCHES~ME

o In the beginning, when I was just collecting key words, the doctor was vexed I was not "getting on with it" 

1 2 3 AFFIRM MARXIAN  SHRIMP-SHIP  ELEVEN  (elite)  FEEL MEANS  AN  OFFENSIVE:  
 SEE  EXPANSIVE FEMALE PARKS FORUMS FROM ELOIM 
REASON PREFACE PRIMNESS IS MERE,  FOXES, INFORMS NAMES OF HEAVENS INFAMOUS VERSES IN HER 
FARM AS VULCANS PRISONER IN MI HOME. when I read this just now, I did nearly faint. The words dags & fireplace/Elle. 
o  Being careful with the wording in the Preface   MERE;  small, only, close      cunningly   PREFACE  MERE   PRIMNESS... FOXES

  had said ‘rendered to Vulcan’ making everyone think he had burned Centuries 11 & 12 FARM  kept AS VULCANS PRISONER...
and   part of Centuries seven, because they do refer to now, and he wanted them kept safe. 

 They were found behind the hearth fireplace in his home  

These are the three books seen nearby him seated in his office – in many vignettes. 
£  2061

2 75 3 FORUM INFORMED AFFIRMED OSTENSIBLE DATIVE ABSOLUTE IESHUA
 /Immanuel, 

HOUR 
UNDEFINED;  DERIVANT/from INVADER in FIX THE CALENDARS 

 

wherever possible the J ed. edition is used 
2 7 and see 3 42,  4 26 4, 5 36, 5 62 4 
Amongst several deported to the isles (convicts/Australia) 

was Mary O’Bryant (O’Brien), my distant relative 

One will be born with two teeth in her palate…    see  5 62 4       
They will die of famine the trees stripped          defoliation agenda 
For them a new leader issues a new edict .           (Quirite Trump) 

  4 39 1 Les Rhodiens demanderont fecours, J562 

IS HELEN MEAD UNDERSTOOD HUMERUS, elbow CONFUSED  INTRUDER  SCORNERS, FONDNESS FOR SORCERIES 
FORCED HATRED RIOTS NEFARIOUS  HANDSOME THUNDERER VAL THOR  MONSTER  COUNTS  ON  SOLSTICES 
ASCENDENT ETC.  RHINOCEROS (MONOCEROS/UNICORN MASONS) CONSIDER DRONES MURDER DEFAMERS 
FROSTINESS  INTERFERES (COOLNESS CENSURES CORN FOOD, FRUIT NUTS, OTHER  NOURISHMENT) ADORE 
SOROS CLONE SINECURE DIRECTS CLANDESTINE DEFUNCT  SENIOR'S  HORRID TORRIDNESS TRIES UNDERMINE 
o HUMERUS the Elbow of Ophiuchus where the Mabvs came from, the Grayles of Phil Schneider, the same 

Grayles that are in partnership with Alpha Centauri Caeneus that run the Military Industrial Media Complex 
 

Come suddenly the terror will be 
great, 
Hidden by the principal ones of 

the affair: 
And the lady in breeches will be 

no longer in sight, 
Thus [by her] little by little will 

the great ones be angered aware.  

 £  2475
 6 89 3 Guefpes & mouches, firine amour faches, 

                Wasps and flies, [Vespa & Musca] paternal love vexed, 
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3 42 1 L'enfant naiftra a deux dents a la gorge The child will be born with two teeth in her palate 
Born with two teeth in her palate – a dating mechanism 
Stones will fall during the rain in Tuscany: 

A few years after there will be neither wheat nor barley. 

To satiate those who will faint from hunger. 
2 7 1  Colonies Parks 4 26 4 2 7 2, see 3 42,  4 26 4, 5 36, 5 62 4 

Born with two teeth in her palate – true. Baby teeth that never descended from  roof of mouth 
E'YA FOND OF INTER-DENTAL PRINTS...  etc 

2 7  

Entre plufieurs aux ifles deportes 

L'vn eftre nay a deux dens en la gorge 

Mourront de faim les arbres efbrotes, 

Pour eux neuf roy nouel edict leur forge. 

J557 edition 

Amongst several () deported to the isles (convicts/Australia) 

One to be born with two teeth in her mouth…         

They will die of famine the trees stripped  

For them a new leader issues a new edict   
 

4 26 4 COLONIES PARCS J555 publication 
(in  Da Vinci DOES MEET  Nostr. part 2 cont.

 

4 26 

The great swarm of bees will arise, 
Bees= Ursa Majros "beehive" 

Such that one will not know whence they have come; 
By night the ambush;see 4 44 3 pantomime the sentinel under the vines 

Citadel  delivered  by five speakers not naked/disguised. 
4 26 4 Cieutad trahido p cinq legos no nudos (lhos        Citadel handed over by five speakers not nude [ones] 

HO HO GOOD – COLONIES PARCS  UNDERSTANDS  THOSE  UNEQUALLED DISTINCTIONS ,  QUIET GODS  COLLUSION, 
SOOTHING LIQUIDATED ECHO SHOOTING  PARCS IN  I  IDLING COOLED, ICON (Elohim of 3 25, a forum of their own) QUIETS  ILLS 
£   339

 4 39 1. SHE NEEDS OUR DEMONSTRANCE: DIED HEROES DEMEANOR. CLOSURE DIIE-ORNAMENT RAT DATE,  
            ENDS NOSTREDAMES~ SOURCE DEMANDS 

4 99 4  J557 publication  

 

4 99 
The valiant elder son of the King's daughter, 

He will hurl back the Celts very far: 

He will cast thunderbolts, so many in such an array 

Narrow & long [sasers] then deep into the West. 

4 99 4 Peu & loing puis profond es Heƒperiques. 

4 99 4. IN SPRING  NELL PERISHES IN SHED BY LADDER-RING-DOOR 

RAPTURED PORTAL RING DOOR UP ON  MAN-LIKE PAD EARS-SPRING DIURNAL LEAP ANNUAL [2020] 7 24 4. 

Da Vinci: DISAPPEARS FROM CAVE/ PIPED VERNAL DATE; NOT APRIL. 
4 99 HesperiquesCeltiquesRoy 

UUISER  ESQUIRES POETESS LYRICS QUOTE : QUITE HYPOCRITE SHEEPLE , HOPELESS SLEEPERS IUST SEE SORE 
EYE ECHO TRICKERY SUUEEPS.    

 
QUERY YOUR QUEER SECRET.   
IS  PESKY UUHORE REPTILES' SORCERESS  CRISIS TO  RELICS,  YULE  OS 

 
o HOPELESS SLEEPERS  IUST only SEE SORE EYE: As one begins to awaken, the first things one realizes seems to 

hold sway. So those who are only just learning about the sweating the quill and walk-ins (ECHO) take a little 
longer to get to the stage of believing in St. Germain and the very long  (TIRELESS)  NESARA showpiece. The 
HOLY HEROIC KNOWING (IQ) 

5 36, I am aware that some quatrains are duplicated in this pdf. Each has new details.J557 publication 
5 36 from theJ557  publication  (while Michel was alive) 
5 36 1 De foeur le frere par fimulte faintife, (in ANTENNAE) 
(Sister of the brother via feigned [hidden] fantasy) 
5 36 2 Viendra mefler rofee en myneral:      

Will come to join d.e.w in mineral 
 (frequencies/ormus gold)

 
(D.E.W. is 'directed energy weapon/field' .''Mineral'' is Pisces)  
(the directed energy field includes ''beam me up, and ''rose'' is 
a key word for the 'stage gate' as he calls it)  and sky darts            
5 36 3 Sur la plancente donne à vielle tardi fue, 

(On the agricultural plot  the tired old woman gave away) 
5 36 4 Meurt.  le gouftant fera fimple & rural. 
(Dies, relishing it [the task]  will be unaffected and rustic.) 

 

 

Every single line here is the truth. 
The farm was  given to my youngest daughter because she has no father to leave her anything, unlike her siblings.  
At first she received half jointly which I had planned for her 18th birthday in February  2008 (six months before this Hidden 
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Texts journey began).   It took me a year to complete the transaction using the "Farm Inheritence Act".  

5 36 3 Sur la plancente donne à vielle tardi fue, (On the agricultural plot  the tired old woman gave away) 
ALIEN  VATICAN  REPTILE  FELON  DEVIATED  CENTURIES,  AND VANDAL LEAVES  INTERNAL  LOADED 
UNNATURAL LOVER PLEIADIANS  USEFUL VRIL RADON ELECTRONS  CRAFT PLUNDERED, POLLUTED PROLE.   
VENUS ENLIL-VALIANT, UNREPENTANT OEDIPAL  FALLEN  PROUD ONE,  VIOLENT D.E.F. /frequency energy 
weapons DEADENER FIENDS  PULLED UP,  LIFTED OFF PLANET AFTER: 
PRENATAL  LONER NELL "UNDER" FOUND A.C.E. PANELS' TRUE  RELEVANT  TRIPLE  TREE  CODES &  RUNES OLD 
OVERALL  FINALE ,  NAILED IT  UNPARALLELED,   ALLEVIATED  SATANIC  ADRENAL PRELUDE  REVEALED. 
o CENTURIES  here is a full pun... alludes to The Centuries of quatrains AND  the years 
o UNREPENTANT OEDIPAL  FALLEN  PROUD ONE 
 

5 62 

Sur les rouchers fang on les verra plouvoir, plouuoir, 
Sol Orient, Saturne Occidental: 
Pres d'Orgon guerre, a  Rome grand mal voir, 
Nefz parfondrees, & prins le Tridental. 

 
5 62 

One will see red blood  raining on the rocks, 

 Saturnines in the West: 

By Orgon war near, at Rome great evil  seen, 

Ships sunk to the bottom, & the Trident (Neptunes) taken. 

with “tri-dsental” meaning those giants with rows of teeth  
5 62 4 Nefz parfondreées & prins le Tridental. page 51 

 

5 65 3  J557 publication 
5 65 
Come suddenly the terror will be great,        Atlas-Nemesis 

Hidden by the principal ones of the affair: 

 And the lady in breeches will be no longer in sight,*

Thus [by her] little by little will the great ones be vexed.  
A lifetime friend recently said to me: 
"do you realize I have never seen you in a dress!"  Since she had not attended my wedding, I mulled that one over.

*see Janine's Tarot link, where Janine correctly said the lady doing the real Nostradamus work will use up seven years 

in it. Taking into account only the years the work included the Triple Method – early 2013 to late 2020, Janine was 

correct.Then Janine continued ..."she is just going to disappear- no, I do not think it is a goverment thing...'' 
6 63 J562  edition  

6 63 

 The lady in the realm  a loner,

Via  extinguished first : over  bed of honour

Seven years  [lady] will  be  investigating  strife, 

 Then with great good fortune for the realm long life.  
This one I admit, blew me away. 
Found only very recently, the clue is the UNIQUE ONE – see the pdf SENT TO DIE, UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS  
along with the other clues – bed of honour= where bed is the Earth...and "honour" is the Living Library;  
extinguished first extinguished   saying died before she did, using the word because it was consequent to

"fire in the sky"  see 2 72 and 4 31  describing  how and why  Nostradamus really died in 2011. 

 – following St Germain & NESARA and such gratitude owed to 

 Donald Trump without whom the [real] NESARA could never have happened!
6 63 1 La dame ƒeule an regne demeuree, 

LAME UUELL-READ FEMALE MEAD (FLEUU GREEN ANGEL EAGER)  
 RENAMED  RENEGADES  NEEDLE  UUELFARE-MEN

6 63 2 D'vnic esteint premier au lict d'honneur: 

UURITE: CHRONIC DEVIL EPSTEIN DRIVEN RICHER CONNIVED CRIMINAL VIOLENCE TO  INNOCENT HUMANITIES 
 INTRUDES PUNITIVE ON ADRENACHROME STRIDENT LIVID UNPENITENT 

ACTOR CRETINS UUERE CIVIL INEPTITUDE SINNERS. THEIR NUTRITIVE INPUT INSTINCT DECLINES  ONCE  
ACCESS  DENIED 

6 63 3 Sept ans sera de douleur exploree, 

PLEASED OUR ORATOR NELL (TO RISE  ADORE RAT) ALERTS ERRONEOUS REPELLENT SEXED-UP PLEASURES. 
REASON UUE ALL OPERATED RELEASE  DEXTEROUS POET'S POETESS RARE  EXTENDED RESULTS EXPOSURES. 

6 63 4 Puis longue vie au regne par grand, heur. 
PRAISING HER UNERRING GENIOUS PEN-PUSHER VALOUR-LANGUAGE SHE USED.  SHE ARGUED UNENDING 
UUHEREUPON UNHINGED ENRAGED VIPEROUS EAVES-DROPPERS UURONG UUIDE-RANGING DEVIOUSNES 
o LET PARKS ARGUE THE ACT 
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o 
£   342  

4 42 1  
UUE LET PARCS ARGUE EARTHS OLDEST CHARTED LARGEST SPACE STARS THEATRES SHATTERED ACT  
PARCS LEARNS HUGE XX [20] GARDENER Elohim EXECUTES:  REGULATE OLDEST GENES CHARTED 
£   357 

4 57 1        
I Nostr.ARGUE against ENVY – [it was] GREAT GUARDIAN’S GENEROUS PREPARATION: PIPED [conduit/sees]~  

PURGES  PERIGORDIAN/Paleolithic  ERRONEOUS  ENVY. GREEDIER [faction] UNSURE :  SO PROPOGATION of  ENVY 

7 24 4 

 

7 24 

He who was buried will come out of the tomb,  Nostradamus       

Making connections from linking the power of the portal:    

Poisoned with the spawn of a barbell ,                  (a carp/ANU)DNA 

Great one from Lorraine via the Pont du Marquis.     Fallen Ones 

8 18 

 

8 18  *as raw meat. the offspring in Macca's mince 

Issues from flower [Therses] sent the cause of her death , 

[for]A time before drunk [adrenachrome] by young and old; 

Via fleur-de-lis  they will give great pause. 
by stargates will Earth have larger orbits 

Save/except by his offspring as raw meat is minced.* 

~ 9 58 3 ~ 

 

9 58 

To  the left side at the place/spot of Vitry, 

The three red ones of France will be awaited: 

All red/cardinals  felled  black one not murdered,        

By the Bretons restored to safety. (their correct calendar 

pairs 2 14/2 15 Shortly before one leader is got rid of ? -  The cardinals were executed then the pope March 20 2020 
Can be read as Shortly before, one leader (Obama) got rid of. Yes, November 2019 Gene Decode said so. 

11 18 
Considerant la triste Philomelle 
Qu'en pleurs & cris sa peine renouuelle, 
Racoursissant par tel moyen ses iours, 
Six cens & cinq, elle en verra l'issuë, 
De son tourment, ia la toille tissuë, 
Par son moyen senestre aura secours.  

modern corrected spelling 11 #18. 

 Considerant la triste philomele, 

 Qu'en pleurs & cris sa peine renouuelle. 

 R'acourcisant par telmoyen ses iours, 

 Six cents & cinq, elle en verra l'isuë, 

 De son tourment, ja la toile[pun] tisuë, 
Par son moy en fenestre aura secours. 

Considering the sad Nightingale 
Who with tears & laments renews her anguish, 
By such means making her days shorter, 
Six hundred and five, she will see the emanation            
            [of 6 5 what SAMAROBRIN means] 
Of her torment, the cloth [destiny] already woven, 
By means of small windows will she accomplish it 

sad  Night inga l e :  the singer of sad tunes (the verses of quatrains) renews  her  angui sh  the key word here is “renews” 
the anguish of the original quatrains when turned into their hidden texts  making  her  days  shor te r :  quite so sitting at 
the computer for many years  
the cloth already woven: also true – the  Des t iny  a l r eady  se t  and the options have been taken. By  means  of  sma l l  
windows  One simply has to raise one’s eyebrows at this – without Windows the computer program and its smaller windows 
the accomplishment would be nil – the research simply not possible and time of course – not long enough! 
It is not my intention here to say anything about the collator, who happens to be me at the moment. It is with a type of 

regret for me that these sixains say such things, yet at the same time I must accept that they are guiding me for a reason 

– that is: to hurry up and get more done, since they have for the third time given me a date of not being able to do any 

more, the same date, naturally. 
Quatrein ~ 2 72 ~ One Sent To Die, Unique Of All Deaths (written on the headstone) pairs 

4 31 Looking south, You Saw me die, hands on bosom, eyes to the sky, bodies in the fire.Sept. 19 2011 

 

see 2 72 One sent to die unique of all deaths  

The Moon in the full of night over the high mountain, 

The new lone sage sees it with her mind: 
[Nostradamus] By his followers invited to be immortal, 
[Her] Eyes to the south. Hands on bosoms, bodies in the fire. 

C+F+EXTINGUISHED 
£   601 7 1 1 ACHILLES fail £  2417 6 31 3, £  370710 36 4.  5 36 4 LAME PARKS;  pairs  £  2452 6 66 3 : 

6 66 3 Sepulchre en marbre apparoiftra couverte  Will appear hidden in marble tomb 

BRAVE RAT
1948 

MENARCHE ACHILLES HEEL  HELEN PARKS, UUE UUROTE HER FULL NAME HERE;  
COUTURES

 dresses up, or down 
ISTAR

/Sirius 
LEECH E.T. SHE RENAMES  LECHER CULTURE URSA BEAR 

 
 –RENAMES URSA BEAR  "The Hind Leg Of The Cow" the Egyptians called it which I thought was important due to 

shaped like a cow's hind leg – when the 'tail' of Taurus above Pleiades people drawing lines on Pleiades  
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1 41 3   J555 publication above,  J557 below 

 

 

 

 
 
1 41 3 A woman faints, at her sons return...  Two sons taken interstate when babies by their father. One in 1967 and the 
other 1969, born during the divorce. The latter finding his mother on fb in 2016, she taking some months to respond.  
Her daughters went to meet their brothers and everyone's life was changed. 

  

 

1 92 "one man" =  

Under one man peace will be proclaimed everywhere, 
But not long after will be looting and rebellion. 
Because of a refusal, town, land and see will be broached. 

About a third of a million dead or captured./ Underground 
1 92 1 Sous vn la paix par tout fera clamee  J555   Under one man peace will be proclaimed everywhere, 
LAME PARKS, VEXATIOUS OF AN UP ALERT TO UR EA, POTENT EVOLUTION FAVOUR USEFUL SUAVE 
EVAPORATION  EAR SPICA-

RELAX EXULTANT, CAVE EXPORT.  APPROVAL OVER  STAINLESS  STEEL STOVE UUET COPPER  RAT IEAR  
PEACEFUL ARRIVAL. ELOIM A.C.E. UP COMPERE REVEAL PLANET PAPER CANOE (NOT FLAT), FALLS, TRANSLATION  
MARS COMPLEX  IN APPLE –Yule- MARVEL   see " n Apple" below 

1 92 1 Soubz vn la paix par tourt fera clamee J ed. 
TRIP UP AMAZES, FROZE TEXTOR NELL PARKS SOUL, EXTERNAL, CUSP LIBRA RAT, POTENT FAVOUR. ULTRA 
NOVA EXTANT METEOR UPROAR LEAP (VENAL FOX APEEMEN TONAL RAPTURE - TAX PROLE PER CLAUSE IN 
TREATIES  IX) SERBIAN BASIN ALIVE, MILAN, ETNA, STROMBOLI  ERUPTION.  LEAP means both in Scorpio and Rat leap year2020 

 
£  3707

10 36 4 Par tyrannie a  l'ifle changeant pris. Via tyranny esteem changing in the isle./planet/by  & Trump 

APPERTAINS ACHILLES AGENT NELL PARCS ,New Heaven etc 

SHE PAIRS SLAYER RAYd.e.w.ARYAN NINE
treaty 9 

PARENT RAPIST.PAIRS  ISMS

  

 

 

2 19  Venus newcomers = Val Thor and gang 
arpen Latin for sickle, scythe 

Venus newcomers placed battilion without defense, 

Place/farm occupied by then uninhabitable.  
Nuclearized or gone, even flooded with salt water 

Mansions, houses, fields, towns taken at will, 

Famine, plague, war, scythed arable extense. 

2 19 2 Occuper place par lors inhabitable.  Noting that Venus here has no capital in any of the publications 
POETS LEPSARIA RAISE UP CONTACTEE CRIPPLE HELEN PARKS, SHE  PRINTS CORRECT ALPHABETICAL  CAPTIONS  
BIBLICAL  APOLITICAL  PRACTICAL  CUBIC A.C.E., LABIA R.O.  RE-PLACE UPROAR, LETS REPUBLICANS BE ANARCHIC 
PUBLIC HONOURABLE CAPABLE ETHICAL COBRA SCALES PUTIN CARICATURE RUSSIAN RACE (SERBIA TO CHINA) 
SPECTACULAR LEPTORRHIN, HAPPIER ICE  SCENIC APPEAL PROTRUBERANCE CALCULATIONS. CLINICAL APPROACH 
ALIENS BOUNCE EARTH POLLUTION TROUBLES,  PROBABLE  COOLER  CREEP TO TROPICAL  LOCATIONS  APPLIES 
COPPER-LIBRA  RAT.  SUPERBRAINS  CRABS SHIP,  SCUTTLES  TO   
PUT IN CIRCULAR STEP-CELLAR [SAUE SOCIAL POISON] CARROTS, PREPPS  ROOT PLANTS, CORNCOB HAUE IOU? 
OBUIATES CROP SPOILER... BARTER BEER, RESTORER.                    
TROUBLES ABHORRENCE BARBARIC CULPABLE  RICH ARAB NECROPHILIAC  BRUTAL INCURABLE HORRIBLE LIARS 
BRILLIANCE PLAN:  ARABIA TO NORTH POLE 
. (Approximate move of  5,000 nautical miles, as is SERBIA to CHINA, as in parts of Serbia to parts of China) 

 

1 41  Seige en cite, & de nuict affaillie,  
The city [LA] is beseiged, & assaulted by night, 

Peu efchapes :  non loing de mer conflict.  
Few escape: chaos not far from the sea. [tsunami – NY?] 

Femme de ioye, retours filz defaillie 

a woman faints at her sons return 

Poifon & lettres cachees dans le plic.. 

Poison held within the toxic letters... 
it is the last line which is the pointer for timing  

Slightly different line one in the J557  edition 
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LIFE LESSONS & WHY 
IS THERE NOTHING WORSE THAN ... 

Being Acccused of that which we did not do! 
 

Most of us will have heard the saying from  Paul in 

Eph. 6:12  KJV 

“for we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but 

against principalities, against powers,  against the 

rulers of the darkness of the world, against spiritual 

wickedness in high places". 

... yet not many of us heed what this really means! 

"During her life she was just as thick as any other, 

just as ignorant to the hidden realities as the rest of 

the herd.  

Is there anything worse than being accused of doing 

something, when a person never did? 

Twice the Copiests had a hand in affecting the 

course of her “growing awareness”. 

The first happened while still on her honeymoon  

five hundred miles from home, with Mr Mead .  

His mates had followed along to enjoy the golden 

beaches of Queensland – sharing the honeymoon, 

almost, when one of them returned one Saturday 

evening from a football match with dire news.  

He had seen her with his own eyes at the football 

match, with another man draped around her 

body.Not for the blink of a fly’s eye did anyone 

question this information. Knee-jerk Faulty Towers 

reactionswere unavoidable, leaving the marriage – 

all of three weeks old  – in tatters. 

Shortly after this her sister who had moved to 

Cairns, also took a photo of a person at a rodeo –  

who was nothing less than a true döppleganger.  

Identical in every way – tall, long boned and  

gawky just as she was. 

 

Life Lessons. 

The Copiests had ideas for her that she knew in her 

heart were Life-Lessons. 

She was to learn – a full twenty years before they 

became a public thought pattern, that reptilian 

humans do exist.  

A co worker put on a bar~b~que at her place  

bringing along some friends.  

One of these held some fascination for her –  

pretty much like a rat caught and trapped by the 

gaze of a snake on the prowl.  

This fatal attraction continued for over two years  

and slowly wound down only after she spotted his 

face one night changing. His eyes turned “like the 

devils” vertical pupils slitted, he thinking no one 

watching.  

The word “reptilian” had not yet come over the 

horizon.  

The Copiests had not finished with her just yet. 

Busy moving house and home from one end of  

New South Wales to the very centre, she is sitting 

on the carpeted floor sorting tax papers  

when the phone rings. Surprise surprise, she had 

just been witnessed loading a palamino mare into  
 

a horsefloat out of the stable compound at the 

Royal Agricultural Showground in Centennial 

Park Sydney.  

The phone call was the owner of that horse 

screaming his little gay lungs out that he wanted 

the mare returned forthwith.  

He had been given her phone number by the Arab 

Horse Society – which meant that everyone 

working in the Arab Horse Society had her painted 

as a horse thief on the spot. 

So, just what were these Life Lessons all about, 

really? 
 

The first resulted in the loss of her marriage,  

but in the gain of the name Mead –  

which is “dame” in the hidden texts. 

The second was the realization on a personal level  

that reptilian humans are for real.  

That was a hurdle that would never have  

been leaped had she not experienced it for herself. 
 

The third and most important :~  

comprehending how a copy of one-self can and does 

do things that are attributed to oneself and with no 

means of deleting the consequences.  

Just this one experience on its own –  

of being accused of something when all along  

one might as well be knitting socks on another 

planet while the deed was in motion – for all the 

good that explaining things, the truth, would 

accomplish. 
 

Thus: when someone like Mr. Trump, or the 

Mantids, have been Copied – and the copies are 

doing things the public or the media accuses them – 

how in the world is the original ever going to 

riposte ? 
 

Reptilian Copiests love Charades: 
Icke, Ventura and Jones, pulling the wool over the  

video watchers’ sleepy-head eyes!  

Not one watcher commenting on the lack of 

gravelly voice of Alex Jones, on the bald head 

profile moving up and down like it was sea-sick;  

on  a baby-faced Jesse Ventura, nor the orange eyed 

David Icke leaving the auditorium to be confronted 

by the others...  

this event supposedly occurring at Cleveland despite 

Jesse Ventura himself stating clearly; that he no 

longer travels out of his compound in Mexico state 

due to all the metal in his body. 
 

Like the time travel visitors – each and every visit  

being different yet to display some detail that was  

very much needed in the course of shadowy events.  
 

Time travel visits, the first few, see 
IS, CAN BE, SEVEN CONDUITS. SOME USED 

www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/IS-CAN-BE-SEVEN-CONDUITS-SOME-
USED-May-5-2013.pdf 
 
 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/IS-CAN-BE-SEVEN-CONDUITS-SOME-USED-May-5-2013.pdf
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/IS-CAN-BE-SEVEN-CONDUITS-SOME-USED-May-5-2013.pdf
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even as a  child of six or seven Nell had some nouse about her, especially telling anyone who would 
listen, not  to scrape the aluminium custard pot because it “would cause old timers”,                     
LETTER 32 & REINCARNATION                                                                                
and in the manner that children do in their matter-of-fact-way, would say on the occasion it merited 
in speech   “those lights which appeared in the sky were using Time to do that”.     Those “fast moving 
lights in  the skies” were to follow her everywhen she went –                                      
2 44 with photos. In  a pdf forum EAGLE CHASED OFF BY OTHER BIRDS – 

what was almost everywhere since her father, being a building contractor was constantly taking big 
jobs all over the countryside. Thus lending her and her siblings more than a dozen different schools.  
A fact of life for her and her brother;  minus those later life long school-day friends most people take 
for granted. 

In short, producing a “loner”.  
Many who deal with this “t'ask” handed to them happen to be LONERS such as Putin, & Da Vinci, who complained "this is what happens to solitary people.

 

It was more than fortunate that the times which she inhabited also produced mobile libraries.  
They were a style of  large van and some even a small truck made up as a pre-curser to the mobile home. 
The arrival of the mobile library at country schools was for her, the Best Friend for Life.  
Absorbed, lost, gone,  and  transported, learning,  all at the same time.  
No wonder she won all her spelling competitions – a thing which sent her a vocation, and one for the 
rest of  her lifetime.  At fifteen she had found herself in a place of employment more like Home to her.  

With a printing & publishing firm. employed as  a “copy-holder”.                                                  
Centuries 11#9 
One who reads out aloud every single word character including full stops (‘period’) and 
punctuations from the Original article sent by the customer. 

Life beforehand had given her such Opportunities, she would not recognize until reaching a certain 
Sophism.  MEMPHIS MOSES SOPHISM SHIP OVER  LONE PINE  10 79 2 

The best of which being farmed out to her grandmother’s sister and husband for two years. This 
unlikely and barren pair grabbed her with four arms and great guidance, even allowing her to read 
at table.  CENTURIES 11 Sixaines 

Of a higher impact (for her) being their vocation. They worked at  the joint task of  Secretaries for  an  
organization called the Flora & Fauna Protection Society of New South Wales. Thus living in tents 
almost as a permanent holiday everywhere they travelled for  the duties of her great-uncle, who was  
known either in reality or euphemistically as a “Bush Ranger”, one whose duties included checking 
on National Parks,  the continued  safety of the rarer flora and fauna and visiting, to protect, the 
Sacred and always Secret, Original People’s Ancient History.  
It was on several of these visits to two differing areas of the State, that she was bitten; trying  to 
comprehend huge flat blue-stone granite boulder arrangements - each covered in what can only be 
defined as a universe of constellations.  The only means by which “true timing can be set”.                   
Preface to his son Cesar, EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES, RESETS 

She had been firmly grabbed by the jaws of  Searching, Questioning, the Truth in our history.  
Assigned  to study Egyptian History . 1 40 3  THE REAL AGE OF THE GIZA PYRAMIDS,  ANCIENT ECUADOR – FOUR PYRAMIDS PROVEN. ANCIENT EGYPT, BAUVAL & 

MORE, GIZA CONSTRUCTED WHILE IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE, GIZA PLATEAU & THE BENNU BIRD, TRUE DATE FOR GIZA PYRAMIDS 

WHAT THE PYRAMIDS ARE FOR. LETTER TO THE EDITOR NEW DAWN, MILLWHEEL OF THE AGES, WHY THE HAMMERED BRACELET COULD NOT BE FLOWN OVER. 

It began right there, at a place called Brisbane Waters at that time, but later named Kariong. Kariong Glyphs 

Her uncle did not have any idea what the glyphs  were really about, dragging her nevertheless to 
witness the walls of hieroglyphs for herself. Not needing much in the way of encouragement to have 
her promise never to mention them to anyone – ever. He having a brother-in-law who was raised 
with a clan of Original people in the Centre of Australia at a place called Spring Creek.   Fully aware of 
tribal Secrets which must be the best-kept on the planet, running bare foot and bare bummed, this 
brother-in-law was her grandfather, father to her mother – their only child.  Both grandfather and 
great-uncle having much in common. The grandfather’s aunty had been the pioneer May Brown of 
the Northern Territory – she the pugalist “Wolfram Queen” herself. 

THIS  [paragraph] RELATES to many lines. WOLFRAM/TUNGSTEN OMITTED. KARIONG &  ABYDOS. Hawass ‘LOCKING THE GATE. REAL FLOORPLAN OF GIZA etc’      

4 17 4 Ver ra la queue:  porte ƒera ƒerree.i ij  Seeing the tail: (tail of Crane/Bennu  Deneb f loorplan) the gate will be locked.  

 (by Z Hawass, and it was, the gate to the Benu Cave) 

To realize in later age; the synchronicity of that which she was looking at – and that she was to play a  
very firm part in saving those hieroglyphs and Constellation Stones from greedy, authoritative, 
mendacious little tin-gods “grubberment and their fracking landgrabbing”...  
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STAT. DECLARATION  

THE STONES WERE THERE IN 1958 WHEN SHE DID SEE THEM, HAVING KEPT HER SILENCE FOR OVER FIFTY  YEARS... UPON THIS STATUTORY 

DECLARATION ARRIVING at STEVEN & EVAN STRONG Archaeologists,  THE ORIGINAL PEOPLE ELDERS CAME FORWARD AND LAID CLAIM TO 

THEM AND THEIR HISTORY.  

THUS BREAKING THEIR  OWN RULES OF SILENCE TO PROTECT AND SAVE THE LAND.  

...having answered the question asked by the archaeologist: “why a portion of the hieroglyphs were 
worn away” – a thing she did notice as that child: she answered “there was  spring-fed running water 
over the rock face at the time, sourced from under an Angothera tree above the wall”  she told him.  
Long names like Angothera  and “Ornichorynchus paradoxus” (platypus) had never fazed her.   
There were other details not publicly admitted, relating to the collapsed walls - which she confirmed to him. 
 

In anyone’s life there should be a Mentor... an important crossing of personal life-lines which world-
wide home desk computers are robbing youngsters of. In her case, it was the Elevator Man. How did 
he know to give her some Edgar Cayce books? Having left the printers office to update opportunities 
at seventeen, she began a new line of employment with The Trunk Exchange where she met  The Lift  
or Elevator man.   Daily short conversations  with this man of no name were hitting her  like arrows. 
Edgar Cayce should be required reading for anyone interested in a history of humanity, medical 
science or spiritual involvement. He said the Arcturans gave him the information and we will see 
later, they are also members of the Elohim Alliances. Arcturus (she-bear) is near Boötes in Libra. 

As much as people might say they do not want the gory details – as “it’s too much information” - the 
weaving of the fabric of one girl’s life would not be complete without those elements which, like 
wolfram utilized to alloy iron, or heat to temper the steel, hardens the bullet.                                                                                                                       
NELL ONCE LET NONE TRYANISE 1 75 1  
Naïve as any virgin need be, she accepts a lift in a car driven by one of her brother’s mates from school. 
She did have a perfectly operating push bike with her, which the three boys put into the spacious boot of 
the FJ Holden. 
The day is Friday the thirteenth and two weeks ago she turned sixteen. The drive to “take her home” 
included a large circle of many miles, out to the local cemetery. Did she know she was in trouble? Of 
course, yet still placed her trust in at least one of the “boys”. The one which was her brother’s “mate” from 
school.  The other two were around nineteen. Old enough to be flying fighter jets away in some other war.   
The one nicknamed Blue (due to his red hair) had a firm grip on one arm, the nameless school friend 
taking his cue from Blue had the other, and black – eyed Steve saying to her “I will go first”.  
What was her response?  Word for word: “good, I will be sooo glad to be rid of this virginity”. 
For some reason this comment triggered a limp-dick syndrome in the Arm Holders, and Steve could 
barely keep  his mission under control.  He was quite well built in every department, she was dry, it did 
hurt, and the job was done under a blazing Australian summer sun.   With little argument from the boys 
she asked them to drive by  a chemist on the way home and provide feminine articles because she was 
bleeding and did not want her mother  to see. They complied with some alacrity.   
The following week, on the news, a girl was found raped and murdered in that same cemetery, and not 
the first. 
Obviously Friday the thirteenth is a lucky date for her. 
Her gods had compassion and introduced her to her soul-salve.  A mere two weeks later while out riding 
hired horses with her life-long girlfriend Jackie Swanson, she met Jacques Phillipe fresh from France.    At 
26, he was ten years older, but she told him she was nineteen.  
He was “sent” to show her what real lovin’ can be, and she was a fast learner. 
Cars, was the problem. Sports cars. 
The cars themselves were innocent, of course, but the boys who drove them were not. One young skinny 
randy redhead in particular, zooming in on her  (can we say she was vulnerable?)  won her as a “bet” 
amongst  mates that she would go out with him. How hard was that!  All he had to say to her was “want 
me to teach you how to drive my car”? Of anyone’s idea of a “date” in those days – that one would be the 
winner.  He did  a splendid  job. 
In one foul fell swoop she learned to drive an Austin Healey 100M, and got pregnant to boot.    
Clever sports car! 
Finding herself as a mother at nineteen, following a harrowing toxaemic pregnancy, forty seven hour 
hard labor including egotistical young male doctor keen to prove his worth, lording it over the maternity 
nurses who knew far more than he would ever be likely to learn. Both mother and nurses suffering his 
decision to forgo caesarian by simply cutting her in half vertically outside and horizontally inside, in 
order to drag out her unplanned son. 
Three months later red headed dad, with new girlriend and baby son were gone far north.  
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Was this the:   Rosenberg Lettre #32  
tenia obsignatae (sealed)  in cera (cyst-wax) viridi, (green-virile-alive) [noting the word tenia, taken as taenia,1 a parasite??] 
datae (provides) autem (moreover) illae (cost her/unharmed) ad (by) fonts (pelvis/Sagittarius-Scorpio) febriles (fever) prope (close to)  
tua (ƒ: your-her) mapalia (bad decision ) 
Moreover indication is (in evidence) she is unharmed by infection in the pelvis because of her-your bad decision  
(caused by?? over – eager docteur?? the Dalkon shield?? hydatid cysts??)    [she did work for decades with sheep] 
autem (moreover) datae(evidence provides) illae (cost her/unharmed) ad (by) fonts (pelvis/also means Sagittarius-Scorpio – quite 
so) febriles (fever) prope (close to, because of) tua (ƒemale:her-‘your’ [?] ) mapalia (bad decision)  

Good enough reason for anyone to head west. Nothing less than back o’ Burke... 
Where, answering “yes’ to a date offered by a jackeroo on the neighbour’s property (fifty five thousand 
acres away) she finds herself  in Burke town during the spring race carnival, in the dark, surrounded by 
nine drunk strangers. Some were there to be jockeys on the day, others merely their simian mates.     
For once she is wearing a female form of clothing called a dress, in reality, a piece of pink material more 
suited as a shirt.  “Let’s go to the woolshed dance”!  Who is going to say no to that idea!    
So, the only female (that should have screamed volumes) with nine strangers, amongst them the Trojan 
horse  jackeroo neighbour she sort of knew ... all piled into two Customline Ford V8 twin spinner sedans 
and took off.  Somewhere.  Somewhere northish. About seventy miles northish. 
Only stopping at a large campfire, kept fuelled by two “darkies” – mates of these guys.  
Some might call this a Plan. An Arrangement. 
One by one these fifty-percenter members of humanity (the male gender) piled into the front seat trying 
to pile on top of her only to be told “you will have to kill me.” 
“ I am an artist and can and will draw all of your portraits”.  
Weilding a pen like a knife, (they were strong pens in those days. Called fountain pens)  as she makes 
this statement -  eight times, to eight very drunken would-be-rapists.  
The ninth guy was sober.    
Not because he may have been  the designated driver (no such thing in the 1960’s) but because he did 
not drink alcohol. He said his name was George and “would she like to get out of here”.   
Stupid question.  
He locks all the doors and true to his word begins the drive back to Burke.  Swapping  yarns  and 
pertinent personal details, (like “what star sign are you George?”  Pisces was the answer) and phone 
numbers. 
The ‘portrait’ warning did hold weight, since she had won art competitions, one being a portrait of her 
father. 
“Hang on a sec” George says. “Something’s wrong here”, pulling up the car to find four of the drunken 
idiots each suspended by hanging onto a door handle (lucky they had footboards) because George was 
not holding back on the petrol.  He kicks them off and tells them to “bugger off, follow the fire”,   about 
three miles back. 
Waking in the magpie  morning with the arms of a nice guy keeping you safe.How romantic was that! 
She knew he was a nice guy when three months later, for her twentieth birthday, he telephoned her 
mum’s house (several hundred miles away from Burke) where she happened to be.  
Does anyone know what it takes for a country guy to find a phone in the nineteen sixties and actually 
use it?  
Some might say this was the universe talking. No presence of mind at all.  Let that one slip by. 
The silly part (still the universe talking?) the next job (not that far from Burke and George) off working 
at the Cunamulla Gate only to be consistently told there that she was no comparison to the previous 
jillaroo “Jeanie”.  
After one month, four long hot weeks, being manhandled by her boss (such as up a  sixty foot windmill in 
brand new slippery R.M. Williams boots on a tiny wooden platform a crow would look at twice before 
perching)... supposedly holding the Southern Cross blades steady while he greased them – suddenly a big 
black hand has a firm grip on one of her boobs and he says “what ya gunna do now missy”.  Another Silly 
Question. Looking down at the concrete bore she says simply “jump of course”.  Mr big-ears, the piebald 
sheep dog trainer, decides she means it and gives up. Sacking her on the spot. She only knew he was 
piebald when he stripped off his shirt to work on the bore. She realizes he has a perfect blue-white torso 
with just his arms and neck blackened by the sun.  Before that she thought he was black. 
Returning to the Trunk Exchange, she was handed an unpopular night shift, amongst over three thousand 
employees using any one of three floors at any given time - only to find herself sitting next to that one-
and-only “Jeanie.” 
Firm karmic friends for the remainder of their lives, she becoming mentor to Jeane’s daughter, whose 
unwitting influence (at the age of two) was to change the course of her life.  Having married Mr Mead in 
the mean-time and finally finding herself three months pregnant – a case of German Measles received 
from the two year old saw the loss of that child (on her twenty sixth birthday) as well as the marriage.  
Almost as if that marriage to Mr Mead  was merely to gain the name  of  “Dame”.  
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Studio of the author of the Centuries & his assistant, Monsieur Scaliger,  following an unusual 
appearance  of many lights in the night sky February 1st J554.  The strange and overwhelming 
appearances continued more than hour with with a thousand people gazing up incredulous & 
open mouthed.  Being winter* or at least in a  mini ice, age so it had been dark for many hours,   
and this part of the night was shortly after 7pm.  This  evening  seems otherwise normal: 

“Why do we have no warm seasons such as we hear from the south?” 
M.Scaliger asks the gout ridden docteur. 
“We have been, my dear friend Caesar, living in God’s attempt at a little ice age, good for about five 
hundred years, and caused by events beginning around J329.  In J330, J336, & J352 there were great 
irruptions of the sea (pausing for breath: I wonder what caused that?). The extreme cold 
commenced as rivers freezing solid for months at a time... interspersed with occasional and very 
strange droughts such as J331 to J341 Anatolia, Antioch, Cypress, Syria James A Marusek followed by 
snow in the English Isles fifteen feet high for six weeks during  the year of our Lord J341.  It is as if 
we are enduring the “dance of our planet” promised by Isaiah!  Another great inundation of the sea 
in J353 with the loss of over three thousand persons and their cattle. Northern Gaul of  J355 saw the 
promise of icey times to come and three years later another eruption of the sea causing the loss of 
over five thousand people. Compagna* in J368 having a great eruption of the sea with huge losses 
and great destruction. These are tsunamis, from under the sea floor – precursors of Earthly activity 
only two hundred years gone by, which can see great famines resulting and what we have today,  in 
J554 [M.  D.LIV] ~ and this will continue until the little Emperor fails in the Russe in J812.”                                                
*EXCEPT THAT THIS MAY NOT HAVE BEEN WINTER. ACCORDING TO EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES, and the FIRST PARAGRAPH IN THE PREFACE THAT HINTS AT 

THE REVOLTING ASTRONOMIES = AND ALL THE ANIMAL CONSTELLATIONS APPEARING IN THE VIGNETTES REPRESENTED FACING THE OTHER DIRECTION to today  

COMPAGNA and other counties that composed what was to become italy – around the decade of I850-I860 

CHRONOLOGY OF WEATHER EVENTS/James A Marusek...MAP OF THE MEDITERRANEAN OF THIS CENTURY, SHOWING THREE POSSIBLE “Pillars of Hercules” 

OTHER TSUNAMIS DURING THIS PERIOD: 419AD  441AD 552AD 559AD 575AD 685AD 800AD, mentioned because they result from volcanic activity which changes 

weather conditions, it being so cold in the centuries of Da Vinci and Nostradamus that fashions suited the weather. 

Shrug of his shoulders shows what Scaliger is really thinking – one can always be assured of a good answer 
from the docteur!  
A strange man, given to passing comment on the future as if it were exactly going to happen.     
Monsieur the docteur, Michael was well-travelled at fifty one, having spent near a dozen years in the 
Levant. Not without a visit to Modena to view the giant Artur over the door lintel, nor without siring a 
petit-fils,  base-born son there.  
Filippo – lover of horses – and the boy not ignored as a son either, but given alkhemye instruction.  
Filippo, dear sad son, forced to change his name to Giordano Bruno, the be burned at an iron stake. How 
does one know this detail? The answer is simple. 
Once a person has received alkhemye instruction – one recognises when others have done so! 
Like Michael’s other son (Cesar) soon to be born, both brothers to be well versed during their lifetimes in 
the foreign knowledge and wisdom Michael had gained while away in Egypt and the Levant. 

1 40 3 ONE ASSIGNED TO STUDY ANCIENT EGYPTIAN HISTORY 

Running feet, jostling pandemonium out on the streets (too early for second sleep) what can it mean?   
People pouring out of their stõeps, hands shading eyebrows even though the darkness was complete – 
because of the very bright lights making hoariness glitter, casting strong blue shadows rippling along the 
cobblestones.      
From Provence to Marseilles and over to Chavan by Sea... 
What a sensation! Many strange and unfamiliar lights coursing overhead turning night into day – 
travelling in the skies with no sound nor tail wind. One’s icy breath clouding out and hovering in stillness.  
So many people watching, with their tangible volumes of breath suspended lit up blue grey all over their 
heads, through which they stood for over an hour. 

Michael was not about to admit to anyone he knew exactly what this was, and Who were the 
occupants, since, yes, these were flying vessels. 

Where were they from?  He knew that too, having been “huxed” since he  went away to medical college, 
where his father had sent him at fourteen.  The docteur is a man of many secrets and careful on sharing 
them. Several episodes of his own life is now in Their hands, Those above. The most momentous event 
around the time of the loss of his entire family to a plague, suddenly finding himself standing in an artists 
studio. The year of J539, [Julian] at the age of thirty six, Michael simply appeared before Leon – and all 
Leon could comment, in his own shock  “he appeared in the artist’s studio, the  mentor in hosiery  and  
[then he] drew his  face within (the painting)”. Ibid The timing between leaving in J539 and arriving in 
j485, some fifty four years earlier means  several of those years occurred before Michael was even born! 
What stockings were to Leon’s century was underwear, but to Michael’s century was high fashion hosiery!         
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     Consequent to this visit, Leon stated “and I painted his face in ”  [the Last Supper] for people to witness 
in later  centuries.   
The other example of time travel proof is the Macca's sigil which appears in the cut off human leg vignette 

 
 
 
Leon fans will in the far future, find many artworks of his with one hand pointing up. What does this say? 
Shortly following the unidentified aerial phenomena – lord Tende (the local mayor) asked Michael to 
provide a report of the event. The report to lord Tende was dated March 10th J554, just over one 
year prior to the first edition of the prophecies known as Les PROPHETIES  iiii iour de Mai  M.   D. LV.  
in which the centuries go as far as  number 4 53. Every one of them had been proof-read, and 
corrected where needed,  by the docteur himself.  
Take note of the space between the Roman numeral ‘M’ (one thousand) and the Roman numerals for 5.55 

These works having been handed to the docteur  to write up, laboriously by home-made ink and plume. 

Who gave the works to him?   Those in the Unidentified Aerial Phenomena no less. 
                4 50 1 SEER the docteur RELIES SPHERE'S HELP RARER LIBRARIES 9 1 3 ORB INTRUDES – SOURCE UNITED CODES (Centuries, presages, quatrains)  

PARDON VOMITING 
9 1 3    ORB INTRUDES –  (Centuries, presages, quatrains) SOURCE UNITED CODES
8 65 3 PARDON VOMITING, NITRIDES DISORIENT (inside a space ship or planetoid) 

Why did they send warnings to humanity in this manner?  
Why do it several centuries, in effect, eight centuries, before the Main Events? 
The primary  & most frightening alert is that of Artificial Intelligence, quoted as “the greatest danger to Earth”. 

Trying to be god in God’s world – coupled with defoliating the planet, depleting populations of all 
living things, manipulating the orbit, and off world entities invading in the most invidious manner. 
The only bright light on all of this is that there are three visitors from other parts of outer space 
with a disparate agendæ and between them they have conflicting needs.  
For one thing, the artificial intelligence does not need an atmosphere; whereas the others do, albeit 
not the same as The Living Library does. The other two being reptilian Beings with all their 
negative hierarchy “orders”, and the Elohim Alliances who actually created what was once a greatly 
beautiful planet they term the Living Library. To be shared and nurtured by all – equally. 
 

from Da Vinci’s Riddle ‘The Willow/
Elohim-Branches 

The Magpie
/prophet  

 

Magpie was the sigil for Provence where the prophet was born 
and the seeds of the Gourde’/Cup/Casseopea-hybreds. 

Allora la sgazza fatto e fermi alquanti capitoli di novo col salice,- 
When translating the Medieval Italian, there has been an occasional person ʺadviseʺ  me that my English 

translation is not correct. They forget, or rather, do not know,  that the subsequent context includes the use of the 

ʺcuesʺ as Da Vinci prefers to call them.  
The ciphers adding to the disguised translation.  

This sentence is saying that the Centuries (new chapters) were handed to the ‘‘singer’’  to produce ! 
Meaning all the Quatrains were given to Nostradamus, & all the Riddles script were given to Da Vinci to WRITE up. 

The Willow with all its branches and sadness refers to those which comprise the Elohim Alliances for the Living 

Library. 

Maybe this was what the CAPITALIZED word BRANCHES was also referring to C1 Q2 line 1 
The disc  in  hand is placed in the middle of/ from/by  the  BRANCHES/Willow-Elohim – DNA branches. 

 e vedea la gran somma delle pietre che nella (from page 8 LEONARDO PLUCKED FROM ADRIATIC LINES   
LAME HELEN MEAD LEVELS MEDIEVAL CALENDAR AGE – THIS EVADES ILLEGAL TEENAGER TREATIES PARAGRAPH  
COLLATOR HELEN MEAD ALERT LEARNS REVENGE see the karma – ALLOCATES  LATE  ALARM :  

LARGE MALE SHEEP DIED MANGLED – REAL GREATER MALEVOLENCE ENRAGEMENT GENERATED HARM 

 Allora la sgazza fatto e fermi alquanti capitoli di novo col salice,-  

 Then the magpie did  [sing some days] and still many chapters again/yet  with the willow, 
deducting the letters of <NOSTRADAMUS> leaves : llora la gazza fato e fei alqanti capitoli i vo col lice 
EMU- /Australian NELL MEAD PARCS, FOUND TRIPLE CODE DOCTORAL.  
PROFESSOR OF CLAIMS  SINGULAR only a  COLLATOR   
TASKED ACTIVATION COALITIONAL KOALA  ALLAN’S  TEMPLATE  FILES.  
TOOK TEN IEAR EDUCATION TIME FOR FAMILIARIZATION  OF  NOSTRADAMUS  LICE Leech bloodsuckers  DATA 

 o there was another line a long time ago that said PARKS CLAIMS TO BE A MERE COLLATOR  which is what is meant by  
 o PROFESSOR OF SINGULAR [CLAIMS] COLLATORS TASK.  As it turned out, it was a bit more than a MERE TASK 

NELL TO ALLOCATE AND QUOTE NOSTRADAMUS QUATREINS, VINCI’S ESCATOLOGICAL RIDDLES IN COLLOQUIAL 
OVATION FORUMS 
SUM TOTAL COTTAGE INN TENT VESSEL (Earth) SALVATION – VACILATES,  FALL OFF LANE MAZE, FACILITATE 
AS NEMESIS STAR AGITATES  

Michael appeared with a Therses; as the twelfth disciple, pointing up. As he should, being born in December. Yet 
that makes no sense either. It was Julian kalends at the time. December was the tenth month. #Ten = Elohim group 
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 o COTTAGE INN TENT VESSEL all alkhemye words which mean the Earth    VACILATES waivers, Isaiah’s ʺdanceʺ...   
 o the EQUATORIAL UUANDERING that causes climates to change  LANE MAZE = orbit 

5 14 2 Par chef Lybique au conflict attrape, 
 YEAR EQUATOR PERFECT PITCH LIE OFF BALANCE – ABLE FLIP ACT, PROPHET FLEUU HYPER,  ACCURATE FACTo  

1 7 2 Le vent contraire lettres au chemin prinfes: The contrary wind (tornado/Ruach), to intercept letters (texts or learning) 
The tornadoes to destroy learning… see HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT 

8 10 2 Qu'on ne ƒaura l'origine du fait   but they will not know its origin  
ONE AUSTRALIAN QUANTIFIED ORIGINAL QUATRAINS :  
FORUUARNS ALIEN EQUATION  DANGLE IN AIR 
  (see  ABBA INTRODUCTION pg 10 Arrived February 11th without their craft 
EQUATION OF LINEAR DRAUUINGS (The ''Lost Book''):  
OF LARGE NEO-DARUUINIAN  E.D GODS 
INQUIRER OF ANU LONG AUUAITED.  
INQUIRER OF ANTIQUARIAN UUERE FLOODING        Clay Tablet #10 of Endubsar for EnKi 
FRIDGE RELIEF NOUU IN IGNORANT  INADEQUATE  ERA 
 IS AN EQUATORIAL UUANDERING                            the excuse for "climate change" 

 FEEL ELOIM FLIPPED EARTH CIRCULAR, USES  TO ICE  PESTS, CLEAN EARTH OF UNPENITENT CRETIN o

FERVENTNESS 
QUESTION: and was it a perfect flip?? § ANSWER: 4 95 3 Les deux Vestales contre rebelleront,  

 EXCELLENT  R.O. (Andr. Cncl) SUBTLE RELATEDNESS  LAST BUT ONE  OLDER  REVERSES  OVER (poles shift)o  
VOLCANOES COOLING REPTILIANS’ CIAO TO LAZY FOOLS: NOT REPAIRED  EVIL CALENDAR GRIZZLIEST ʺLEGALʺ 
CLAUSE QUOTA. TALL PALAEOZOOLOGICAL, GOATLIKE ARTIFICIAL ZEALOTS ARE FAKERS, FAIL ATTACK 
APPALOOSA PIED  LIAR LIZARDS FOCUS 

 o PALAEOZOOLOGICAL = Anakim  APPALOOSA PIED many coloured, with colours that can be felt. Shapeshifters 
ATOMIC SONIC D.E.F.  CUED QUALITATE COAL , VITAL TO OPTIMIZE SEED LOAF, ROOT VEGES IN STEPPED CELLAR 
PRE-MA RAT.  before end of Libra (halloween)2020 
C.I.A., N.A.S.A. STAR GORILLAS, FOOL, VICTIMIZE ALL APOLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS/ TRIVIALIZE LOGICAL COMMON 
SENSE ADVENT  
AIM FLAIL TOPOLOGICAL FATAL. USE TIME GATES TRAVEL IRAQ, QATAR. MADE  FANATICAL IDIOTICAL QURAN ISLAM 
VOICE-OVER 
ADVOCATE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IS SMART QUASIMODO AMADAVAT IN VAST ATOMIC QUADRATICAL TRAGIC 
TOTALITARIAN ALCATRAZ CORPORATE PRISON CONTROL 

 o AMADAVAT  small weaver birds, meaning nano bots 
SATANIC PALACE AZKENAZI MILITANT LIZARD QUEEN GLOATS  
ACTIVATES MAGICAL SORCERIES CONTROL ORGANIZATIONS  
ANTI-RACIAL AFRO-ASIATIC, AUSTRALIAN, AMERICAN, CANADIAN, COLONIAL INDIAN, EULOGIA MAFIA, GOAL :  
SAVAGES  SOULS = VIOLATES  NATURAL SKILLS.   
FAKES ETIOLOGICAL; IS ALSO GENOCIDAL PAPAL COLOSSAL TAILED VATICAN TOAD DRAGO KILLER 

 o EULOGIA = skull & bones  ETIOLOGICAL  origins of their condition (bloodlines)  TOAD = Bufo stars in Boötes 
constellation 

SUPER VOLCANOES  VAST MOLOTOV AFFLICT TOTAL OVER CANOE AMOK, FATAL FOR FALLEN ATLAS PLEIADIAN 
ANGEL IDOLIZERS.  
LEARN ACQUISITION FREE  LOCALIZED  PRISM  DAZZLER  FORCE,energy LATTICE NORDIC DAHL AGO TAUGHT DA 
VINCI: ELECTROPLATE. ELECTROPLATING AMAZING  IDIOSYNCRATICAL D’AERAIN ELECTRO MAGNETIC OVER 
COPPER-TIN  RECLINER  SEAT: ASSOCIATE. (laughing at that one – both associate as a verb &  associate as a noun) 
o COPPER and TIN makes  BRONZE and BRASS. In  1:1 line 2  Soul reclining on the brass saddle, (selle d’ærain)

Sectes,Sacrez outre mer plus polis 

PROCESS EMPTIER – LESS ZEALOUS, LOUUEST ELECTRIC SPASM COMPLICATES  TELESCOPIC SPACE TEST 
  (MI PTOLEMIC POETESS COMPILER’S  SPECTROSCOPES) ok just realized what this means August 30 2020 
COMPOSER CLASSIC POEMS ZEROES IN COSMIC TOPICS ZEST :     New Earth and a New Heaven

 APRIL ~ ALE, COPPER~CROUU COMPELS POLES EAST RETURNS TO UUEST 
o SUPERSTAR’S Nemesis   
o COLOSSUS SLEAZIER ZOO PEST – Dero/Nephilim  
o (SMELLS, pun MOLECULAR ZEST can levitate using resonators in the sinus) 
o RECLUSE’S  those Dero underground PERILOUS TRESPASS  above ground 
o MASTERLESS self  propelled  SORCERIES 
o COLOURLESS COSMETIC  making themselves invisible – SLOUUS MERCILESS at a cost 
o TELESCOPIC  SPACE  TEST using stargates is complicated when they are invisible 
o MI PTOLEMIC debating POETESS COMPILER’S the collator’s  SPECTROSCOPES  cronus visor, minds’ eye 

ALE, May-June COPPER / Libra~CROUU (Yule) 

6 3 4  Oftera le fceptre coronal de concorde. [halo] (ƒ can be S) add this to NEW HEAVEN & EARTH 
POLES OFF CENTRE, CREATORS  ACCORD  ERECT  TOR  DAN (Scorpio follows "Adore" date) ‘great translation’ 
DANCE Earth ENDS. REPLACES  OUTER  SPACE  ASTERS  CONCORD  CREEPS  OFF  CENTRE ADORE RAT in October – the  

 OUTER  SPACE  ASTERS  CONCORD  the constellations we once used 
 DANCE Earth ENDS the Earth dance of Isaiah, the "EQUATORIAL UUANDERING"  of these texts, the "climates changing"

 

[use] PRESELECTED  LETTER  CODES  ONCE  after RECEPTACLES  computers  RESTORED           wont be me 
R.O. OF  PERFECT  CONCERT Elohim DECLARE  DEALER  CONCOCTER OF PERFECT CONCERTO, texts   

RECORDER, REPORTER  CORRECTED  PRECEDENCE REFERENCED DEAFER FOOLS  4 44 1, MUGS 5 98 1EDIT

DEPLORE DESCENT FARCE LEPERS CONCEALED ACCEPTANCE POTENCE ERROR-FREE  TOOLS  
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1 100 3 Tenant au bec vn verdoiant rameau, Holding a verdant [living] branch (DNA) in its beak, 
NEEDLE RECUPERATES OUTDATED SORE  This tells of bringing back to life something like smallpox 

RELEASE UNTESTED INTO POORER EDUCATED - SURE OUTDATED POTENCE RE-RELEASED  
If you take up the offer of free vaccinations you could be given something a much more menacing 

U.N. MANOEUVRE BEAN/pulse  DAN/Scorpio – U.N. RUE BAD VAN UNATTRACTIVE DEUTERO ANEMONE/craft  
NOMINATE  VENTURA  NAÏVE (not knowing) CAMERA  TUBE CREUU.   BAND CAN EVACUATE  BAT  CAVE;  ATTAIN 
OVERABUNDANCE  M.E.  directed energy field NAME  ACTIVATE  BAD  NEURON, ACTIVE  IN  DATE  DANScorpio  R. 
Sagittarius ATTEND look out for AMERICAN  U.N.  ABOVE [bat cave] AIM  OVERABUNDANCE  TENT camp/FEMA TO  A  
CERTAIN  BAD  UN-AMERICAN  EVENT. guillotines U.N. MOUNTAIN  ANU /Ninurta EVEN  BEARD  vb CATAMOUNTAIN 

/lion sphinx-like creature ENACTED  MANDATE  TO  AIM  VETERAN IN ABUNDANCE all of them   EA VERB says 
VOTE  VENTURA  AND  BEAT  UN-AMERICAN 
Many of you are going to be thoroughly confused by this last advice from E.Yah,   having watched the attack on David Icke 
by what we all are led to believe was Jesse Ventura. It just came to me that the PROOF that was not Jesse, but a clone or 
reptilian shape shifter  (the latter I am certain of due to the shape of its head changing),  followed by that part being 
edited,  deleted  in later versions). Recall how the real Jesse is ALWAYS SAYING HE CAN'T TRAVEL?    
The video was purported to be at Cleveland 
ANU MANOEUVRE UNATTRACTIVE BEAN/pulse the M.E. in DAN. Anakim aiming an unpleasant pulse in Scorpio [at 
Yellowstone?]. note the consistency with the Ventura line above.  ADD: NAME RAIN MENU/meteor/gravel-blind RUIN:  
IOU [you all] VENTURE  TO A BAT CAVE  to go to a place where bats go  
  Jesse Ventura and David Icke - The Reptilian ... - YouTube ► 5:27► 5:27    EDITED VERSION 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=eg_3cTH16dQ 

Nov 8, 2012 - Uploaded by WeGetAllKindsHere 

Jesse Ventura attempts to make David Icke look like a money grabber and insults him  

  Jesse Ventura Attacks David Icke on Reptilian ... - YouTube ► 12:29► 12:29 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uk_pudR1kNI    

Nov 17, 2012 - Uploaded by Reptilian Shapeshifter 

Download ... Jesse Ventura Attacks David Icke .. 

NOTE: Watch alex jones' eyes in the very beginning of this clip, & ditto Jesse's eyes. also take note of how young Jesse 
appears,  and that  there  is  a  lag  in  synching  the  speech 
 

 

Here is part of the clip - the eyes are orange thru-out 
and no sign of age which you will see in the very first 
frame when they first do meet… one frame only 
yet – I see the same  with David! 
 

Is this video really propaganda placed by the 
reptilian faction to guide people towards a way of 
thinking AGAINST  David Icke? 
 

Does this answer the question: ''Why is it David Icke 
has not been ''dispensed with''? 
You are the judge  

 

Can you see the eyes? 
Watch them closely in the video, they will do 
the classic double blink of the reptilian 
 

The commentator has some really good 
observations as well – ''do you believe in God? 
Show me'' 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uk_pudR1kNI  
pudR1kN 

At right on 9:00 watch Jesse's eyes do the 
reptilian ''slide'' 

 

Alex Jones complete with no gravelly  

voice at all. 
 
AND here is part of the double shift of the  
reptilian Jesse's eyes at the 8:59 mark 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eg_3cTH16dQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eg_3cTH16dQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uk_pudR1kNI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uk_pudR1kNI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uk_pudR1kNI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uk_pudR1kNI
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yet – I see the same  with David! 
Here at 8:44+ you will clearly see his eyes are reptilian. 
More clearly than I could catch with this screen shot. 

Is this classic Hegelian dialect?  
Playing you, the video watcher and voter  as the idiot?  

So we have E.Yah saying above to vote for Jesse, the real Jesse 
Ventura and somehow expecting the voters then to have the 
means to discern from then on which is which? I do have one 
warning: this is ALSO  edited – from when David gets up, which 
is when Jesse's head had changed shape 
 

 

 Since then 1 52 1 LONDONER ICKE EXCELS: EXPLAINED JUICIEST COMPLEXIONS SAD INJUSTICE MOD 
CONS. INDICATION ICKE IS JESUS SOUL COMPLEX. 

8 81 3 SOCIAL-MINDED MEDIEVAL DOCTOR  ALERTS  ILL  OMENS  
DEMONIC VILLAINS DOMINEER EVIL ELITE – DO AVID SATANIC DEMOLITION  
OF DELICATE SELF-RELIANCE,  SELECTED LONDONER; INFANTILE MENDACITIES, TORN. 

9 45 3 DOCTRINE GRACE ALLOCATED ICE COLD. TRUE  ANGEL  DAHL - - - REGRETFUL  OF: 
DREAD DAMN FOOL-MINDED IGNORANCE, MURDERED LONDONER ALARMER Icke  –  

 so the current Icke is also a walk-in! 
4 95 4 Victor puis nay en Armonique terre    Victor then born on Armenian soil 

AMON RA/Marduk NOSY ICKE recall the Icke-Jones-Ventura video supposedly 
slamming Icke? They were ALL of them reptilians doing a charade, since Ventura cannot travel and the video was supposed to be in 

Cleveland, plus Jones in the video had no gravelly voice, &  this  ‘Ventura’ was in appearances around  30 years younger   
NOSY ICKE – QUERYS SONY

sonic 
VIRTUE,  QUEER  NUTRITIVE  PRURIENT NECROPSY – OF TRUE UNITY  PERVERSION  

( genetically manipulated "food"  and  shape shifting)  

NOTE:  ICKE  PURER TRUE UNIVERSITY,
 teacher of  VERY ERUPTIVE  TORY  RUN  VIPEROUS  ENTIRETY 

R.O. – SUPER  VIRTUE,  INSERTION  NINETY  UP  this is not the first time “ninety” has appeared,  90 0 latitude/poles   

or “our ninety” the date of I690/2014 on  They used this before EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES  found the current Kalends. 

4 26 4 Ciutad trahido per cinq lengos non nudos  the J562 version is quite different from the J555 publication  

 Citadel/moonship abducting [go] liquidated lifted up/alleviated not undressed/fully clothed  
ICON (Elo’im) GARDENER (EnKi) INSTRUCTION ODD INTRODUCTION: GOOD CALENDAR POSITIONS NOT 
TOUCHING EACH EDGE the dark age  

;  ANDROID ANGEL SOOTHING KIND POET DOCTOR’S OPINION
COUNTING CHILDREN DRAGON RAIDED, DRAINED. 
CALENDAR DELETED THREE HUNDREDS, UINGT AND QUATRE IEARS   324 years was deleted from our 
calendar, the evidence is well ‘lost’ but found again in EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES via the astronomies 

but deleting the extra 1000 years should be easier to prove, since Nostradamus told us in 10 72  1 
UNGOD-LIKE ODD-LOOKING LEONINE UPRIGHT DINOSAUR ENCHANT SPIN-DOCTOR (Greer) 
SARDONIC U.N.  CUNNING REPTILE LONDONER PRINCE CHARLES (SLEEPS AROUND), STRANGE 
QUOTES, COCKS IT UP, NO NOT KING, ODIOUS DAD TO SONS.    Patriarchal society 
DISCOUNTS PUN-QUADROPHONIC 4 strand frequencies DNA IN DOCTORING ANDROID PRODUCTION  
by bringing the centuries forward they began the artificial intelligence ‘slaves’ agenda. C+F+ 5 12 1  

HO HO GOOD – QUIET GOD 
COLLUSION, LIQUIDATED ECHO beam me up SOOTHING you SHOOTING PARCS IN I  IDLING COOLED, 
ICON (Elohim of 3 25, a forum of their own) QUIETS HER  ILLS.  

 Colonies Parks is a qualifyer from the quatrain 2 7 1 deported to the... 
2 7 1 and see 3 42 1 and  5 36 4 Dies, relishing it [the task]  will be unaffected and rustic. 
Amongst several  deported to the isles (convicts/Australia) 
was Mary O’Bryant (O’Brien), my distant relative 3 42 1 The child will be born with two teeth in her palate 

 
 

J.557 edition 5 36 4 

5 36 4 Meurt. 
EMU Australian MET RUM strange  UR E.T. ETRE was MER sea MU land  MR. Monsieur MT. mountain REV. 

 Mountain Reverand = Moses Ten Commandments Mentor was E'Yah-EnKi lord of seas mountains & lands 
5 36 4 
le gouftant sera fimple rural 

 
 TELL IS SATAN FLOATS  A.I. REAPER ERA OUER ALL  -  EUER AFTER IF FLOUTED 

 PROLE ordinary folk 
 ARE LETTERS  FORMULA  FORUMS  MANAGERS 
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 PLURALISM LEAGUE the Eloim Alliances  MELLIFLUOUS- friendly, docile LyRan 
FOR  SMARTER FLUENT PRENATAL RETIREE FARM MARSUPIAL IS ONE GUILEFUL LAME FEMALE 
FARMER† IS E'A GURU'S LONER SEES FULFIL LARGER IMAGE NOT MIRAGE.  

 LARGER IMAGE bigger picture, not   MIRAGE imaginary 
 MARSUPIAL Australian, which saves things in its pouch LAME: see Achilles 

RARE LEAFLETS (pdfs) FLAUNT, RELATE  OFTEN PAINFUL, ARGUES REGAINS PLEA prayers MAPS FRAIL AGES. 
LARGE ANT/mantid MANIFEST GUARANTEES TRUE ALLELUIA!  TIMING GAINFUL APERTURE OPENS  LEAP 

 GAINFUL APERTURE fortunate timing in LEAP = Scorpio, Oct 22 to Nov 21. LEAP is also 2020 
REGRETFUL OF ULTRA MASTERFUL UNIFORM RARE ALARMS FORMULA FAME PILFERAGE – 

 FORMULA the triple method  FAME PILFERAGE not made famous, that would have got in the way 
REPELLING, STRANGULATES, ARROGANT TERMINATOR MEGASTAR GORILLAS/Sirius FALSE FLAGS  
RAPTURE FREE PATTERN LEPROSARIUM SERF SOULS TO LEARN LARGE STRANGER MONGREL UUOLF 
UURANGLING FATAL 'LEGAL' MONIES TERM FOR RAT/2020 IEAR 

 LEPROSARIUM SERF SOULS the theatre of the unknowing & unlearned public    PATTERN by design 

 LARGE STRANGER MONGREL UUOLF: the wolf is both Auriga and the Rockefellers, crossbred aliens 
ELOIM ANGELS FLEUU ALERT: PATROL FEARFUL TEENAGER PRE-FUNERAL PLAGUE, the invented "virus" 
REPTILES AIM FROM PLATFORM, ARE GREAT-UUALL ALIEN UIOLENT ORGAN TRANSFORMER FARMERS.  

 AIM FROM, working towards an end product, subhuman robotoid via "virus" "vaccine" 
FRAGRANT UIOLET FLOUUERS ARM STRANGLE UNFAIR  GAS-LIGHTING GIANT FALLEN-ANGELS'  
FRAME-UP;  ANGERS REPEAT TRUMP, EAGER  SORT OUT REAL TEARFUL  ANAL GORIER RAPERS 

 UIOLET FLOUUERS code for fragrant prepared DNA  
 ARM = the Seraphim warriors in the Black Knights 
 REPEAT= Gemini TRUMP – can also mean cloned Trump.  

 LEAP date is Scorpio but Every Month/zodiac is named within this line. LEAP is also 2020 and 2024 
RUIN OF PURER PAR by INSANE FOUR SAAM MENAGERIE (FIGURES REGULAR MORTAL AGING NOT 
APPLIES) FAILURE ENGULFS.  MUTATES PLESIOSAUR ELEMENTAL MATTER HARMFUL LATER 

 PURER = the innocent, children PAR INSANE FOUR by the Insane Four of SAMAROBRIN 
 FIGURES REGULAR MORTAL thinks they will emerge immortal 

FUELS PAST TRUANT ROMAN MALE RIGOR FORMULAE:  
RE-TURNS IMPERIAL MENS FOULER GEM –Earth  MINES METAL MENU AFTER. 
 IOU REPUGNE deny FLAT PLANET MENTAL TRAP. This is saying you manifest what you think. 
 MALE RIGOR = patriarchal, artificial, mechanical and technological. Minus natural  & spiritual 

 £   601 
7 1 1†  PARCS CRAUULED  ILL. ACHILLES ROPES tendons  HURT SHORTER,  CHILL   

£  2417
 6 31 3 Pairs C+F+ACHILLES PERSON ONCE CRAUULED 

due to Achilles tendons
 PRESENTS OCEAN CONTENT UP,  

RENDERS ALARMS: -  
MEAD FLOUUN: ALERT: CONCERNED MEANƒ  FRAUDULENT SUPERNORMAL RAPTURE CON  RECANT CALENDAR 

£  3707
10 36 4 A.C.E ALLIES TRY PARTISANRY STRIP ARYAN. APPERTAINS AGENT STRAINS ACHILLES, 

PRINTS, PAIRS LINES RAT YEAR, SLAYER RAY,  PAIRS PACT NINE
PARENT RAPIST.   the New Heaven and a New Earth collection  RAT YEAR/2020 orbit  

  PACT NINE
.

 
£  3159 

4 30 4  That after famine plague this secret uncovered. Qu'apres faim pefte defcouuert le fecret.

PARQS  SELECT   TRUE  SAFE  DEEPEST  TRIPLE  CODES  UURESTLES  SECRET-RULES OUT MERE 'PASTIME'      
yes, found the Triple Method  hint in Lettre #32 end of 2012 & yes, thinking it was a good way to pass the time    

                          UUROTE: SEPDET/Sirius'CERES U
/uranite

 R
/Draco 

 E
/greys  

COUTURES,
 dressed up

 AIM'D TOUUERS  
£  3160

 4 31 4  Eyes to the south. Hands on bosoms, bodies in the fire. Yeulx au midy en fens mais, corps au feu.

YOU SAW ME DIE ON SUNS MAIN UUAX COURSE/vernal. I OFFER'D.  wow. On his tombstone: 
 ONE SENT TO DIE UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS – and it was Sept. 19  2011 

UUAS /
Sirius††

INSOMNIAC
 dont need sleep

 ARSENIUS SCIRON/thief-
abductors  

 
FEUU SEEN MASONIC ACRIMONIOUS ROMAN ICINESS SINS. DENY IS AIM NECROSIS, SINE RANSOM 
 SINE RANSOM, such as the Chicago Fire, Senoma, Paradise, Blue Mountains and now again California –  

Greg Hallett said prince Charles arranged Sonoma-Paradise, Kissinger threatened to "burn us all down if we did not accept 

the N W O" and others point at Soros being involved as well, although I have not seen evidence of Soros. 
 
††

previously in Part One of NO ACCIDENT – images of these Canis Minor/Sirius entities are pictured 

noting the texts maintain these are the ones arranged The Twin Towers and all other terrorising events 

so saying here, they are also the ones who really killed Our Gift Nostradamus. Yes, I was made witness! 

Forced outside to hide that night due to "murder rumored"...~ 9 58 3 ~ 

Maybe that was what 4 45 4  "one made witness" meant. And not that "one saw him time travelling".    

In the works of Da Vinci, he also saw Nostradamus "just appear", so in the earlier pdf forum I had argued  

that it was not just one who witnessed! 
 

 treaty 9   
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INNOVATES 
GET 2 7 2, 3 42 1, 5 62 4 
5 62 4 Nefz parfondrees & prins le Tridental    J557 edition     
D.E.F. FIRE PERILS RAZED – FREEZES, FROZEN PROPER 

  FOND OF INTER-DENTAL PERSON* PRINTS ZEE
 FAR~PLANETS  PDFS  INTERSPERSED  LINES    

SENT FOR  (see 2 62 1) R.O 
 *inter-dental, the person with two teeth interred  in the roof 
of her mouth/palate 
Quite so, the collator was born with two teeth in the roof of 
the mouth, which never descended to become adult teeth. 
ZEE Casseopean   R.O = Regency Order of the Andromeda 

 Council,  those of Alex Collier

2 62 1 Mabuspuistoftalorsmourraviendre  
MODULAR FORMULA FRUSTRATION UPSTAIRS  
MOTOR-DRIVEN ABUSE  (Motor neurones)  
R.O. IMPROVES; TRANSFORM ABUSE of MI PREVIOUS ADULT 
(the "airway to stairway"incident) March 20 2017 

BELONGS WITH STAIRUUAY TO AIRUUAY 4 67.   see  10 49 2 : 

GODLIEST ELOHIM ENHANCED MEAD LESS CLUMSINESS 

CONNECTED SEEMLIER/best MARCH IEAR  SEVENTEEN see 4 67 

£  2390
 6 4 3 R.O. TRANSMUTE OUR NUMERATORS SURNAME. 

GET OUT SOME AGEING NELL GANGLIATE VEIN ILLS AGAIN. 
4 67 here... 
with right eye repaired from being blinded by a home brew bottle 
and right ear from diving board accident. I had to go buy new specs.

 

4 67. Results of  stairway to airway trip- include repaired blind eye, repaired deaf ear, ultra tuned reflexes additional 
to having always healed twice as fast as everyone else. To the point of having to warn the nurse, for instance; 
stitches that have not been removed in 5, 6, or 7 days will need an operation in 10 or 14 days to dif them out. 

 
 Heart attack – Feb 2015 C+F+ANGIOGRAM  tried to get me to sign a "release" which was headed THORACIC CANULA – ie AN ANGIOGRAM 

 March 20 2017  3 50am climbing stairs to let dogs out. 7 20 am opening gate, no torch in hand,  blind right eye can see, deaf right 
ear can hear.  

 June 2016 mutilated sheep, helicopter harrassment 

 Sept. 2016 slipped on ice, prolapsed, broken bone in spine  - operation for prolapsed uterus July 13 2017 

 May  26 2017 LUX event   July 2017  7 19 4  hysterectomy (May 26 2006 NOSE PEEL  

 5 14 1 AISE ENTERS LONE PINE, AESOP NOSE PEEL, MEANT RELEASE FIT NUMERATION – PAGES STREAM 

 being "allowed" to feel the bottom half of me  re-aggregating. Once was enough. As Michael said (twice) " chilled horror"  indeed.

   

Despite being told in advance that a pick-up would be happening March 20 2017, I was not really ready.  Being 
"ready" includes  having eaten the right foods. Organic raw corn with lemon zest, organic Maple Syrup. No MSG 
or saccharine, no refined sugars. No nitrates or sulphides – which salami etc (pizza) contain plenty. 
Going to bed with the sun means leaping out of bed around 3am. By 3 45 it was time to let the dogs outside. Climbing the stairs to open 
their porch gate suddenly my flashlight-free right hand is reaching for the gate and dogs staring at me with questions in their eyes. No 
torch. Sun is up. It is about 7 15a.m! Where did three and a half hours go? Where did my torch go? Sharp clarity. Recalling burning 
sensation in the legs, suddenly realizing something wrong with the right  eye. Wrong because spectacles are not working. Not working 
because right eye can see again. It took a little longer to realize the right ear could hear again too. This was the occasion for brain repair, 
returning with reflexes of a 20 year old fighter pilot. 
£  2390

 6 4 3 Tout tranfmué ormis le viel langaige,
 J ed. All changed except the old language, 

R.O. SUMMON OUR NUMERATOR SURNAME
/Nostradamus 

TRANSMUTES, GETS OUT AGEING NELL'S GANGLIATE VEIN ILLS AGAIN. 
(R.O.= Regency Order of the Andromeda Council)

 

£  2885  
1 56 4  Le ciel s'approches des inclinations.The tilting heavens approach...  

(skies roll back etc New Heaven and a New Earth – the texts say in year of the Ox 2021) 
SINCE/after SPECIAL CODE ENCIPHERS APPLIES IN LATIN THIRTIES LETTERS (letter 32) INCIDENTALS APPROPOS 
PARCS CHORE/mandate. ECHOED, IN SPECIAL LATIN CODE ENCIPHERS. SILENCES PROPHECIES DECLINERS.  

 yes Letter 32 does mention the Triple Method (special codes enciphers)  and Parcs' mandate 
 in a video John Hogue did publicly say "she doesn't know what she is talking about" paraphrased 

The ONLY place the word "tripod" was EVER found was in the smoke screen of the Epistle to Henri II. 
The quatrain that people tell us is saying 'tripod' is not. It is saying "brass saddle" 
1 1 1 Seated alone at night in secret study,  
1 1 2 Soul reclining on the brass saddle, (selle d’ærain)

 

£   691 
8 49 1 Satur, au beuf joue en l'eau, Mars en fleche ,   J562 ed.  

 ('U' = 'V', 'C' = 'K' and "J" = "I") 
ANSUUERS LAUREATE FEMALE NELL IN BREECHES-JEANS UNAUUARE OF EARNEST HA-CUBE HALO NAME  FAME:  CHEER 
SHE UUILL  NOT REFUSE UUHEN UR E'A FATHER ARRIUES. EARLIEST MA/ Sept. 19-20.  
UUHEREAS AU NATUREL (NOT A CLONE)UUORM   JOHN JNR JFK – BEAUTEOUS SERENE ABLE HUMAN FARES UUELL 
MEANS BELL-FLOUUER RARE-UUHEELS SURE HEALER-HEROES SAUE  THE SMALL FEEBLE ONES  FROM UNUSUAL 
CHAUFFEUSE ANEMONE CREATURE ABUSE, EATEN  ROUTES ELSEUUHERE. ALSO INSANE SAAM FOUR BELOUU 
ELABORATE, LEARN FORSEEABLE NEAR SECURE FUTURES UUITH AMATEUR A.C.E. TAU CETI UUHALE MEN, HATES 

 NAUSEOUS SEUUER  UUAR,  NUMEROUS UUAREHOUSES FULL OF BEATEN UUOEFUL, LOST SOUL UUHORES' BABIES.

,  OUR SUN CAUSES  JUMBO FUNERAL 
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 HA-CUBE : 

  
 UUORM  JOHN JNR JFK: "Worm John" is the qualifyer proof it is Sagittarian John Jfk  Jnr 
 BELL-FLOUUER RARE-UUHEELS the "Bell Flower" turned up very early in these texts and refers to the same "Docking 

 Bell" Demeter has hovering over her head in the Br. Museum. Basically a die glocke. 
  RARE WHEELS  c+f+woodcut. These seem to have been a form of mechanical time-space travel pod.
  ANEMONE CREATURE: belonging to the faction of the Caliph.  These  craft have been described in the hidden  texts as 

 "deutero"   from Leo direction ("Masters of all" in 6 59 3) having been caught on video changing from a walnut to a 
black cube, from tentacled craft to other sea creatures such as bluebottle and anemone. All the biological creatures 
they have been appearing as are a result of the sharing of the DNA with the occupants- that share all the DNA of the 
various creatures displayed.  Almost as if they think by disguising the craft as an earthling creature we won't notice!  

1 87 4

7 8 2 DEUTERO-LEO OANNES CULL: IOU USEFUL ARSENAL; USE SULFANE ... U.N ‘SAFE NEEDLES’ NONE. Black cube is deutero  

 SAAM FOUR BELOUU referring to a faction of Anakim that had splintered off and allied with other negatives underground; 

the same that SAMAROBRIN of 6 5 3 refer to. Marduk, Oannes from Sirius,  the  "deut     from the Rib (Chertan) in Leo 

 with the underground Drako – or Drago, which have been manipulating the genetic biblical 'Noahide  Abomination'.

  AMATEUR A.C.E. TAU CETI UUHALE MEN

 JESUS SON OF ' BLUE NORMA  MAN, Norma became Carpenter, became Compass & Set Square of Freemasons 
 IN FUSE IEAR. Chani used the words Fuse Year in the Chani Project, and The Casseopean Files of Laura Knight Jadzcyk 

termed it The Wave Event, which shows in a 2002 crop circle that appears herein as a goldencube image. C+F+WAVE  
 JUMBO FUNERALS. large numbers 

 Pun within pun. Very large number of funerals. JUMBO is Elephant, and the "beautiful Elephant" is the nova cloud within 

Cepheus, King of kings, also known in this case as the Black Knight. So is this referring to the January 2020 video of the 

Black Knight brought down at the ocean? Or is it saying the black knight causes funerals?                                                      

January 3rd 2020 the Black Knight was reported downed, but an escape pod was seen leaving safely. See screen shots  in 
Most Important Presage Come True Page 19  - not only a quatrain come true but also a vignette ... 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gJO7YMRw7xU&fbclid=IwAR1SL3AHNJtScMeLsA8OKHwJzcQnc9crJ7SvYNXZiw4vHa

LSnjUarwUhbvU 
£   543

 6 43 1 BAHRE HABER HERA. THERSES ERAS BIT NEGOTIABLE.  BREATHES EARTHS HIBA  
AISE, EMPRESS

/Casseopea 
 GET SANE LONER IN HER BREATHINESS                    

6 43 1  HERA bad times BITES BAHRE. See pdf forum BAHRE.  
BREATHES EARTHS HABER GET BREATHINESS... AS SEE  SANE EMPRESS Cassiopeia     
THERSES dense flower cluster NEGOTIATES HIBA/ God’s gift, these texts TO LONER ONE  BE EAR Virgo-LIBRA ERA 
o THERSES dense flower cluster noting we have only just recently learned what this really is, in fact, in the forum (DA VINCI MET 
NOSTRADAMUS) where we see it hovering in front of Nostradamus in the Last Supper.  

 This is the “dodecahedral circular molecular phenomenon” of other lines.
£  1834

 10 49 2 Dans le chemin des montagnes cauees:   In the pathways of the hollow mountains...  deep underground bases 
a pun in retrospect: others have taken this to mean twin towers among "hollow mountains"and in a way now that we have 
learned the real reason for Bush dropping the towers, to prevent NESARA being declared – it certainly was "in the pathway" 
CAENUS MIND SEDUCER DEMONS CAUSE DOLORES CANON MISCHANNEL MICHEL NOSTREDAME ATONING IOUR CAUSE 

in Da Vinci Met Nostradamus May 16 2015 pgs 5 & 6  CHEAP SHOT and NO DISHONOR TO IOU 
CHANELING  ADDS  DECADENT  VASTNESS  DEMONS   

precession TO  EVADE  SATANS  TEAM, MAKING  VENOM  CEASES. (VASTNESS = outer space,  from  Alpha Centauri) 
C+F+4 67  

 SHE AGONISES OVER  CHANNELERS  SEDUCEMENT,  CHASTENS  THOSE  GENIUS  DEMON CAENEUS  'ANGELS'

 

The Caenus DEMONS are the greys which crack the whip on the Industrial Military Media Complex and which falsely channel 

They float and many who meet them (military men) actually faint when they do meet them. They prefer to hover off the ground 

but when they do use gravity, they "walk like Donald Duck" (an interview between Linda Moulton Howe and a general)   
in Da Vinci Met Nostradamus May 16 2015 pgs 5 & 6 CHEAP SHOT because of what I wrote regarding the beloved Dolores Canon 

channelling  (in general)  and then to be told   ʺNO DISHONOR TO IOUʺ   which pairs  "ATONING" and  "INDULGENCE"    
£  1507

 6 64 2  

 ATROPINS
/black eye

EUCAINES
/paralyze 

PATRON . IRANS TRANS-IMPORTER ROUTES. 

PART POEM SOURCE TO RESCUE. The stargate at Iran.   Eucaine is an anaesthetic, using the black eyes  
£  3393 

6 64 4  
ORACLE INSPIRED DISPUTER  REPAIRS CENTURIES, AS LASS ONCE SPOKE CLEAR  BARCAROLE   

£  1210 3 67 2  
HONOR: PAIRS: IMPRESS RICHEST PERSIAN HERETICS. EMPRESS RECRUITS TRAINS PARCS NEURONS RUNES PRIMES 
SCRUTINEER CENTURIES... STARS: NONE MOTORS, RAINSTORMS, THORN October date. New Heaven New Earth 
£  1578 7 35 2  
NORSE POEMS SEEPS GAEA. EMPRESS LENT IRRESOLUTE ROUTE MEROPS/Oannes ADAGE. NOTE: SERIOUS RESULT: 
PETROLEUM DAMAGES PLANET. TEN PERSONS/Eloim POEMS these texts  AT ULURU .A. DATE –fir tree– Dec.21 RAT
£  2760 10 32 3  
RE-ESTIMATE ARTEMIS (Orion) UPSIDE: MASTER DEPUTISES NASA NEGRO(?) PRESS PARSE AIM MARIE/asteroid  
ASTERISM EMPRESS/Casseopea:  (PRESS = media lies) 
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and when people say the hieroglyphs at Kariong are a hoax - 
ask them why a hoaxer would engrave  a bell on the wall  

found on facebook November 12 2018 

http://ufosightingshotspot.blogspot.com/…/the-bell-ufo-

film… 

the Bell called die glocken by Hitler 

 

  

 Demeter under the docking "Flower-Bell" 

 

die GLOCKE on the Bambara Walls at Kariong 
 

https://ufosightingshotspot.blogspot.com/2018/11/the-bell-ufo-filmed-in-sky-of.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FqPIEXj+%28UFO+Sightings+Hotspot%29&fbclid=IwAR1UjBFjG9_4reWRnFbGIGnHVRjIZbQtjak9mnU-1PXBi8jAyd5h1vS4m3A
https://ufosightingshotspot.blogspot.com/2018/11/the-bell-ufo-filmed-in-sky-of.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FqPIEXj+%28UFO+Sightings+Hotspot%29&fbclid=IwAR1UjBFjG9_4reWRnFbGIGnHVRjIZbQtjak9mnU-1PXBi8jAyd5h1vS4m3A
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Ezekiel's Wheels in Wheels woodcut 

No idea where this turned up nor what medium it really is 
 

Woodcuts do not have any colour to them, these are interpreted       C+F+8 

49 1 RARE UUHEELS UUITHIN UUHEELS 

appeared in Centuries 11 SIXAINES Part Three 

  

 

Trying to photograph "Venus" that was always above this stump 

The original image is quite dark, so I shot it [the image] with my 
new Nikon and it came up so enlightened we can see the dance 

above the stump, none of which I had noticed until now – a full  
20 years later.  

Those are not stars - they are in the front of the clouds 

This is the same "camp" which is named in the quatrain 2 44: 

The eagle [Anu craft] shooting encircling the encampment  
Will be chased from there by other birds,  the orbs 
When noise of cymbals, trumpets and bells  (the announcement) 

Pronouncing the lady/dame  makes sense of the senseless. 
"encampment" consisted of a silver train carriage and a caravan 
[Anu craft] the "SPHENOID" craft                                         dame = Mead 

other birds  the orbs – silver ones same as in this photo – taken using roll of film 

(the announcement)  this is the timing of selling this property to move to where we are now, where the 
Hidden Texts really began 

Posted this to fb to show the dance of the orbs over the top of the stump- 

when more observant people than I am spotted the object inside the 
dome – a mystery of its own.  

Thank you King Kay! He enlarged it to show it seems to be a mobile 
planetoid, with the possibility the dome is a form of force field shield. 

There seems to be orbs on this side of the dome too. This is the same 
"camp" named in 2 44, where "the eagle is chased by other birds..." 
These orbs are the same my 10 year said two landed on the hill above 

the huge dam, and how very pretty they were. I slept through this. 

 

Here is one of these orbs as David 
Huggins painted them. 

  

 

 
 

GOLDEN CUBE with 20 
SIGILS, one for each in the 

Alliance 

  

 
caught this of the GoldenCube over my 
farm July 2020 using the phone! There 
are three or four orbs leaving the cube 

coming this direction 

 
ADD TO NEW EARTH AND NEW HEAVEN collection   
£  2885  

1 56 4  Le ciel s'approches des inclinations.  
£  3707 

10 36 4 
£  370810 37 4   
MY AERONOMIC MACHINAL BRAN-CHE-CHANI COMBATS MANICHIAN EMBARCATION NANO MICROBE EMBRYO ANTICS  
IN SATANIC. AISE COMBS LUCIAN IN IRAN. .  BAR/Cancer
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The hidden message in these crop circles is the same as Da Vinci's in his Last Supper and Nostradamus in a vignette 

   redflagged by alphabet agency, so it must be real  SHROUD OF TURIN IS REAL

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/.../THE-SHROUD-IS... 

  proof we are in I344CE: 

to gain the big picture regarding timelines 

being changed behind our back via calendars you partly also need to know why. 

Therefore it took me four different angles of approach to pinpoint it properly. 

1) all the old evidence  on maps about dates that start with a "J" 

(for Julian prior to January in  J583) and one in particular 

which described journeys of four explorer-privateers, 

one of which none of us was ever taught in school, 

but the main one being 
 returned to Spain in J499 CHRISTOSPHERE CELUMBO

and yes, how ironic he who thought earth might  be flat had a sphere in his name 

2) the due to a passing comet half  Resets of the Ages 

the size of our sun, named in different "bibles" and clay tablets 

  
Fuse Event also known as Wave event: with all the goldencubes aggregated together to shield us. Large planet isZha.ami, tiny one is Earth 
If you were ever wondering why each of  the pdf forums  peak 
out around the 40 pages limit –  
it is due to the size capacity of emailing them, first to the website 
man, second the mailing list. 

Chrone – means no progeny. Apron shaped banner = Capricorn as is the Stag. 

Earth breaking away in Sagitta (just prior Capricorn)  Pisces will reverse and 

Sagitta is already reversed. The banner there has one final half turn. Our spin. 

 

false "messsiah" from Sirius 

the coronet means "Prince" and 

Prince means Sirius  

Even Edgar Cayce unwittingly said 

the Prince returns- 

with bear–lion claws, Ash or Rowan, 

Known also as the Dragon tree. 

 Pisces, Sagitta facing wrong way 

tectonic plates – Earth moving 

"the great translation in an 

October" 

Last line Jno Sol = Saturn, a new 
 sun, again

  

 

crown of thorns, empty book,  

one eyed stag/Orion, Bent banners 

childless chrone, matriarchal, 

empty millwheel, perched owl. 

In Giroux book I Am Darius, it was 

always an owl that signalled a visit 

when he was airlifted to the "moon 

ship", on which was Parvechal and 

others "making the weather",  in 

particular, bad weather,  

Both the stag and the Apron shape 

refer to in Capricorn 

 

 

  

 

 

 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/THE-SHROUD-IS-REAL.pdf?fbclid=IwAR32OVpAQ1FggmduVAD3fxm26mqvTAGEgrqqg8G2v5zGcz07rm0bNeY9nY0
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3) the Chronologic Weather Events of the World since before C.E. 

by nuclear physicist James A Marusek 

paired with items world wide with strange dates on them (many photos I took myself) 

4) and Nostradamus wrote J562 (a presage) dating it that way, he wrote on the very front of his book 

 (and that word is in the English) PREDICTIONS

that one thousand years was "made" and then... 

in 10 72,  it does not say: 

"In the year 1999 and seven months", not at all, 

it talks of a change to the PREFIX to new calendars 

(seventh month in the Julian year for him was October, 

the very month of the year Gregorius changed the 

Julian kalends to 'Gotique' - a word only used until 600AD. 

so I will put the pdf links here - filled with pictures 
 EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/.../9th-June... 
 RESETS

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/.../RESETS-from... 
 10 72 KING OF FEAR DOES NOT SAY In The Year 1999

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/.../10-72-KING-OF... 
 10 72 DOES NOT SAY Second Portion

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/.../10-72-KING-OF... 
 FIX THE CALENDARS

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/.../Fix-the... 

of course this all means we are nowhere near the Age of Aquarius/ 

 – repairing Ptolemy's "averaging the ages.".. for whatever excuse he gave MILLWHEEL OF THE AGES

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/.../MILLWHEEL-of... 
 

Isiah 50:3 
I clothe the heavens in darkness and cover them with sackcloth 
Revelation 6:12  
And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there was a great earthquake; and the sun became 
black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood  
Revelation 11:3  
And I will give power unto my two witnesses, and they shall prophesy a thousand two hundred and threescore 
days, clothed in sackcloth. (3.452 years) MY TWO WITNESSES = CASSEOPEA and CEPHEUS, King of kings 
Isaiah 3:24  
 

And it shall come to pass, that instead of sweet smell there shall be stink; and instead of a girdle (equator) a rent; and 
instead of well set hair baldness; (radiation poisoning or malnutrition) and instead of a stomacher a girding of sackcloth; and   
burning instead of beauty. 

 
NUMBERS SPEAK TO THE LADY 

 X. Aoust. J555 

Six, douze, treze, vint parlera la Dame, Mead 

Laisné sera par femme corrompu: 

Dijon, Guyenne gresle, foudre l'entame, 

  L'insatiable de sang & vin repeu.  

Presage Ten. Does not refer to numerology; that is Allan Webber's area 

Six, twelve, thirteen, twenty will to the Lady speak, 

Will be  by an older woman weak :                yes, lame in almost every way 

Dijon, Guienne hail, lightning makes the first cut into it, a stargate 

The insatiable one of blood and wine replete.[the adrenachrome  timing] 
Repulsive/Unholy Six. Dirty Dozen/reptilian.  Thirteen at The Last Supper. Twenty of the Elohim Alliances. 
TOTAL IS 51, add 33 greys = the 84 in Monstre d'Abvs- ALL EIGHTY FOUR MUST GO. The 84 in the QARAN. 
The Unholy Six are the FreeMasons of the big "G" around the Orion Group,  and include the Insane Four of SAMAROBRIN in 6 5 3.  
Those named in the Qaran (Book Of Other Worlds) are only the ones which affect Earth and her inhabitants 

 
 

that one thousand years was "made" 

in "five hundred eighty three" 

 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/9th-June-2020-EXPLANATION-OF-THE-PREFIXES.pdf?fbclid=IwAR030jKzD0svkXB4dwxTj9YPPvxuibv8DFPnamb-_Y2_X9lJAVgkBuD5xJg
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2020%2F02%2FRESETS-from-ca-705BC-ca-33AD-and-676AD-February-9th-2020.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1z8JZ9GnokLfKnYbubvJSLosSK1oSVH9epqLs-tDZDzvUGjKGu2cRscmc&h=AT2-bAOFr98mvVE2pRe-JD853MKc-B_l0K1vLzJ56vPG2zuo3RHAGZCsS1mqKGB0tdSoNmL9AKCpNga5OBuEZ1SP6C2pNmta9OEe4bnWUK2aMegIQAtOnfq1GyL43lKcSLDL
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2018%2F02%2F10-72-KING-OF-FEAR-Part-One-does-NOT-say-In-the-year-1999___-at-Feb-7-2018.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1QKCFMATATNGoliQsSoaphVN-fC5SymW7SvgrSX2eNguVapzm2KeZuug0&h=AT3gjkGdlTnFwYPLJK2L_G-dchZO4TWHMwXVa1tltclqvoIsL22rYvJVIx36ut7157JwRGzMeNe4Wb_BzOgezBd-7IHsM4sFeDaMVHq3h35iyFmdFEGvWS61TAqNIBw_8DjZ
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/10-72-KING-OF-FEAR-Part-Two-Line-1-does-NOT-say.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0Xw0PyUaHkl44eAqSZNyu4OF8GqJe5JUmDfEp1fBm8tZUxdwk0dWOD83Y
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Fix-the-calendars.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1PptBNEQBr2i3zki4_TRalEE23ZVTioR2QjE02dGOE6xTzFT9t-65BeDA
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/MILLWHEEL-of-the-AGES-updated-August-16-2018.pdf?fbclid=IwAR030jKzD0svkXB4dwxTj9YPPvxuibv8DFPnamb-_Y2_X9lJAVgkBuD5xJg
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9:43 Crucigere Ifmaëlites Raviere  
GRACEFUL  CREATIVE  EA  MEDDLES  RUSSIA  ACE,  COHERENCIE  CREEPS. 
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/03/02/secret-space-war-xiii-alien-partners-tell-putin-dont-worry-weve-got-your-back/   
PUTIN vignette illustration 
Hand of Cassiopeian (5 stars) GOD – and  
ARM/King of Kings orbiting Black Knight  
SWORD UPTURNED – PUTIN whose DNA has been re coded  
A MAN OF THE EARTH  
bare feet, also verifies it is Putin who is a Libran, 
: and bare footed Boötes is in Libra, wearing green,  
has the [red] empire at the point of his sword -  
in a May (throat), his Left Hand out in  
the open, but his Right is GUIDED by the Elohim  
Empire holds a FIPPLE  STAFF – the fipple refers to frequencies  
The upside down sword = Orion [Group] which Putin was 
formerly with 
and Putin in Hebrew means Cobra 
Three flaming torches=  A triad of competing elite  
Staff/Stave dates: 
 JAN 21 - FEB 17,  APRIL 15 - MAY 12,  AUG 5 - SEPT 2  
 and from DA VINCI 
e termini nella sperienzia scanno 

 INANE  ILL-SPENT  INSINCERE  NASA  SIRIAC  PRINCE, SATAN  NEMEAN  LION  LIES:  
 /asteroids  SIZES MORALIZES  SENT  ATEN

 ALIEN  CRIMINAL  AEROPLANE  IMPALER ;  
PATRONIZE,   NATIONALIZE    (N/W/O),  ATE  SIMPLETON 
EMIT RARE  SINE  NOISE IN  AIR  ANTENNAE  ZINC  REPELS  RIOT SEIZES 

 
Baby human and horse meat 80-90% in mc donalds 

THIS will be the very SOURCE of the "Zombie" awakening 
because of AIRBORNE Kuru kuru 

The rose is alkhemye for a stage gate –  
from 800 years ago 

see Macca's sigil bottom left 
Helen Parks FROM DA VINCI  

 ma sta nel corpo a similitudine del vento che, 
VACATION’S ILLS CHAOS an American holiday ? VIRULENT VIOLENCE relates to the following 

è causa del sono de l'organo, 
SAGE ALDOUS/Huxley U.S.A. GOALS DUE –  
GOOD ONES NEED COURAGE –  
SLANDEROUS OLD LOANS [bad] ANGELS CANOODLE  (the E.T. treaties) SORE  
A.D. ENDS COOLER, ODD AGE  ANALOGUE MORE.  
LEONARDO’S LEO A.A. ANU GOD GASCONADE (extravant boasting/hubris) 
U.S. CAUSED SOUNDS, CAUSED SONGS CODE (these texts) DUNCES CAGE. 

 

 

DNA Responds To Frequency 
The Russian biophysicist and molecular biologist Pjotr Garjajev and his colleagues explored the vibrational 
behavior of the DNA. The bottom line was: “Living chromosomes function just like solitonic/holographic 
computers using the endogenous DNA laser radiation.”  
This means that they managed for example to modulate certain frequency patterns onto a laser ray and 
with it influenced the DNA frequency and thus the genetic information itself. Since the basic structure of 
DNA-alkaline pairs and of language (as explained earlier) are of the same structure, no DNA decoding is 
necessary. 
This finally and scientifically explains why affirmations, autogenous training, hypnosis and the like can have 
such strong effects on humans and their bodies.  
It is entirely normal and natural for our DNA to react to frequency. While western researchers cut single 
genes from the DNA strands and insert them elsewhere, the Russians enthusiastically worked on devices 
that can influence the cellular metabolism through suitable modulated radio and light frequencies and thus 
repair genetic defects. 

https://www.facebook.com/messenger_media?thread_id=1575512666&attachment_id=791602114942246&message_id=mid.
%24cAABa8zSlXSx6WHN8rV0Jy4wDCblv 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/03/02/secret-space-war-xiii-alien-partners-tell-putin-dont-worry-weve-got-your-back/
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142?fref=ufi
http://themindunleashed.org/2013/07/scientist-prove-dna-can-be-reprogrammed.html
http://themindunleashed.org/2013/07/scientist-prove-dna-can-be-reprogrammed.html
https://www.facebook.com/messenger_media?thread_id=1575512666&attachment_id=791602114942246&message_id=mid.%24cAABa8zSlXSx6WHN8rV0Jy4wDCblv
https://www.facebook.com/messenger_media?thread_id=1575512666&attachment_id=791602114942246&message_id=mid.%24cAABa8zSlXSx6WHN8rV0Jy4wDCblv
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Garjajev’s research group 
 succeeded in proving that with this method chromosomes damaged by x-rays for example can be repaired.  
Garjajev’s research group They even captured information patterns of a particular DNA and transmitted it 
onto another, thus reprogramming cells to another genome. So they successfully transformed, for example, 
frog embryos to salamander embryos simply by transmitting the DNA information patterns! This way the 
entire information was transmitted without any of the side effects or disharmonies encountered when 
cutting out and re-introducing single genes from the DNA. This represents an unbelievable, world-
transforming revolution and sensation! All this by simply applying vibration instead of the archaic cutting-out 
procedure! This experiment points to the immense power of wave genetics, which obviously has a greater 
influence on the formation of organisms than the biochemical processes of alkaline sequences. 
Sources:  

washington.edu 
preventdisease.com 
sciencemag.org 
 

MARS DEFENSE FORCE: DEFENDING HUMAN COLONIES – INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT 
July 2, 2015 

This is the transcript of the explosive original testimony of Randy Cramer (aka Captain Kaye) who claims he served on Mars as part of an 

…Read More » 

EVIDENCE GROWS FOR SECRET SPACE PROGRAM DISCLOSURES & CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY TRIALS 
June 28, 2015 

Over the last few months there have been incredible claims about multiple secret space programs, extraterrestrial intervention, and future 

massive document dumps that will lead …Read More » 

US CONGRESS TO PROTECT SLAVE LABOR ON MARS & CORPORATE SPACE COLONIES 
June 26, 2015 

On June 15, the U.S. House of Representatives took a major step in passing a bill that provides legal protection to space mining by U.S. …Read 

More » 

Sigourney Weaver is in the three part mini movies which each last about 12 min.   
In particular – pay attention to the actual creatures – with their crocodilian mouth.  
Ignore the video titles. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjQ2t_yNHQs&fbclid=IwAR0xyUtd9bHO802-nYSM6RJt2USUsEAiDMLoH1NEjbyWMhpQSr9jFeMZBRY 

 

The 5 Main Extraterrestrial Races In Contact With Earth Right Now: What You Need To Know 

BY AMATEO RA JUNE 4, 2015 DISCOVERY, FRINGE, SCIENCE, UNCATEGORIZED  

 

same SUBNASAL nose and mouth  as all the other images (in Part One 
of No Accident) of the very negative greys that have been involved  
with Vatican, early Egypt, Ecuador area, and copying the Elders 
In this article The 5 Main Extraterrestrial Races In Contact  includes 
references to Sirius.  
Much of this is disinformation.  
The authors not knowing. 
These are grays and Grayles from Sirius – and 
Canis Minor – NONE of which are friends! 

 
Going back through my files to see what should or might go into this book, I came across this... 
You will recognise the A I robot on the left and the particular grey on the right! The SUBNASAL on page 10 of  
 

"Part One No Accident" /Earth 
 

 Recognize these guys? 
THESE have been  the enemy to humankind. 
 

At first glance they seem to have been in a beneficent 
position ... 
 

at second scrutiny, the one at the Vatican with its 
hand sign of  the [false] "benediction" 
the same of the satanic cults derived from Alla 
Lucifer, the same from the underground child torture 
cages ... 

http://themindunleashed.org/2013/07/scientist-prove-dna-can-be-reprogrammed.html
http://www.washington.edu/news/2013/12/12/scientists-discover-double-meaning-in-genetic-code/
http://preventdisease.com/news/12/091112_97-Percent-of-Our-DNA-Has-a-Higher-Purpose-And-Is-Not-Junk-As-Labeled-By-Scientists.shtml
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/342/6164/1367.abstract
http://exopolitics.org/mars-defense-force-defending-human-colonies-interview-transcript/
http://exopolitics.org/mars-defense-force-defending-human-colonies-interview-transcript/
http://exopolitics.org/evidence-grows-for-secret-space-program-disclosures-crimes-against-humanity-trials/
http://exopolitics.org/evidence-grows-for-secret-space-program-disclosures-crimes-against-humanity-trials/
http://exopolitics.org/us-congress-to-protect-slave-labor-on-mars-corporate-space-colonies/
http://exopolitics.org/us-congress-to-protect-slave-labor-on-mars-corporate-space-colonies/
http://exopolitics.org/us-congress-to-protect-slave-labor-on-mars-corporate-space-colonies/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjQ2t_yNHQs&fbclid=IwAR0xyUtd9bHO802-nYSM6RJt2USUsEAiDMLoH1NEjbyWMhpQSr9jFeMZBRY
http://www.spiritscienceandmetaphysics.com/author/amateora/
http://www.spiritscienceandmetaphysics.com/the-5-main-extraterrestrial-races-in-contact-with-earth-right-now/
http://www.spiritscienceandmetaphysics.com/category/discovery/
http://www.spiritscienceandmetaphysics.com/category/fringe/
http://www.spiritscienceandmetaphysics.com/category/science/
http://www.spiritscienceandmetaphysics.com/category/uncategorized/
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"" the former Minister of National Defense of Canada Paul Hellyer giving full disclosure within parliament about 
the UFO coverup stories and ET contacts we have made. He explains in front of a room of government officials 
that there are over 80 species of aliens we are aware of, and 4 of them in particular that we have made direct 
contact with on earth:..."" 
Early in the writing of these texts a table of Extra Terrestrials was drawn up that resulted in the pdf forum titled 84 

EXTRA TERRESTRIALS.  When I saw Paul Hellyer trying to say we had four ET here in contact, I sent him this 

pdf. That was either 2010 or 2011. He then made public there are "over 80" and since has whittled thatfrom the 84 

 to 82 – in which he is fully correct. Of the 84, I had included two groups, whose members are also named in the list.  
 

To leave this article hanging stating "the five main Extraterrestrial Races In Contact With Earth Right Now... " 

 would be quite remiss of me for one thing – those behind the Military Industrial Media Complex do not seem 

to have one mention in his article – and THAT would be called MISinformation! 
Naturally, the table which was taken from the Template, refers only to those which have an affect on Earth. 
The "four" Hellyer was speaking of were the SAMAROBRIN "insane four" in the texts. Those which made false treaties with 
the cloned FDRoosevelt and the unknowing Eisenhouer. 
Those which has also made agreements with Teddy Roosevelt regarding making National Parks national.The word 
"national" refers to off world nations. In the instance of the Parks, includes off world cryptid creatures. 
One of which is a form of "ten foot yeti" described by the Casseopean as their forest nurturer. 
Does this paint a new picture in your mind regarding the "United Nations"? 
When reading the  words in this UNCATEGORISED article please keep in mind both Billy Meier and Fred Bell stated the 
Pleiadians – the real ones, cannot contact we humans by any means at all.  
Our "auric stench" damages their aura. Also note, they have no king and do not need any kings, because they all 
use telepathy. No one "needs" a king 

suggested reading in order to comprehend more  at Folio 7 www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com  
ADAM & EVE: CIA  REPORT https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/ADAM-and-EVE-the-CIA-Report.pdf 
ARMAGEDDON Warlike Image https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/24th-Nov-2019-ARMAGEDDON-WARLIKE-IMAGE.-2-23pm.pdf 
ANDROGYNE DOREAN SMART SPACESUITS Part Two https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/ANDROGYNE-
DOREAN-and-SMART-SPACESUIT-part-two-at-June-30-ENC.pdf 

LEMURIA- Richard Shaver 1945 https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Dero-Lemurius-RICHARD-SHAVER.pdf 

MESSSSSIAH https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/20th-May-2019-MESSSSSIAH-collection-1-15-pm.pdf 

84  EXTRA TERRESTRIALS http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/84-EXTRA-TERRESTRIALS.pdf. 

 
 

April 10 i980. Sitting eating lunch in the office, reading (a rather ‘dry’)  old publication – old as in about twenty years 
before – by Erika Cheetham titled The Phrophecies of Nostradamus.  Not much else occupying her mind (let’s not 
suggest it was totally empty) she ponders on the “Monaco from hunger, place captured, captivity” 3 10 3 followed by “The 
great one caught crunching in metallic cage.” 3 10 4 When, like every one else, the thinking here re-ferred to Grace 
Kelly and her death caught in a car wreck rolling down a cliff. 
There were questions sloshing around in her head.     
 
  

   PITIFUL RAT YEAR 
2020 

 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/ADAM-and-EVE-the-CIA-Report.pdf
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/24th-Nov-2019-ARMAGEDDON-WARLIKE-IMAGE.-2-23pm.pdf
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/ANDROGYNE-DOREAN-and-SMART-SPACESUIT-part-two-at-June-30-ENC.pdf
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/ANDROGYNE-DOREAN-and-SMART-SPACESUIT-part-two-at-June-30-ENC.pdf
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Dero-Lemurius-RICHARD-SHAVER.pdf
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/20th-May-2019-MESSSSSIAH-collection-1-15-pm.pdf
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/84-EXTRA-TERRESTRIALS.pdf
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The first two lines were speaking about “from blood & starvation greater calamities” and  “Seven times abreast  
at the sea shore”.  What type of “blood, hunger, captivity,” would princess Grace refer to? Was the quatrain a divided 
warning? Was she murdered because of this place being captured?   Was it really about Grace Kelly? 
Sighing deeply, sick of reading what appears to be nonsense – she closes her eyes and asks out loud: 
“Dear Father in Heaven – please help me to understand these quatrains more deeply”.   
 

There is a major difference in Knowing there is Someone Up there in Heaven than just guessing about it. 
She already experienced enough events which spoke louder than megaphones regarding “Them Up There”... That 
very morning, on the way to work (the date was a 13th again) she had been riding her motor bike (a 650cc Kawasaki 
with front and back disc brakes) along the main road through Kellyville. On the left is a major turn off to Blacktown.  
A hand-painted grey Kombie van stops in front of her to turn left leaving her to overtake, a necessity at the speed she 
was travelling. 
With Great Fortune, this particular VW Kombie sported a row of windows down both sides – through which she 
could see the traffic on the Blacktown Road left hand turn off.   
That traffic moving and turning across her bows onto Kellyville Road. Best thing to do – lift the left leg over the 
bonnet of the Valiant, which banged loudly into the fins of her engine,  and ride on as if all was hunky-dory. Didn’t 
even apply the brakes. 
When she arrived at work she was amazed at the mess the motor and the exhaust pipe displayed.  
Completely flattened all the way along its length. The bike did not even ricochet off at the impact, not like her leg 
would have! 
This was the period in her life concerning unnatural memories and a strange physical scar. 
All in the one week, very soon after the motor bike incident, she lost both her grandmothers seven days apart. 
As if mother’s mum and father’s mum had agreed between them to leave together, with the poorest of timing; such 
as the end of a fiscal year and she unable to attend either funeral.    And what boss would ever believe her? 
Coupled with being picked up by Them Up There (T.U.T.) and receiving an implant in the front of her thigh which left 
a sort of shallow scoop a few inches above the knee. This was almost the exact spot she managed to hit the corner of 
her desk every time she rounded it, so she explained the scar to herself with that thinking. 
The memories of beaming up went something like this. 
Dogs barking – Kahla and Sasha, two beautiful German Shepherds. A strange sort of barking, cut short mid yelp. 
A brightness, eye burning in its strength and clarity, with a  hint of blue within – shooting through the window much 
like the movies show – on the other side of the front door – seeping through any weakness allowing it. 
Her arm seen moving towards the door handle, with a mind all its own. Watching her own hand turning that door 
handle... feet not touching the ground from that moment. No fear. Full of fearlessness – one part of the mind saying 
“this is stupidity” the other part entirely open to the Wonder of floating up.  
Asks herself “do I have two brains?” Confronting the worst part of the trip arriving; is the Smells.  
Vomiting, spewing, perking, whatever description comes to mind will fit. The atmosphere there leaves much to be 
desired. It teems with life with T.U.T. Just as David Huggins’ paintings show. Little cute hairy guys, who knows what 
they are capable of doing as young Sasquatch, little hooded dark scary guys (she does not want to know what their 
task is) see-through folk very tall, twice the height of an Earth human, very thin looking like they would fall over if hit 
by a hankie. Light green, bluish, grayish, creamish, pinkish and all colours in between.  
 

She suspects that most real-time memories are denied her. Yet T.U.T. are happy to let her see out the spaceship 
windows which are kind of oblong. Looking at the beautiful round blue, white and green yellow-red planet.  
She not thinking to ask the more important questions – or at least, she thinks she did not ask.   Maybe They just  
answered, then buried the answer for a while, until she is ready to deal with it. 
Does she know why she is there? No. Her best guess has been the idea of egg-harvesting, just as Bridget Nielsen 
states in her videos. Knowing there are many thousands of Earth born women providing this same service. 
Some even being returned to see, hold, and share love with the “fruits of their loins”.     GET THE VIDEO LINK OF A LADY HUXED 
What does this breeding program tell her? 
That there is hope for future humanity? That there are people being born on Earth (and above) which will carry 
on in the progress of a Higher Thinking Hu-man? That ideal which we have all been born to fulfil and so few 
manage to accomplish?  
Have you ever seen a WalMartian? Is that what T.U.T. had planned for humanity every time they must needs 
tweak the human DNA?  Do you doubt it?  She did. 
Raising the other questions for her. 
Why does humanity need assistance every time an Earth catastrophe wipes the slate clean? 
When major ice ages arrive, they seem to “clear up” problems left behind by a non-thinking humanity which 
preceded it. Noting it (the Problem) seems to be caused by leaders of that humanity and not necessarily the folk 
themselves. 
What is the Answer? She Knows the Answer, & returns from the last Beam-Up-Trip bolstered with the Answer. 
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They (T.U.T.) told her they can only beam-up in very recent centuries, rather than land a craft due to Opposition 
taking over the western hemisphere and shooting all their little guys and their scout craft-orbs out of the skies. 
This becomes one method of recognising (via “astrionics” 7 12  3. 7 13 3, 4 72 4. 6 78 1) almost all space craft wit-nessed 
by folk belong to the Opposition, simply on the grounds that if it were a good guys craft it would be eliminated. 
Only by using time gates, can T.U.T. come and go safely, with two exceptions – the orbs which are seen working 
amongst chemtrails clearing out biogens, and those seen at the Twin Towers Deceit.  These use time gates too, 
as do the Golden Cubes. 
There are Twenty eight videos of “orbs at 9-11” Three orbs flitting in and out of the smoke. 
She was later to discover that one held NostraDamus, One contained Da Vinci and the third was St. Germain. 

 

From WHAT ARE THE CHANCES? 
 

to write in the following with the how what and when, get the quatrain references that collectively prove they had the 
right Parks. In the Quatrein 9 58 3 ZEE AFFIRMED MEAD YOU ARE NOT IN ERROR ASSUMING YOUR OUUN SONS 1 41 

that affirmed the "woman fainting due to the return of her sons" does indeed refer to to the same woman "in 
breeches" 5 65 3, the one who "gave away her farm" 5 36 3, who "dies relishing the task" 5 36 4 who is the "sad 
nightingale shortening her days" of 11 #18. "Convict bred Born with two teeth in her palate" 2 7 "making sense of 
the senseless" 2 44 4 who lived in a train carriage "camp" "eagle is chased off by other birds" & unwittingly caught a 
photo of the event, followed by many other quatrein events to keep the confirmation 

                     The female one (Nell) in passing sad and muddy  pairs
 La femmina nel passare uno tristo e fangoso

 2 4 1 UUISE ELOISE PARCS IS UNIMPEDED UUIN - UALE HELEN, SHEEP ARE UP - UUIDE MUD IS IN 

 2 4  4  FLUKE POET‟S SOUL VALES: ABLE UR EA UP SO LOVES ELOISE 

The DA VINCI warning that coincided with a broken back 
" Being concerned about Allan Webber’s feelings, knowing the amount of work he does...it came to me to check in on how he is 
going, since his name appeared in both of these lines as well.  The work Allan Webber does is every bit as vital... (his field is the 
gematria and the numbers) 

7 24 4  ‘q’ = ‘c’ & ‘k’  ‘u’ can be ‘v’  Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont.   the next line following is from Da Vinci 
ALLAN NETTER/Webber SQUIRMS IRKED – DREAMING SUPERIOR (DREAMING ODD RIGOROUS MEDIA DRUMS, SOUR KIND).              
ASK ALLAN  ACTING AS QUASIMODO: NEEDS TO READ LEONARDOES ‘PIANO’ LINE, DIG SQUARE  AND REAP MORE MATURE.   
QUA that which ICE COOL DARLING DID PRIME. 
PROUD DISPARAGER ALLAN DERIDER, (DARK IMPAIRER, DREAMS USURPING) of OUR DEMISING PARKS’  her MORE DIRE POEMS ORDER.  

MEAD PARKS’ INTRUDER’S PUTRID RAPID AMPS: SPINAL  MURDER  TAMPERING, STAR GATE RUMOUR APPALS LEONARDO 
 DIG SQUARE: was the first hurdle  for me as well. It was a couple of years before the discovery of SQUARE meaning FIELD meaning 

Pegasus, and for Allan (who does not believe in aliens) maybe his search can start there – in the PEGASUS PROJECT of Andy Basiago 
 RUMOUR  a story with no apparent ending SPINAL  MURDER via the use of paracetamol! 
 NETTER: what a pun! Since it was Allan Webber  who designed the computer program (in order to prove anagrams mean nothing)  
then when he found they mean everything (because Language has been Engineered)–and he used the interNet to show the public.this is 
just more proof that not even our names can escape the engineered language! In the very beginning of the anagram idea, I must confess I  
pooh poohed the very idea – not even willing to investigate! Accidentally finding Allan’s blog  was no accident. Especially his Runic Skies. 

In August 2016 I did send the “LIKE A PIANO” line to Allan, he merely answered with a brush-off about ‘no longer doubling up the lines 
being fed into the computer’, plus he is still using the non original books of Centuries which his own Template said not to do.  

notes to self  
LINK Lady abducted from her bed 

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=-LwW-knpJ2g 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VAJ82nFHjw 

 
 

Friends have asked “how do you feel about reading of your own demise”? 
Well, relief, is the word that first comes to mind – but mostly the second thought immediately 
following that thought is this: 
In the latter lifetime of Nostradamus, he is most remembered by the public for his famous after 
death prediction with the exact date, that his grave would be broken into and that the thieves 
would not survive the event.  Not forgetting what he answered his assistant the night before he    
was found dead standing up. The assistant had said “see you in the morning” and the doctor had 
answered “no you will not”. See the forum ONE SENT TO DIE, UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS                                                                                             
If the only thing that comes out of all of this is that the prophecies in these three lines come true, 
then my own work is done. 

 

A FREAKY FRIDAY NIGHT 
codes within codes 

To date the subject of “codes within codes” has not been explained. 
There are two relatives of mine who have some involvement in these works, with which they were born.        
One is my last daughter “adroit Eloise” and the other is my niece whose Native name is Lehelani, but who       
was named at birth by my other mother as Stella Heap.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-LwW-knpJ2g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VAJ82nFHjw
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Anyone who has been reading these works will know what the word Stella means and also now, what the 
alkhemye word Heap means.  That of the Pleiades. Yes, weird, I know.  
Just proof that there is no such thing as coincidence. 
On the same Friday night (around September of 2010) three events happened simultaneously. 
My phone rang with Stella saying ‘I have a message for you, something about codes in capitalised words’... 
Immediately the phone called again and it was my ‘adroit’ daughter seated at a restaurant with the sudden 
urge to let me know pop had come to her and pointed at words that were capitalized, saying ‘recode them’. 
Pop was Stella’s dad. 
 

All the while this was happening – seated watching my television – from my right – a shadow came thru my 
front window idled over above the t.v. did a spin around, three times, then went out to my left and into the 
laundry. It returned from the laundry (door was closed) and over to the t.v. doing its three-way arabesque, 
leaving out to my right thru the front window. This was all about 7 pm. 
The latter entity would have spooked many people who would have seen it as a demon or bad omen and  
entirely skipped over what it was doing. Yes, it was not in this dimension fully – but the first tenet all my  
life has been to see what anyone is doing. As in facta non verba – my school motto.  Deeds, not the words. 
It had hovered over the main source of “information” which our populations have these days. 
All the capitalized words had been collected (quite a while ago) not knowing what to do with them. 
On working with just the capitalized words in the quatrains- some of the most important information has 
been derived.  
This is why some town names and others such as Roy as ‘roi’ have remained with no capitalisation!  
They are not needed in the “codes within codes”. 
The greatest angst I have suffered (and I do not use that word lightly) throughout the term of these works 
has been the repairing of that which non thinking  ‘decipherers’ have done.  Whoever they are and were –  
to have the temerity to sift thru the very words laid by Nostradamus and to change them for whatever reason 
has been the greatest bane of the prophecies themselves.  Almost like the conspiracy (conspire to piracy)  
which the Bible has suffered – again and again. Right at these times, the bibles have very little similarity to  
the  verily original words. The people who read them for the first time have no idea they are false words.                 
It is like those who have been born since the advent of chemtrails (in the 1980’s) – they know no other sky. 
 

Another form of codes within codes:  anagram the English words back, and you receive more details... 
 

6 28 1 Le grand Celtique entrera dedans Rome  The great Celt will enter Rome = merit well the gentle creator 
1 64 2 Quand le pourceau demy-homme on verra when they see the half pig man = Feel why tenth phase ‘He Gamin’ 
(Zeta45, or Perseus ‘dog faced’)  Feel tenth phase - new high May.   Tenth is the Elohim, could be May 10th pairs : 
4 47 4 Seeing the greatest ones suspended via Pisces and Taurus.   and 
8 4 4   Golden  faintness (golden host) approach - in  (the year of the rooster potent borne (carried, upraised) -  2017,  a year of the rooster  
1 73 1 France a cinq pars par neglect assaillie  France shall be accused of neglect by her five partners = at fifth = May 
best beloved cheerful fragrant nascence fry spherical craft 
6 53 1 Le grand Prelat Celtique a` Roy suspect  The great Celtic Prelate suspected by the King = 
bright angel-like Leg, succeed arc the petty ET pest.IS YEAR BLACK KNIGHT HELP THEE, DETECT, REPEL  ELITE SET UP 
5 99 2 Capue, Brundis vexez per geut Celtique   Capua, Brindisi vexed by the Celtic nation = invincible adept saint - 
invisible exotic hardy cube, (ufo) – attends panic, it behead coy crux/Grus. 

 

MEAD DANGER 
£  2348

 5 62 3   
MEAD DANGER  

LION MAN IDLING INLAND MID MORNING LIVER-GALL DATE  (it was 8:49am Gall date is June 10 – July, it was on June 23) 
PRIDE (pun on Leo) NEGRO DREAMS, ORDERS ‘‘MALIGN, DO IN ANAGRAM-LOVER VALUED EMAIL READERS’’ LIVER-GALL/date 
ALARMS PURER ARM/ Cepheus AVENGER, LIVE DANGLED orbit OVER GEM/in the Black Knight APRON,atmosphere RUDE 
REMOVAL OF NEGRO 
LIVER-GALL is Celtic ‘bile’ date = June 10 – July 7... and this event with the hovering huge whistling helicopter, circling and hovering 
again, was June 23 2016 – there are several more photos where it is hovering facing me THEN CIRCLING, while I took photos... all of this 
was in the same week as the sheep mutilation (a warning) ....pairs 

7 10 1 Par le grand Prince limitrophe du Mans 

 MEAD: GRIM HELICOPTER DANGER IN DAMP MUD, PLAN  PRIME, RAMP UP ELECTRO MAGNETIC SPINAL CORD PAIN 
£  3406

 6 77 4  
ELOIM  SHINE PARANORMAL FINALE ON RUACH/EnLil  FELON AIM INFLAME FEMINAL, CRASHES ELOHIM SACHS.  
ENFORCES  FAMINE  SADNESS   

6 77 4  ELOIM FOCUSES: ENFORCED PARANORMAL SHINE   either the Pi in the sky, the S. O. S. “braille” in the sky or the  
7 19 4 LUX event of May 29th 2017 over the farm here. The 10 79 2 MEMPHIS MOSES SOPHISM OVER LONE TREE  event was another 
£  3448

   7 19 4 

SANITISED NATAL DIANES
/Orion

 ACTINIDES (ISN’T DEAR AGENTS)  INSTEAD  A  LUX (weapon) INDICATES  STRANGER  

UUEAPONS  DISSENT  RANGE  PERSONAGES  UUANT   no doubt about it. Found this the morning after a strange incident 
here May 29th 2017 5am to 6am – the entire farm lit up  by the Golden Cube 

is also in this line.   A/Cassiopeians  LUX: bright light      RANGE could be a verb or a noun   
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Five Things To Know For Better Aquaponics  
Aquaponics is a combination of fish farming (aquaculture) and soilless agriculture (hydroponics). Fish are kept in a 
water tank, and above it is a growing bed. Water from the fish tank is pumped up to the growing bed where it filters 
through a growing medium and the roots of your plants, then back into the fish tank below. 
The process filters the water for the fish, and the filtered fish waste provides nutrients for the plants. 
 

While it seems simple in concept, when people finally try their hand at it, they may confront several common 
problems. This guide hopes to shed some light on a few of them. 
 

1. Be Patient You have your fish tank, you have your plants. Next, you must wait patiently for two things. First you 
have to wait for your fish tank to "cycle." As the water flows through your system, bacteria will begin establishing 
themselves in the upper grow bed among the growing medium. This bacteria breaks down ammonia in the water 
emitted as part of fish waste into safer nitrites. Before this happens, toxic levels of ammonia can build up, killing your 
fish. Therefore, put only a few fish in at first, and fish you can afford to lose. It can take up to 1-2 weeks before your 
water will be balanced and safe for your fish. 
 

Next, a second variety of bacteria, when nitrite levels first begin to rise, will establish themselves, turning nitrites into 
nitrates, the substance that plants in your aquaponics system need to survive and thrive. 
 

The entire process could take up to a month to complete. Once it begins, you will see your fish and plants begin to 
thrive. But before that, you may see disappointing results, including the loss of fish and droopy looking, sickly plants. 
Knowing that there is light at the end of the tunnel can help beginners hang in there and keep going. Wait patiently for 
the necessary microbiological activity to take root in your system and you will be rewarded. 
 

2. Water Pump and Tubes Your water pump is the heart of your aquaponics system. Without it, the water will 
become stagnant, your plants will dry out and die, and the entire system will collapse. The tube you use to take water 
from your fish tank to your grow bed is very important. Make sure that it is secure and cannot under any conceivable 
circumstance come loose and fall out of your grow bed. If this happens, your system will empty out onto the floor, your 
fish will die, your plants will shrivel, and your water pump may burn out. 
 

Designing a tubing route in your grow bed that is secure is one approach. Other approaches might include a device or 
tie that fastens the tube into place securely. 
 

3. Drains and Overflow Another common problem, particularly in mature systems, is your grow bed's return drain 
becoming blocked. This can happen because your growing medium obstructs your drain outlet for whatever reason, or 
when roots become well developed to the point where they are blocking your system's drain. 
This system's grow bed has an overflow notch designed into it (left). If for whatever reason your normal drainage 
stops, water will overflow through this notch (right), safely back into your fish tank until you unblock your drain. Without 
such a notch, water will flow out in all directions, including onto the floor, eventually emptying out your entire system!  
 

When drain blockage happens, water will backup in the grow bed and flow out wherever the path of least resistance 
so happens to be. Once again, your project may empty out onto the floor, with similarly disappointing consequences. 
 

Designing an overflow feature into your grow bed can be as simple as drilling holes near the top edge of the grow bed, 
directly over the fish tank, to ensure that if water reaches the holes, it empties out back into the fish tank until you 
return and remove the primary drain's blockage. 
Another feature could be a notch designed into the grow bed if you happen to be building yours from scratch using a 
material like ferrocement. 
Test your overflow provision with your growing medium placed in the grow bed. This is necessary because many 
kinds of aquaponics growing medium are buoyant to a certain degree and may overflow with the water, emptying it 
into the fish tank below. You must devise an overflow system best suited to the growing medium you are using. 
4. Automation Little is needed day to day to take care of an aquaponics system once the fish are settled and plants 
are growing. Fish must be fed once or twice per day depending on the species; and once per week or so, water may 
be added as needed. It is possible to feed your fish automatically, meaning that only topping off the tank once in a 
while will be necessary. If your plants are not exposed to direct sunlight, you may use artificial lighting set on a timer 
such as off-the-shelf LED floodlights (30-50W, 6500K). 
 

Timers, plugs, and outlets should be kept above the water level in both your fish tank and your growing bed (including 
in case of a possible overflow incident). Plugs and outlets should be kept so that if they fall they would not plunge into 
your system. 
Despite whatever level you automate your system to, it is still a good idea to check it as often as you can, including 
checking drain outlets and the health of your plants and fish. Remote monitoring systems, where you can check in on 
your project over the Internet using a webcam, are also options you can include with your aquaponics system, but are 
still not substitutes for a first-hand assessment. 
 

5. Start Small, Then Expand The temptation to start big should be resisted. Start a small system and meet all of your 
goals with it first such as raising fish to a certain size and number as well as raising plants to the point where they bear 
fruit or produce vegetables suitable for harvesting and use. Once this is accomplished, then move on to larger, more 
challenging systems. 
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Aquaponics is the creation of an artificial ecosystem that requires a good design, a careful balance between all of its 
working elements and, above all, time. A small, simple system will allow you to quickly gain the experience necessary 
to understand and control the variables involved in running any aquaponics system. Starting on a larger system and 
running into failures and setbacks will require larger amounts of time, money, and resources to correct and overcome. 
 

Final Thoughts  
 

There are so many different ways to run an aquaponics system depending on what you are trying to accomplish, 
under what conditions, and with what available resources. Failure is nothing more than a challenge to reassess what 
you have done, what mistakes you might have made, and what improvements you need to make in order to 
successfully cultivate an aquaponics system. Find success stories that mirror approximately the same sort of set up 
you are thinking about and use that as encouragement to reach your goals, then exceed them. 
 

Like all gardening, maintaining an aquaponics system can be tremendously rewarding once these challenges are 
overcome. Once you've succeeded, feel free to share your experience with others. Maybe you will have an article 
titled, "5 more things to know for better aquaponics!" 
By Brian Berletic 
(Source: naturalblaze.com; March 19, 2015; http://tinyurl.com/npyawel) 
 

4 26 4 Cieutad trahido p cinq legos no nudos (lhos     
HO HO SHHH !  GOOD OLD SAINTHOOD CONCORD CONQUISTADORS   
AND PLUS PLACID ICON CUP NOUN Cassiopeians  SPAN  IN CLOUDS  
END  UP QUADRAPHONIC sonic  SCOLDING  PROUD POSH THOUSANDS  ELITE’S  DNA.       
AND COLD SQUASHING CLODDISH pun on dumbs  COP-OUT  OCCUPANTS . 
SACROSANCT  DOLPHINS  GOD UUORKSHOP DOODLING  SAD CONTAGION  kuru.  
CONCORD Elohim  ADOPTS  HOODUUINKING... 
HOG/ boar/Ursa TOAD/ Boötes COUU/Aldebaran HAND /Betelguese  
DOG /Sirius STARS'  SPIN-DOCTORS  CLASH  SORDID RICH  SCANDALS   
ON  IGNORANT  EARTHLINGS.  COUU, HAND KIND,  GOSSIPS NOTOCHORDAL,  
PLOTTING CRASS  CHAOS  PROTOCOL.   
..... NOTOCHORDAL : the embryonic phase (of the plot) developing a backbone 
 

One line even says Nostradamus met himself in a time gate trip 

reminded me of Jim Sparks almost meeting himself when he had walked to wards the fridge to get a drink 
and had returned in time to watch himself doing it!  from DA VINCI DID MEET NOSTRADAMUS 

 

CULPABLE  chemical industry and the government

9. President Roosevelt became paralyzed over night while on his farm in the summer, which contained many 
crops, including apple orchards. He also swam the day prior in a bay that was heavily polluted by industrial 
agricultural run off. 

10. Dr. Ralph Scobey and Dr. Mortind Biskind testified in front of the U.S Congress in 1951 that the paralysis 
around the country known and that a virus theory was  as polio was being caused by industrial poisons 

by the chemical industry and the government to deflect litigation away from both parties. purposely fabricated 

11. In 1956 the AMA (The American Medical Association) instructed each licensed medical doctor that they 
could no longer classify polio as polio, or their license to practice would be terminated. Any paralysis was now to 
be diagnosed as AFP (acute flaccid paralysis) MS, MD, Bell's Palsy, cerebral palsy, ALS (Lou Gehrig's Disease), 
Guillian-Barre etc etc. This was orchestrated purposely to  by make the public believe polio was eradicated
the polio vaccine campaign but because the polio vaccine contained toxic ingredients directly linked to paralysis, 
polio cases (not identified as polio) were skyrocketing...but only in vaccinated areas.   

to find the source of  any article for yourself just copy and paste the last line into a search 

CORONA VIRUS TESTING – The blood brain barrier is a myth 

"" As to how the brain's lymphatic vessels managed to escape notice all this time, Kipnis described them as 
"very well hidden" and noted that they follow a major blood vessel down into the sinuses, an area difficult to 
image. "It's so close to the blood vessel, you just miss it," he said. "If you don't know what you're after, you just 
miss it." [the connection to the gut and brain lymphatics] 

The CURE is Ivermectin+Zinc, Successful TREATMENT seems to be forms of aspirin immediately to allay the 
thrombosis & Hydrachloraquine in correct doses. If you have been imbibing in adrenachrome, this will kill you. 

The so called "vaccine" will also kill you. Slowly though, so big Pharma makes their profits from you at the same 
time keeping you absolutely broke, sick and broken. 

If you have EVER had a "flu shot" you WILL show up positive in any test. 

http://tinyurl.com/npyawel
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April 22, 2015 - Part 6:  Maze of Deception. Click for Real X-File. 

“The people of all races and times encased in clear rectangular 

receptables” for preservation by the non-human beings, The Watchers, 

who have monitored the Earth for thousands of years.” 

- Betty Andreasson Luca, Abductee, 1996 

 

 

Variety of of Earth humans preserved in state of suspended 

animation,  

or stopped time, selected from many eons and maintained 

inside transparent 

containers by non-human "Watchers." Illustration © 1996  

by abductee Betty Andreasson Luca. 

 

 

A BETTER WORD THAN "WATCHERS" WOULD BE 

"GUARDIANS" 

 April 29, 2014 - Final Part 12: Hall of Mirrors with A Quicksand Floor. 

Click for Real X-File. 

“The Ebens genetically engineered these Archquloid entities 

with large noses by ‘rapid-cycle cloning’ and allegedly presented two  

or more to the U. S. government for observation, examination and study.” 

- From transcript of alleged briefing for President Ronald Reagan,  

March 6 - 8, 1981, regarding “Unidentified Flying  

Objects and Extraterrestrial Visitation to Earth.” Briefing  

was by then-CIA Director William Casey. 

 

 

Archquloid large-nosed grey humanoid genetically 

engineered by the Ebens in “rapid-cycle cloning.” 

Illustration © 1974 by Allan Sandler Institutional Films, Inc., 

from 16mm film of non-human entities that landed at Holloman AFB,  

New Mexico, on April 25, 1964. Both Ebens and Archquloids were present. 

 

 

THESE ARE THOSE FROM ALTAIR 

 

4 45 4  ONE TO WITNESS   6 1 2, Da Vinci 

two have seen the docteur 'arrive'  - but only one saw him die 
£  1444 

6 1 2 De gët eftrage, fecourir roy noueau: Of alien people to aid the new president: think ten footers at Airforce 1 

OUR STRANGE COURIER SENT AGAIN ENCOURAGES YOU.  SEES YOU ARE NUDE .chuckles January 2009,  then Easter 2010  
IRONY,  AGENT  KNOUUS  YOUR  SECRETS. TEST YOUR GENE SOURCE.  hmmm 
4 45 4 All dissolved, one will be witness. But it has not only been one to witness a time gate arrival!  Yet only one witnessed the Kur implosion. 

Da Vinci: witnessed the same." and he just appeared  in the artist's studio – so I painted him in..." 

see 1 37 4 The bridge (stage gate) and the grave both in foreign places.This is a direct reference to where and how Nostradamus died 

10 24  4 Sauf coup de feu barril liqueur d’abeille. « Bees » = Cancer/Ursa 
Except (for) the  late (recent)  bees  barrel  blast: this refers to the space “station” Kur implosion seen by me Sept. equinox  2011 in 
which Nostradamus says  “YOU SAUU ME  DIE” 4 31 4 ON SUNS MAIN UUAX COURSE  in  the “CANIS CANARE” forum. 
 In Alkhemye – Beehive means Cancer, in front of or before Ursa Major. There is a vignette showing the Crayfish of Cancer and 
two half swirls of something olive green. with what is either our core or our spin. 

https://www.earthfiles.com/news.php?ID=2305&category=Real+X-Files
https://www.earthfiles.com/news.php?ID=2199&category=Real+X-Files
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Vignette 70 

STARLESS UNIVERSE (BANNER) 
GOLDEN “V” IS THE GOLDEN HOST DOING 

The Andromeda Council 
OLIVE GREEN SWIRL IN CANCER 

and our spin reverses 
Medieval Cancer was a crayfish, not a crab. 

The core of Earth and the dark passing over 
The dark star of Nemesis, Nibiru 

hiding behind our moon 
the MillWheel is still complete  

three eclipses of passing bodies  

 

8 30 1 Dedans Tholoze non loing de Beluzer 
DRAGON ON OIL ZONE AND NOBLE OTHERS 
HOT OZONE SAD END ALE ~ ION ZONE IS DEAD 
HONEST GOLDEN HOST DOING ~ STRANDED NONE 
DREADED, STOLEN AGONIZED BLEEDINGchild torture HULLO! 
LONDONER IS DELETED,  OBSOLETE LEGEND. GOOD 
TholozeBeluzer 

HOT BREEZE LEO BLUR ZEE BRUTE HELL TROUBLE 
OUTER TUBE TOOL ERE OTHELLO ROLE, BEER THREE 
o NOBLE is a date = Libra 
o LEO BLUR ZEE is the Queen Sphinx (HatShepSut) 
o HELL TUBE is the stage gate – Beer 3 = 3rd day in Ale/May 16 

Not only that, the word "barrel" is a reference to Celtic Oat Barrel January 21 – February 17, which as a position in the current 
skies is Aquarius constellation. The other code in this line is "bees liqueur" which is MEAD.  
2 72 2 De toutes pars conflit & grande perte: 
PROTAGONISTS DETECTED: UPSETTING LOAD FACTOR  (of the space planetoid) LICE REPRESENTED PRE FUNERAL 

2 72 3 Romains fuis, Gaule repousse ANOMOLOUS PERILOUS SIEGE – PLEIOMEROUS ALIEN ARGUES  SOULS POSE 

GLAMOUROUS LEISURE.   

10 5 4  AUSTRALIAN HELEN MANAGES ERUDITE NOSTRADAMUS “FRAUD ADULTERERS ”, NOUU TERM CHIEF LEGEND 
NOSTRADAMUS IS AS CHANI, UNDER younger ‘ELDER’.  NOSTRADAMUS KEEN FRIEND FOR GRACE AISE.   
Thus no one is a reincarnated  version  of  the docteur since he is now a Younger Elder 
£  1393

 5:50 2 ELDER GRAAL UX ARRANGED  OLDER ANAGRAM  IRELAND EMONIA
[Croatia Asteroid 1906]

 MAN/Orion USED 
MODERN ALIEN ANDRAEMON [asteroid 42403] TRAINED.

 (husband Dryope=asteroid)
 ROMAN DANGER UNVEILED  

2 96 4 CHANI SET OUR PLAINER MAINCODE IN ALIEN KUR-MIR  
 / moonship  

9 46 3 IMAGE MELLOUU SAGE MICHEL MERGED ELDER CHERUB  
painted by David Huggins 

6 35 1 R.O. SANER CHANI BRAINIER SLENDER HERO CHE, 
HEALER ELDER, (Nostradamus) ARE ABLE A.R.C. PERSONS 
PERIPHERAL ACROSS HER LONELIER RANCH ACRES.  
The GoldenCube . Aerial Reconaissance Chamber 

 

 e vedea la gran somma delle pietre che nella (from page 8 LEONARDO PLUCKED FROM ADRIATIC LINES 
LAME HELEN MEAD LEVELS MEDIEVAL CALENDAR AGE – THIS EVADES ILLEGAL TEENAGER TREATIES PARAGRAPH  [clause] 
COLLATOR HELEN MEAD ALERT LEARN REVENGE - ALLOCATE LATE ALARM : LARGE MALE SHEEP DIED MANGLED – REAL GREATER 

MALEVOLENCE ENRAGEMENT GENERATED: REVEAL NEAT CLEAN LOCAL M.E. ANAL, GORGE (throat) GLANDS, EAR...REMOVED  
today July 16 2016 a direct warning arrived, so the more people who know about this the better. It is called 
‘‘empirical’’ evidence (how apt, a bit of a pun there). Recall the helicopter ? And the texts with it ? In the photo here it 
looks like a toy – but this was no toy, although it may have been a drone, but I did not realize they make drones twice the size 
of Bell®™ style helicopters, those which the likes of aerial police and media journalists use. 
4 44 3 HELEN THOU UNAUUARE CUBE EXERT HUX (fishing for) NOUU HAULED IOU: ADD DOUBLE HELIX, UUITH ANARCHIC 
LEONARDO DA VINCI.             E.D.: ADD LEONARDO DA VINCI NOUU [will do] and as you can see this has become quite a saga 

This was the occasion Da Vinci asked “is this Nell, who found my cues?” 

 
£  3428

  6 99 4 

UUE FLEUU  OUR  CODES  CHORUSES  TECHNIQUES; ATTAIN  QUITE  POUUERFUL  QUATREINS:  CODES  CHORE  
UUE  PRECHOSE QUINATE FCHEDULE. QUINT

/helmeted
 SEDUCE RAUCOUS CORPSE CLONES FEUD UUAR. 

 

 e vedea la gran somma delle pietre che nella, sees the large amount of stones/meteors (from page 8 LEONARDO PLUCKED FROM ADRIATIC LINES 
LAME HELEN MEAD LEVELS MEDIEVAL CALENDAR AGE –  
THIS EVADES ILLEGAL TEENAGER ‘MEAL’ TREATIES PARAGRAPH [clause] 

o Go to the PDF  forum  FIX THE CALENDARS and EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES 
COLLATOR HELEN MEAD ALERT LEARN REVENGE - ALLOCATE LATE ALARM : LARGE SHEEP DIED MANGLED – REAL 
GREATER MALEVOLENCE ENRAGEMENT GENERATED: REVEAL NEAT CLEAN LOCAL M.E. ANAL, GORGEthroat GLANDS, 
EAR...EYE REMOVED   C+F+CNIM 

 

July 16 2016 a direct warning arrived, so the more people who know about this the better.  It is called ‘‘empirical’’ 
evidence (how apt, a bit of a pun there). Recall the helicopter ?  And the texts with it ?  In the photo  it looks like a toy – but this 
was  no toy, although it may have been a drone, but I did not realize they make drones twice the size of Bell™  style helicopters, 
those which the likes of aerial police and media journalists use. This line does have a pair in the quatreins  

 Sent by the “ E.U. CYPRUS [C.N.I.M]  PIERCES SHEEP 10 94 2 
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DINOSAURS HARNESSED IN TARTARIAN ART 

seen also in the ICA STONES and in some little statuettes and on a column at Angkor Wat. 
this one painted by Pieter Bruegel the Elder in  J562. 

Somewhere in my old files there is a photo of  Roman Baths tiled with dinosaurs as a feature 
If that dinosaur at the very bottom actually had white patches on it – this would mean  these animals  

were being not only bred, but inbred, just as the incestual breeders of Mink found to their horror 
We then need to consider that this year of J562, one in which Nostradamus lived, becoming 
a pivotal period. Just 20 years later pope Gregory found the need to alter Julian calendars & 

we have now learned not many decades following there occurred a Reset.  
Did this  Reset  ring the final dinosaur death knell ? 

There is one illustration that comes down to us, from the privateers of the J600 and J700s at Patagonia 
depicting giant peoples there, not only people, but everything else, including a dinosaur in background. 

 
MARRYING MEAD,  [DAME] TWO DEAD CHILDHOOD TEETH IN WEDDING PHOTOS 
BECAUSE BORN WITH TWO TEETH IN  HER GORGET/palate  Quatrain ref 2 7    3 42,   5 62 4 
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5 36 from the i562 publication (while Michel was alive) 
5 36 1 De foeur le frere par fimulte faintife, (in ANTENNAE) 
(Sister of the brother via feigned [hidden] fantasy) 
5 36 2 Viendra mefler rofee en myneral:      
(Will come to join d.e.w  in mineral                                 (ormus) 
(D.E.W. is 'directed energy weapon/field' .''Mineral'' is Pisces)  
(the directed energy field includes ''beam me upʺ, and ''rose'' is a key 
word for the 'stage gate' as he calls it)              
5 36 3 Sur la placente donne à vielle tard ƒve, 
(On the agricultural plot  the tired old woman gave away) 
5 36 4 Meurt, le gouftant fera fimple & rural. 
(Dies, relishing it [the task]  will be unaffected and rustic.) 

and 5 36 

 
+d e w = directed energy weapon, or D E F/F E D frequency energy weapon 
the mineral is Ormus – white powder gold 

 

2 7 and see 3 42. Yes,  convict Mary [O’]Bryant is way back  
Amongst several deported to the isles (convicts/Australia) 
One will be born with two teeth in her mouth    …see 3 42 and 5 62 4 here *         
Dying of famine the trees stripped see 3 42 2 – raining stones 
For them new leadership issues new edict  (Obamba/Trump/...?) 
this edict seems to be food-related 

2  7 1 Entre plufieurs aux ifles deportes 
EXPENDITURE OF SUPERFLUOUS FERTILE DNA EXPERTISE (techno-human)  IS FRUITLESS PLEASURE 
2  7 2 L'vn eftre nay a deux dens en la gorge   One born with  two teeth in her palate 
VENAL X-RATED ANGEL  OF  U.N. DERANGES ALL EVENLY 
2  7 3 Mourront de faim les arbres efbrotes 
ELABORATE : MISERABLE MAITRE TURNS OFF ELITE’S IMMORTAL DREAMS, BONA FIDE  ENTOMBED pairs « dumped elite » 
2  7 4 Pour eux neuf roy nouel edict leur forge.  c iiij 
JOY! REJOICE!  UUONDERFUL GUILE – GOOD EXECUTION, POUUERFUL GENUINE GODLIER ONE FIXES OGRES YOUNG GENOCIDE 

 

3 42 [1] see 2 7 2 tying these two quatrains together 
The child born with two teeth in her palate 
Raining stones falling in Tuscany: 
A few years after there will be neither wheat nor barley. 
To satiate those who will faint from hunger. 

3 42 1 L'enfant naiftra a deux dents a la gorge  
FRAGRANT RADIANT ONES GRATEFUL GOD-LOUING ALEX DEADENING DEAF STAGNANT STONE-AGE  SATAN EXAGGERATES LIES 
o GOD LOVING ALEX = Alex Collier. Recall those lines about the Anakim asking for permission to pick up mining plant ? 
3 42 2 Pierres en Tufcie par pluie tomberont: 
BENEFICENT PROSECUTION OF COUNTERFEIT CELEBRITIES INFECT PLEBEIAN RAPTURE. TRUE  TORMENT, BRUTAL MUTILATION  
3 42 3 Peu d'ans apres ne fera bled, ne orge. 
RENEGADE FELON BASED FEAR OF PERSONNEL UP, ABLE BEND, DERANGE REAL GENERAL SERENE PURPOSE. ENSNARED FREE NERD 
3 42 4 Pour faouler ceux qui de faim failliront.g ij    TORNADO LORD = lord of the airways = YHWH/EnLil 
FAMILIAR LOOKING PRIMORDIAL PARADOXICAL FROG-LIKE DUUARF RELAXING UTOPIAN FREE-UUILL  UIA UUICKED  EXPLORATION. 
o We can see this creature amongst those hidden in the Last Supper. The Toad from Bufo in Boötes. Under the Vatican. 
EQUAL TUUO-FACED ANIMAL-LIKE JAILED TORNADO LORD FOOLING CALENDAR READER TRAGICAL PREFIX J-i.CUE. FIGURE IT OUT. 
o We have figured it out ! The ʺJʺ and the ʺiʺ Prefix to calendars was changed to a number ʺ1ʺ adding (bringing forward) the centuries 

by one thousand years – shortening the period « bound in irons » of a biblical Satan, Lord of the Airways EnLil aka YHWH/Ruach. 
 

and BORN WITH TWO TEETH IN HER GORGE/palate 

5 62 4  Nefs parfondreées & prins le Tridental. Ships sunk to the bottom, & the Trident taken.  
with “tri-dental” meaning those giants with rows of teeth INTRA-DONTAL 

E'A FOND OF  INTER-DENTAL *  SEER  PRINTS FAR~PLANETS  INTERSPERSED LINES E.D SENT FOR 
 *inter-dental, the person with two teeth in the roof of her mouth/palate 
Quite so, the collator was born with two teeth in the roof of the mouth, which never descended to become adult teeth 
 

10 91 3 D'un gris & noir de la Compagne yffu,  Of  one  black with designated  grey for companion,   
ORIGINAL YESUS~YSUS [by 2] CODE SITS CO-RESIDENTIAL CALENDAR, SINGER MEAD NOT PROCLAIMED YET   
o calendars not fixed yet – at the time this computer programmed find was made,(2008)  the forum FIX THE CALENDARS  had not 

been compiled.    It was published early 2017. Nor EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES 
CAMELOPARD

 [Anakim from asteroid belt near Orphiucus]
 PYGMEAN

 [greys] 
IMP GNOME GENITORS DISORIENTED CALENDARS 

o Camelopardalis is the full name of that constellation area 
AIM NITROGENS PRIMER, MADE CAELOthunder,A.I. made the weather  DROPS MAP

 (Earth) 
ANGLED: 

YEAR COLDER NAGS/months Nags starts as “White horse” June, then the last three months of the year  
 

 

2 69  2 Voiant diƒcorde de la grand Monarchie,                          LARGE ALLAN ARCHIVE = The Template 
VOYEUR.DA.VINCI.MADONNA.ART.HAS.DAMN.ODDER.NORMA.HIDDEN.ALERT –

see images of the hidden creature found, on Folio 8 
 

INCHO-ACTIVE
.
TRADE

.
SCANDALS

.
=
.
TRAGICAL

.
CHILDRENS

.
DRASTIC

.
SAD

.
END 

ANCHORESS DECODER  READ: DAHL, ELOHIM CREATING  ~ DO RICH RANDOM DISCORDANT ANGELIC STANDARD GARAMOND FONT 
mentioned in the Triple Method as the font preferred by Nostradamus, which is what all the Centuries were published with, but changed 
more recently to Calisto because more words can fit in a line in bold  – and recognised in 9 28 4 
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 Garamond = quatrains  pairs: HARMONIC DEVIATIONS OF GRAAL’S  LARGE ALLAN ARCHIVE the Template  IS ONLY AN  INDICATOR    
4 83 3 Son peuple efmeu, fedition non vaine       INNOVATION: USE DEVIATION IN TEMPLATE  EDITIONS 
 

pairs    Da Vinci’s guidance in LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED 
 co' li altri animali a sé sottoposti    with those other animals (grayles) subjecting them  

 : AIM POSITION SCRIPT OPTIMISATIONS, IT IS TO INITIATE IN A ONE MOTION AS PIANO NOTES ARTISAN SAINT TO COLLATOR
IMPOSES TONES.  LETS allows OMIT IMITATIONS                                                              the same words need not be repeated.  
STILL LIMIT CAPITALISATION IN ISOLATION, AIM COLOSSAL INITIALS. keeping the ‘codes within codes’ of Nostradamus 
IT IS NOT OPTIMAL AS SATIRICAL TOOL,metaphor RATIONALISE LETTERS ASSIMILATION.       (such as ANTE and ANTI) 

 TIS SOLICIT PARASITICALone inside another ALLOCATIONS IMPARTIAL TO SOLO LINE LIMITATION, TO SMARTER OPTIMAL TOPIC 
INCEPTION ROOTS’ ASSOCIATION  use etymology chain link or subject source origin.  

 co' li altri animali a sé sottoposti cont.   with those other animals (grayles) subjecting them  
TIS ALL TO POST AMORAL, IMMORAL SECTION (subject/topic) ALARMS :  CREATES LESS OPTIONS RE : 
MILITANT SATANIC PLOTS,  POLITICAL TOTALITARIANISM.  SOCIAL ALIEN NATION (U.N.) IS POISONC 
TIS ALL TO POST A MORAL, IMMORAL SECTION (subject/topic) ALARMS :  CREATES LESS OPTIONS RE : 
MILITANT SATANIC PLOTS,  POLITICAL  TOTALITARIANISM.  SOCIAL  ALIEN NATION (U.N.) IS POISON. 

 ARTISAN SAINT the  Artisan is always Leonardo Da Vinci, noting he prefers the word ‘‘script’’ to the word ‘texts’
 

1 69 1 La grand montaigne ronde de fept eftades, A great mountain/asteroid seven stadia around 
ATONING MEAD MONTAGE RANDOM GARAMOND/font  STEPS SETS PORTENT STRANGE ALIENS  ORNATE DATES TEEN AGE 
STATED in 10 39 and in the Epistle to Henri  (“great translation will be in October when all with think the planet has lost her gravity”) 
(10 39 4 “under eighteen”. ORNATE = Libra; Sept 22 – Oct 21.  Between Sept 22 and Oct 1 – see the “sept” hint, noting ‘dates’ plural)  
The event is named, WITH THE SAME DATE  in C+F+2 67 1 
 

10 50 3   Montaigne & pleine, ville, cite & bourg, Mountain and plain, town city and hamlet 
LOVELIER CUBE, RING OVATION: INVITING LONELIER POET ATONING AIM MONTAGE:  
MENTIONING TROUBLE PENETRATING INTELLIGENT NUMEROLOGIC ENIGMA INTENT. Which is why Allan has the maths directive 
ELIMINATE EVIL VILLAIN, PRIMITIVE  NON-EMOTIONAL REPTILIAN VIPERINE MALIGNER IMPERILLING GEM 

 
ANGEL IN THE SS OFFICE 

ONE FREE YEAR 
£  1365 

5 22 2  Effrayeur grande a l'armee estrangere 
  =  a year’s disability pension!  

Not yet old enough for a pension. 2010, at 61 years old 
 

ALARMS  RAREFY DANGER RE-AGENTS  EFFRAY  AGENDA 
URGE  REFER FALSE AGREEMENTS  FRAY GENERATES... 

Having recently fallen backwards off the steps onto the arm of the lawnmower resulting in both torn rotor cuffs. 

Had the lawnmower not been there the sharp corner of a besser block wall was sitting waiting to do great harm. 

Unable to drive or look for work, was forced to apply for an invalid pension.Sitting at the Centrelink office desk  

everything just stopped. No sound and not much movement – the lady interviewer was struck immobile as well. 

Then out of an office to the right glided a tall elegant graceful person, glowing as she approached me. She leant 

over the public servant and said to me "Helen you have been invited to receive one full year disability pension".   
 

 
COSMONAUT  TELLS 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mfms_1a--o0 
 
HILLARY SHAPE SHIFTER  
http://whale.to/c/reptilian8.html 
 
JANINE who mentions "she will just disappear".

5 65 3 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VAfAhQQNY8&lc=z22ttt2jcqvehvhq404t1aokgmsdzawkdtbmfma0wtbrbk0h00410.157718973
0561070&feature=em-comments 

 
 

 e vedea la gran somma delle pietre che nella, sees the large amount of stones/meteors (from page 8 LEONARDO PLUCKED FROM ADRIATIC LINES 
LAME HELEN MEAD LEVELS MEDIEVAL CALENDAR AGE – THIS EVADES ILLEGAL TEENAGER ‘MEAL’ TREATIES PARAGRAPH [clause] 

o Go to the PDF  forum  FIX THE CALENDARS 
COLLATOR HELEN MEAD ALERT LEARN REVENGE - ALLOCATE LATE ALARM : LARGE SHEEP DIED MANGLED – REAL GREATER 
MALEVOLENCE ENRAGEMENT GENERATED: REVEAL NEAT CLEAN LOCAL M.E. ANAL, GORGEthroat GLANDS, EAR...EYE REMOVED  

July 16 2016 a direct warning arrived, so the more people who know about this the better.  It is called ‘‘empirical’’ evidence 
(how apt, a bit of a pun there). Recall the helicopter ?  And the texts with it ?  In the photo  it looks like a toy – but this was  no toy, 
although it may have been a drone, but I did not realize they make drones twice the size of Bell™  style helicopters, those which the 
likes of aerial police and media journalists use. This line does have a pair in the quatreins  

 Sent by the “ E.U. CYPRUS [C.N.I.M]  PIERCES SHEEP 10 94 2 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mfms_1a--o0
http://whale.to/c/reptilian8.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VAfAhQQNY8&lc=z22ttt2jcqvehvhq404t1aokgmsdzawkdtbmfma0wtbrbk0h00410.1577189730561070&feature=em-comments
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VAfAhQQNY8&lc=z22ttt2jcqvehvhq404t1aokgmsdzawkdtbmfma0wtbrbk0h00410.1577189730561070&feature=em-comments
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If you had seen this and had done a little studying of 
the things that seem apparent here – what would 
you conclude?  S---E  S----’s post on fb Sept 15 2020,  
Which according to is a “product”, and  not  an 
“ad”  nor  a “post”. 
So let us include that detail in a summary of the 
Overall “coin” “minted”.  
Top is Saturn- so this is definitely from the ‘Saturnins’ 
As the docteur puts it. 
Second is a rocket ship – so – still trying to hide from 
All Of Us that we have anti-gravity.  An Elon Musk 
Deflection too.  Deflection as in “lie”.  Musk is a 
Satanist. His entire agenda proves that. 
 

Do we still  keep in mind who is the Accuser? 
What that means? It means the one pointing the 
finger, The Adversary, we live in an “adversarial” 
system. The  Accuser.  Who is the Accuser? 
Satan’s entity, Ala-Lu aka Lucifer/Allah. 
He who owns the black cube. 
 

This coin has the APPEARANCE of being signed off 
by the ‘enemy’ of the Accuser – Trump. 
So here in effect, is the ACCUSED. At the bottom. 
All those agendæ shown on the coin are exactly 
What Trump is really fighting against. 
I strongly urge you to consider this coin as total 
DISinformation, in the very same manner of the 1985 
Vatican coin with its chemtrails plane 

 – which is now defunct,  BECAUSE 
Trump has taken it – the entire vatican,  over. 

 
How do we know this is a truth? 
Trump got the Library too, and now Vatican books 
from the Library are beginning to see sunlight. 
 

THUS, in this way we know this coin is a form of 
  And nothing more. 

This is how the saturnine entities are retaliating 
Trump’s activities of pulling the rug from under 
them. The more we can spread this word of 
RITUAL MOCKING  (and the Hidden Texts say so)                                                                                                                                                             
the less power it  RECEIVES. 
 

 

from the name    Aphesis (silent letters) used 
DR. Nostradamus   Oct. HOLD ON!   
AN  OLD NORTH LAND  JUMP  DAN/Scorpio 
DONUT/toroid  NOT HOLD – TORN – NOT  TURN  AROUND 
ORD’N. JUMP TO PLUMb TOP,  MOUNT  POND 

or "pond mount" = tsunami 
NJORD DAHL NOT DUMP ROTUND TUN/orbit, OOMPH 
HAND 

Betelgeuse
 LORD HADN’T  DOOR/portal  THORN

/Seraphim 
 

Thorn = thurisaz, sky rune is Boötes from where Black Knight came 
There were two "Black Knights", one was seen being attacked 
AND TRUMP TO HONOR HORN,  
MADE  UPON  PUNT:  LANTHORN 
J-ROD/helpers DUMP DAMN  
PUN  ON  TURD

/heap/fallen angel 
 ODOR OANNE      C+F+10 91 3 

DO LAND HARD MUD; THUMP NUMDAH/felt rug MOTH’R 
JOHN JR.,  DONOR D.J.T, NOT MORON NORM, TROD NORN 
UPHOLD - HAD been ADJOURN’D,  ADD ANOTH’R 

 
MOURN UN-RANDOM/planned  DOOM 
OUR DAD (E'Ya) ROUND UP U.N. RANDOLPH ROOM 

See this in the Epistle to Henri. "the great translation" 
– what was once in the north will return, same with Antarctica 
-  Spin stops "and everyone will think she has lost her gravity" 
Ordinates  jump  plumb: meaning latitudes find its level 
‘Across the pond’ used to mean sea-trip UK to Australia 
rotund means not quite perfectly round 
Njord: chief of the Vanir Valgrind; god of the sea and prosperity; 
this "sea" being the celestial one,  and other dimensions 
1 10 says Serpens which is right next to Boötes 
horn trumpet: honoring his announcements: 
taking the punt: / lantern/cronor visor/enlightened 

 

/is Marduk 
hard mud= lithosphere. ‘felt rug’ here is the biosphere   
Norns are the destinies and  fates travelled, time gates 
= NESARAhad been adjourned by 9/11 

 
deep states continual false flags 
Randolph = the act of a person enclosing another  within 
such as shape shifters and walk-ins 

2 18 4  La mort de fept terre &  marin fubites. Land and sea abrupt death for seventh  
 [mostly underground  the word "subite" to be taken as  one living under. Yet, Earth is the 7th planet. 
PORTS  MELBA (Nell) REMEMBER PORTRAIT (one of the vignettes) FIRST ROME  ADULTS  BATTLE…?  yes  

 o the woodcut with R.O.-Cassiopeians downing a cylinder rectangle/tube craft 

R.O. TURNS OFF PETTIER TERRIBLE REPTILE BASTARD (Prince of dark-unseen men) PRIMES  DARTS ABRUPT 

ELITE TORTURERS TO BE BOLTED, FROSTBITTEN EMBALMED ALIUE, TIME-ENTOMBED UP 
(RETARDED ELITE TREMBLES FROM RUSSIANS REFORMATTED PUTIN) 
ƑEE [see - they] NET E.T. FIEF: FLAUNTER OF PROFITS RIP-OFF, IN PUTREFIER FORAMINIFER  PLATFORM BOAT/ship-craft  
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FORAMINIFER/marine animals that form the ocean floor  saying those craft that change shape mostly marine animals 
SEE PLATFORM IMAGE 
SEE WOODCUT IMAGE- the defeat of Reptilians in Roman times – not that long ago in Julian kalendes 
what this line is saying that those craft with Vril propulsion (Platform craft) are also the same source as the black cube 
which was seen over Texas changing from a walnut to a sea shrimp to the black cube. 

AIM BLAST MI MATURED ABLE  ƑINE INFORMER REPORTER’S  BETTER FORUMS REPUTATION MID TERM  BETUUEEN SORREL 
TREE (May 13 – June 9) AND  OTTER (Oak date June 10 – July 7) … (this is the date just prior to the surgery, July 12)ALSO THE DATE OF THE 70 MINUTE EVENT MAY 2017 
R.O., UR PATRIOT E.T  LT., STEMS LAME MEAD (MERITS MEDAL), PERTURBATOR. (disturber)  AIM FORTUNATE TRIP: PORTS 
ALERT MELBA {Nell]  MET AT ABATTOIR  IN STAR BOAT (ship) ITEM/cube , NOT REMEMBER  IT 
(true, my place was once an abattoir and yes that is where portal events happened before) …  
READ: OAR SINE E.M.R. TOAST FEARSOME BAPTISMAL RATTLER  PART-TIME MURDERERS –  
IS  PLOTTER  MI PAST BATTLES = ARE PRETENTIOUS DISMEMBERER PIRATE RAPTURERS  

 o (see ONE SENT TO DIE UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS  see   

 o ROME ADULTS  BATTLE : see Roman woodcut in ALIENS, HUMANS & INTERVENTION 

 o  

 
 

3 100 3 Force & terroir en moment explore, Force and land in a moment explored,   by satellites 
INTERPRETER EXCEL,   REFLEX [reflects]  NO ERROR – 
SOON  EXPERIENCE  MORON  FORM  LETTER,  NOT MORE  COMMON  (uncommon)  REPERTOIRE.        
R.O.  E.M.R.  MORON  OR  MORE  ‘’Moron’’ is always the "lepers" who choose not to gnow 

R.O. TO MNEMONIC REFLEX REPORTER: (the collator) ONE [E.Yah] PREFER EXTREME CONTROL IN ROOM –.  I 
NTERPRETER [collator] EXCEL FROM ROOM CORNER.  REFER EXPERIMENT CONTROL ROOM, (jump room co-ordinates)  

 o Yes, I recall, October 2013 one of the  ‘’looking glass’’ events in my main room which I did take to be someone other than 

Nostrad. appeared in the corner next to the TV as a large Therses 

R.O. IMPLEMENTOR EXERT CORNER [orbit]  IN OS (other lines also say to be in ''queer cave in Capricorn'') 
MI [Nostradamus] R.O. MENTOR RECENT EXPLORER OF ROOF OF REPORTER – ROOF NOT EXCEL.   

 o Quite so, this must have been what the strange sudden light coming down from nowhere right next to the security 

camera was! Quickly we grabbed the security camera to see it. Camera card was full, how frustrating. Then, as the 

builders were leaving I asked them what might be wrong with the “centre of the roof” and they had not bolted the 

rafters back having removed the middle ones to lay a ceiling. 

R.O. REFLEX (reflects) POOR ROOF CENTRE , REFER EXERT [make it cooler] COOLER, which is exactly what the new ceiling was 
all about!  R.O. REFLEX  REFER E.T.  PROTON POE,human combustion NORTH NEAR COOPER… 
(my sister is a Cooper and she is near Brisbane, so the 'Poe' human combustion effect will be there – in Capricorn?) 

These are a reference to  
5 4 2 Sera fasche' de l'etrange alliance  Vexed by the alien alliance 
INCREASE SHELTER NEAR ACACIAS IN ALLEGED FEN AFAR (Australia, but also the date of Aquarius)  
(alleged wetlands, which are not always wet… collators place)  (the  ''air raid shelter'' is right next to 2 Acacia trees!) 
1 80 3 Puis naistra monstre de tres hideuse beste. Then a monster will be borne of/from a very hideous beast:Sarru 
INDEBTED AS [god of the Aettir] SUSPENDS SERIOUSNESS THIS TEMPERATURE THEREABOUTS  

(the area where the Acacia trees are) what may seem personal to me will also apply to other people 
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4:74:2 Tous affemblez contre ceux d'Aquitaine ASSUMES IOU ARE ACQUAINTEDthatCOCK-SURE TAX-EFFICIENT BATTLE-AXE USA 
ASSEMBLES BRAZEN TOXIC BLAZES CONCRETE CENTRE: EXOTIC ALIEN ISRAEL DEMONS BLOUU-OUT AMAZED REDNECKS, 
(UUANTED FORESKINS) EXULTANT BENEFITS UUARS ASKEUU (IS EXCRETAL X-RATED BUTTOCKS ANTI-UUOMENIZER 
INFECTOR) BLACK CUBE KAABA ALA.LU ARAB ISLAM-MUSLIM CRETIN FACTION EFFECTED BOMB TUUIN TOUUERS. in GIANT SPIDERS 
UUE CUT-OFF BRUTAL SNAKE DOZEN EXECUTES  ATTACK.  
10 70 3 Champ arroufe viendra en defcroiffance,  Fields Markabian watered by EnKi will come to shrink, 
SARCOSINE U.N PARAMOURS SCENARIOS: VAPOURISER EACH MAP, CONSIDER MAPS CHAOS UPROAR 
IS  E.D. R.O.   ENCODERS'  NARCOSIS INVADERS REVISED REASCEND.  CHANCES  INVERSED  NEAR  END   

9 94 GalleresVratiflavesMyfne 
 FERVENT  VAGRANT  SLAVE-GIRLS  AS  VAGINALLY  SAVAGE.

 
 SANG TELL STARVING - SAVE GIRLS SAFELY AT LAST LEVEL  

 IS FEVERLESS SMELLY  FALSE  AGE  MALE MAITRE GRAYLE-GREYS EVIL
( ) [that level] this partly refers to the "Battle for Dulce 1979 when over 4,000 sex slaves were RELEVANT LIVING ‘LIFELESS’ IN GRAVE
saved due to intervention by Jimmy Carter following his ratification of  the 1978 "Treaty 5" exchanging tech-nology for "trade in men" 
meaning humans. I say partly because this is current and ongoing.  Do your re-search, starting with Phil Schneider videos. YET, this also 
refers to the likes of Hillary lying brain dead in a med bed deep under Greenland base. Refer bitchute videos  GENE DECODE 

directly from the TEMPLATE: 
£  2847

 1 18 4 PROPHET.ENCODE.LOVELIEST.CONFUZE.TRUE  LETTERPROP UUROTE SHE FOCUZ COUTURE PLOTTER  
ONCE.DOVE (cryptic for St Germain Prophet).SEE RULEOUT  OIL PETROL.TOUUER.EPOCH .ILL    before finding the context 

j publication 
£  2847

 1 18 4 Le port Phoce de voilles & nefz couuert. The port of Marseilles/Venice covered with ships and sails. 

I added Venice as a possibility because Venice was known as Phoenice- (Phen-ice) from where the Phoenicians embarked 

 (cryptic for St Germain Prophet). SHE ENCODES TRUE LETTERPROP; UUROTE FOCUZ ON ONCE after DOVE PROPHET.
SEE RULE OUT OIL-PETROL...  

TOUUER PLOTTER CONFUZED ILLS, COUTURE dressed up/false flags   
 
£   283 

3 83 1 Les longs cheveux de la Gaule Celtique; The long haired from Celtic Gaul 
TO CLUELESS COLLEGES SCHEDULE LANGUAGE AXLED, USED, EXUDE QUITE VAGUE SEQUEL:  
COLLECTS ELUSIVE LOVELESS EVIL  (HECKLED, SOVIETS VEXED).  

 
o DOVE means ‘prophet’ but may mean Da Vinci here. HELL-LIKE means a stargate (‘is hocus pocus hades hazard’) 2 67 1     

o  Turns out DOVE means ST. GERMAIN
o GHOULS’ LONG ESS.Has taken me ALL THIS TIME to figure out this means the  

 
£  3555 

8 84 4 : De tant  voiles fuy, fuy, l'horrible pefte.                      flee oh, flee, so many sails, the dreaded pest ! 

Sirius DEEPEST STATE SEPDET/  IV DETONATE 
Surely, this cannot get ANY clearer! The case of the Bushes dropping the Twin Towers to prevent NESARA – a thing we 
have only just learned in the previous forum ST GERMAIN with the ADVENT DATE being 9-11, which is how we refer to it! 
The Sirius IV/4 refers to SAMAROBRIN of 6 5 3. SAAM, RIB, ON and R. In effect this is saying that daddy Bush, the Nazi 
programs, Sirius (Canis Minor and the FreeMasons) were all involved in trying to prevent the "HOLY" NESARA.  

 changing the wording. 

National Economic Security And Reformation Act (NESARA). to 

National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act, and THIS, the wrong one, is what you find on Wikid.pedia. 
 
£  1845

10 60  2  Savonne, Sienne, Capue  Modene, Malte  

they LET OANNES  NAME  the  MEAT MODE   pairs 1 27 3,  6 4 1, 9 58 1 
£   504

6 4 1 Le Celtiq ƒleuve changera de rivage, 
VILE ALIEN LEECH/Hirudocrown over Orion  CHECK IN, LEFT CALENDAR  with added 1,000 years   AGGRIEVES  ALL 
(IN  QUEER  ILLEGAL  AVARICE, HAGGLE TECHNICALS) TREATIES  LIARS  CLAUSE  ALLEGED  VAGUE  RECEIVERS.  
IS  CIGAR  CRAFT of  UGLIER  IGUANA  SNAKE  FAILURE  RACE 
£   626 

7 26 1  
UNFAIREST  URANITES: SEPDET/Sirius SET FISSURE, ALLEGES PURITAN, FURIES TOUUARD USA. PRETENDS LEGAL     

U.N PROTESTED TOUUARD STAGED  FIRES.   STAGE GATE DETOURS LIARS  
 

 

''foreigner'' boomerang = alien stranger 
those ten footers of the pheon cross  
white hedjet crown of upper [higher](southern)Egypt 

flower bell/electricity/ ormus  
hovering over  

vulture/Lyra  
dove/columbine/St Germain    

olive branch/bran.ches 
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The Hidden Texts Of Nostradamus –  
Nos tradamus We Convey 
Nostra Damus Our Gift 
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 A t'ask of Seven Years apprenticeship, from being allowed to find the Triple Method 
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